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A CONTINUATION OF ‘GET IT RIGHT’

Prefatory Note: These notes are a continuation of ‘Get It Right’ on the same basis and system., with comments on
words, grammar and clarification of the text, and additionally on political motivations. Some books (see introductory
notes to Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Psalms, Proverbs and Job) are not covered systematically, but there are merely
random notes here and there. Chronicles is given special treatment, to allow for the parallel with other books (Samuel,
Kings, Isaiah and Jeremiah).

Index of books in ‘traditional’ order:

Note that the actual division is not Jewish. We count only 24 books, including the five books of the
Pentateuch, because there is only one book of Samuel, only one of Kings, only one of Chronicles; Ezra and Nehemiah
might be considered as three, but are counted as only one book, and twelve books from Hosea to Zechariah inclusive
also count as one, as do the five books of Psalms. However, the following are the way they are named and used even
by Jews for references, with chapter and verse, (which is why the list is inserted here).
The list is in the ‘traditional order’ except that Chronicles has been placed before Ezra instead of after Nehemiah.
Note that the ‘traditional order’ is the one we have become used to since the days of printing. A different order is
given in the Talmud and other orders were accepted in different Jewish communities and found in ancient manuscripts.
(The non-Jewish order, e.g. in the King James Bible, is different again.)

6-9 are the so-called ‘Early prophets’, the historical books.
10-13 are the so-called ‘Later prophets’, the books of ‘prophecy’.
14-24 are the ‘Miscellaneous scriptures’.

6 Joshua 13 Hosea Haggai 20 Ecclesiastes
7 Judges Joel Zechariah 21 Esther
8 Samuel I Amos Malachi 22 Daniel

Samuel II Obadiah 14 Psalms 23 Chronicles I
9 Kings I Jonah 15 Proverbs Chronicles II

Kings II Micah 16 Job 24 Ezra
10 Isaiah Nahum 17 Song of Solomon Nehemiah
11 Jeremiah Habakkuk 18 Ruth
12 Ezekiel Zephaniah 19 Lamentations

Index of book reference abbreviations:

Column A is the abbreviation against the main reference.
Column B is the abbreviation in cross-references and at the foot of the page.
Column C is the name of the book.

> [ref] means ‘see the note on the reference given’. > app. means ‘see appendix’
> app. A means ‘see appendix A to Torah volume on meanings of the verb ¼ÈÃÜ Lb’

A

1C
1K
1S
2C
2K
2S
A
Da
D
Ec
Es
E
Ek

B

1Chr.
1K.
1Sam.
2Chr.
2K.
2Sam.
Amos
Dan.
Deut.
Eccl.
Est.
Ex.
Ezek.

C

Chronicles I
Kings I
Samuel I
Chronicles II
Kings II
Samuel II
Amos
Daniel
Deuteronomy
Ecclesiastes
Esther
Exodus
Ezekiel

A

Er
G
Hb
Hg
Ho
Is
Je
Jb
Jl
Jn
Js
Ju
La

B

Ezra
Gen.
Hab.
Hag.
Hos.
Is.
Jer.
Job
Joel
Jon.
Jos.
Jud.
Lam.

C

Ezra
Genesis
Habakkuk
Haggai
Hosea
Isaiah
Jeremiah
Job
Joel
Jonah
Joshua
Judges
Lamentations

A

L
Ma
Mi
Nm
Ne
N
Ob
Pr
Ps
R
SS
Zc
Zp

B

Lev.
Mal.
Mic.
Nah.
Neh.
Num.
Ob.
Prov.
Ps.
Ruth
SS
Zech.
Zeph.

C

Leviticus
Malachi
Micah
Nahum
Nehemiah
Numbers
Obadiah
Proverbs
Psalms
Ruth
Song of Solomon
Zechariah
Zephaniah
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HISTORICAL SOURCES

The following (which does not claim to be complete) lists the mainstream historical books, together with sources of
additional historical information, and sources where descriptions and/or implications provide background information
on the way of life etc. during the various periods. The student can prepare his own table, sub-dividing the periods to
suit his own requirements.

PERIOD MAIN SOURCES OTHER SOURCES BACKGROUND

Creation to Egypt Genesis Chronicles
(1Chr.Chs.1-8)

Egypt to Sinai Exodus,
Deuteronomy

Chronicles
(1Chr.7:21-22)
Psalms

Sinai to Canaan Numbers
Deuteronomy

Joshua (Ch.13)
Judges (11:15-27)

Between Moses and
Samuel

Joshua
Judges

Chronicles
(1Chr.Ch.9)

Ruth

Samuel to the death
of Josiah

Samuel
Kings

Chronicles Isaiah (Chs.36-39)
Jeremiah (bits)
(& others)

Isaiah (Chs.1-35)
Hosea, Joel, Amos,
Micah, Nahum,
Habakuk, Zephaniah

Death of Josiah to
the Exile

Kings
(2K 23:31-25:26)

Chronicles
(2Chr.Ch.36)
Jeremiah (Chs.39-
43)
Jeremiah (52:1-30)

Daniel (1:1-2) Daniel (1:3-5)
Jeremiah
Lamentations

The Babylonian and
Eastern Exile

Kings (2K.25:27-30)
Daniel,
Esther

Jeremiah (52:31-34) Daniel
Isaiah (Chs.40-66)
Ezekiel (Chs.1-39,
and Ch.45)

The Egyptian Exile Jeremiah (43:5-7) Jeremiah
(43:8-44:30)

The Return Ezra-Nehemiah Haggai Haggai
Zechariah
Malachi
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ISRAEL AND JUDAH

From the time of Jacob there appears to have been a struggle between Judah (son of Leah) and Joseph (son

of Rachel) for the leadership of the family, and later betwen their descendants for the leadership of the people.

The theme recurs (and is highly relevant) throughout our history until the time of the Babylonian exile, when

it seems to have disappeared.

Joseph boasted of his dream that one day they would all bow down to him. Judah was the one who made the

decision that led to Joseph’s slavery. Yet after that, with Joseph out of the way, Judah seems to have fallen out

with his brothers and branched out on his own. Later he seems to have become reconciled with them. Judah led

the brothers in their argument with their father and convinced him to send Benjamin with them to Egypt, Judah

stood up to Joseph in Egypt, and it was Judah that his father sent on ahead to announce his arrival to Joseph

in Goshen. But Joseph was the ruler of Egypt. An abortive apparent attempt to escape from Egypt was led by

men of Ephraim (Joseph).

The first leader to unite the people was Moses, and it is not insignificant that he came from a neutral tribe,

Levi. He organised the people according to their tribes, and it seems that family ties had remained very strong

in Egypt, as he would hardly have created them. There the tribe of Joseph obviously were in a different position

to the rest, as they were initially the descendants of the ruler, and tribal jealousies doubtless existed. Ignoring

these, Moses equalised all the tribes (except, following the incident of the Golden Calf, the tribe of Levi). True

he counted the tribe of Joseph as two tribes, to get two portions in the Land, but that was traditionally the wish

of Jacob himself and as such was respected by all. Further, it could be argued that the extra portion given to

Joseph was taken by Jacob from Reuben because of the latter’s misconduct, and Judah would not feel jealous,

especially as Moses received divine instructions to do things that way.

Once Moses had united the people, actually encouraging the division into tribes, but only as sub-divisions of

the whole people, they were prepared to accept his named and divinely approved successor Joshua, whose

belonging to Ephraim was regarded as incidental. Even so, Joshua was careful, and when allocating the Land

he dealt with Judah first, and the tribes of Joseph second. (He could justify this to his own tribe by saying that

some of them had already been granted an allocation, those of Manasseh who received their allocation from

Moses in Transjordan).

Joshua also took great care to separate Judah geographically from the two Joseph tribes, Ephraim and

Manasseh, with a gap between them so that their territories should not be contiguous. The gap was filled by a

neutral tribe, which came out by lot to be Benjamin. From then on, whenever there was a political split, the tribe

of Benjamin was never entirely on one side or the other. (Note that the struggle was always one for leadership

of all the tribes, between Judah and Joseph, or sometimes more specifically between Judah and Ephraim. It was

not between the sons of Leah and those of Rachel, where Benjamin would tend to side with Joseph and the

others with Judah. If there was such rivalry, it was only between the brothers themselves, before Joseph was sold

to Egypt, when Benjamin was too young to be involved.)

Apart from Joshua’s method of allocating the land, with an internal squabble about the land offered to

Manasseh and Ephraim, we find no reference or hint in his book of anything special or different about either

the tribes of Joseph or that of Judah vis-a-vis any of the other tribes. Nor is there anything in the early chapters

of Judges, but as we proceed a pattern begins to emerge. Judah seems to become cut off from the rest in some

peculiar way. Attention is first drawn to this in the Song of Deborah, in which she praises those tribes that came

and fought, criticises those who did not (including Reuben in Transjordan), yet does not mention Judah at all.

This implies that Judah did not come and help, yet could not be blamed for not doing so. One can only assume

they were geographically cut off by a spur of Canaanites and others in the middle whom they could not pass.

After Othniel (who was a contemporary of Joshua) we find no mention of Judah among the Judges, although

the Danites lived on Judah’s territory and Samson seems to have wandered around that part. All the other stories

seem to have taken place further north. The only possible exception is Ibzan, of whom we know nothing (outisde

his family affairs) except that he came from and was buried in Bethlehem. But which one? The one in Judah
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is not specified, and it may well have been the one in Zebulun.

Abimelech (half Manasseh and half Ephraim, both Joseph) declared himself king, but it is uncertain if in his

short reign his jurisdiction extended or was recognised over a very large area, and Judah was almost certainly

too far away to take much notice of him. So although he was the first king, it is unlikely that he was the first

king to unite all the tribes.

Judah does appear in the appendices. Jonathan the Levite, a young man brought up in a family of the tribe

of Judah (presumably his mother’s family), set out wandering from Bethlehem to seek his fortune, and eventually

arrived at Mount Ephraim. He had previously wandered around the part of Judah inhabited by Danites, as the

latter when they arrived recognised his voice. So communications at that time were not difficult, but we do not

know when that time was.

On another undated occasion, not too long after the time of Joshua because Phinehas was still alive, another

Levite, from Mount Ephraim, took a wife (or mistress) from Bethlehem in Judah. When they quarelled and she

went home to mother, he went to fetch her back, and seems to have encountered no real difficulties on the

journey until he reached Gibeah on the return, and even there it was from Israelites, not foreigners. He had

merely considered it unwise to spend the night in Jebus (Jerusalem), an isolated Jebusite city. The incident at

Gibeah led to the Civil War, in which all of the tribes united against Benjamin, and there is reference to the

army of Israel (in which Judah was instructed to take the lead) and the army of Benjamin - an understandable

distinction.

A third undated story is that of Ruth. Here all the action takes place either in Moab or in Bethlehem in Judah.

But this was a ‘local’ story, not a national one. It is interesting to note that when Ruth’s son was born, the

women blessed Naomi and said ‘May his (the boy’s) name be called (i.e. famous) in Israel.’ Israel, not Judah.

At the time of the last of the Judges, Samuel, a king was appointed. It is significant that Saul, the first king

to unite all the tribes, came (like Moses) from a neutral tribe, Benjamin. Then we find something strange. All

the tribes came to help him to fight against the Ammonites and rescue the town of Jabesh-Gilead, but they are

numbered in two groups. At Bezek he mustered an army of ‘three hundred thousand Israelites and thirty

thousand men of Judah’! The interesting point is not the relative numbers, but the fact that the soldiers of Judah

were counted separately, and not considered as a part of ‘Israel’. They were allies, but Israel was Israel and

Judah was Judah. Judah might even adopt the leadership in battle, but it was not actually a part of Israel, which

was led (as appears later) by Ephraim. This, and not after the death of Solomon, is where we first meet the term

Israel used to exclude Judah.

How and when the split occurred we do not know, we are not told, but either there had been a complete

geographical severance at some time, during which Judah had been forced to develop separately and form its

own army which was pleased to join the others when an occasion arose, or there had been a political split

followed by a reconciliation. Later events, starting with the opposition to David based mainly on his tribal origin

(which was overcome only by an appreciation of his great ability) suggests the latter.

Saul of course kept the people united, the only risk was a breakaway movement in Judah, the only person able

to lead such was David, and David refused to do this while Saul was alive. Saul was God’s annointed, against

whom he would not rebel, but Saul’s son Ishbosheth was not. Eventually after the latter was assassinated, David

managed to reunite the country, but with undercurrents of opposition, and on one occasion there was open

rebellion, quelled only by Joab. However, although David reunited the country, he did not manage to weld the

two parts together, and when he had his census conducted, the results were given separately for Israel and for

Judah. Solomon held the country together, but his tyranny kept old hatreds aflame under the surface, and after

his death, when his son refused to be reasonable, the final split occurred. It had been simmering under the

surface for a long time, and the split was not one into individual tribes, but into Israel and Judah, the latter being

willing to accept this use of the name Israel! The neviim often had to speak of the entire people as ‘Jacob’ if

they did not want to exclude Judah.

The above remarks point out facts as given (with reasonable deductions), which provide a relevant background

to much that appears in our history. But the facts themselves remain largely unexplained.

*
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J O S H U A

Important note: The book is not written as one continuous work, but appears to have been pieced together from
different sources. There is no strict chronological order, something may be mentioned briefly in the course of a
general sequence of events, and later given in more detail as if it occurred later which it did not. Also some things
that happened after Joshua’s death are included to complete a story. There are also contradictions that are not easy
to explain. The early part though is certainly chronological and straightforward.

Js 1:1,2 ¼-Vz D% K6 SSSSS ¼'J% J6
the word means ‘a servant’ but came to mean a slave –
not, however, with that connotation here.
Js 1:3 1J/ D0 D&K< 7 K¤
your feet (NOT soles of feet > Gen.8:9.)
Js 1:4 1J/ D0|% Dy
your territory. > Gen.10:19.
Js 1:8 ¼ª J/L<Uz ¼> J$ K+¼- H0 D: Kº
‘you will cause you way to succeed’ (an idiomatic way
of expressing ‘you will succeed’ which on its own, ‘you
will be a success’, would be ¼ÌKÑ DÛ Hf).
Js 1:11 ¼( L'¼- I:
Rather puzzling, since they existed on the manna which
would not keep for three days! Rashi says it means
equipment, hard to accept. Kimchi says it means other
food, what other food? and why was it necessary?
Js 1:13 <}/L*
short for ¼X ¼Ý D] DË Hf ¼Ý¼D ¼ÐLË
Js 2:1 1- H¢ H¹K(
The Shittim. The full name was ¼Ò¼Î HZ HJ KÉ ¼Ñ IÆ LÅ.
¼|¼% D¤ Ḑ H£K)
This does not conflict with verse 8 as the meaning here
is different, something like ‘rested’. Alternatively, they
spent the night there and what follows took place next
day, but that they spent a whole day there is less likely.
Js 2:6 1 K>L0E6J( $- H( D)
she had taken them up. > Gen.4:1.
Js 2:7 |8U'L< 1- Ḩ L4F$ L( D)
(when) the men had chased ... they closed ...
3 IzU<K£ K( ¦J< Jz
the road to the Jordan
Js 2:8 3|% L¤ Ḑ H- 1J< J, ( L® I(D)
and they were yet about to lie down (i.e. had not yet
done so, but that is the meaning of the phrase, not of the
words). > Gen.2:5.
Js 2:14 |'-Hy K> $W0 1 H$
if (i.e. provided that) you do not tell.
Js 2:15 3}¬ K+K( ' K6 Dx 0 J% J+Kx 1I'V<}ºK)
Possibly a standard mode of exit for customers who did
not wish to be seen leaving her establishment for quite
different reasons.
Js 2:16 1 J>Ix D+K4 D)
for ¼Ò Jß ¼Å IT DÌKÕ DÊ.
Js 3:1 |<N%F6K- 1J< J,
they were yet about to cross (i.e. before they crossed,
but that is the meaning of the phrase, not the words).
Js 3:3 1H£H) D0 K( 1-H4F(N¤ K( D)
The reference here and frequently in this and the next
chapter is to the Levites (see Deut.31:9, compare
Deut.31:25). Nowhere does it say the sons of Aaron
(contrast Lev.1:5,8,11; 2:2, etc.). The Hebrew word
Kohen means a minister, one who ministers (see note on
Lev.7:35). The sons of Aaron ministered within the
Tabernacle as priests, but it was the remaining sons of

Kohath who ministered by (among other things) carrying
the Ark, just as the sons of David (2Sam.8:18)
ministered not to God but to the state. In the time of
Moses the term was only used for the sons of Aaron to
avoid confusion (except in Deut.31:9), but here there
was no fear of confusion. Compare the word ¼ß JÝÃÍ DÜ
whose use in the Torah is restricted to ¼Ò¼Î H_ KÖ ¼ßJÝÃÍ DÜ
(incense), whereas it means anything that is ‘smoked’ to
produce an aroma. In that sense it could include the fats
(see Introduction to Leviticus) but to avoid confusion is
never so used.
)- L<F+K$ 1 Jº D/K0F(K)
The formation in which they marched until now might
or might not be restored after crossing the Jordan, but
was not suitable at this stage.
Js 3:8 ¼| ¼'N2F6 Kº
‘stop’ or ‘stand still’, opposite to ‘walk’ or ‘go’.
Js 3:15 $I0 L2
was full, or possibly ‘is full’ (i.e. as a general rule,
throughout the harvest period). [Hebrew has the same
form in the masculine for ‘is full’ and ‘was full’.] The
harvest period started about that time, in spring, and the
Jordan was full after the winter rains that fill the wadis
which in turn drain into the Jordan. (There is no rain in
the country in the summer, and the water level falls.)
The two spies were able to cross at the fords, one at a
time, but not two million people with their animals.
Js 3:16 1H- K® K( |' D2F6K£K)1H- K®K( |' D2F6K£K)1H- K® K( |' D2F6K£K)
The Jordan is so called because it ‘descends’ ( ¼ÈIÝÃÎ )
from Lake Galilee (Kinneret), itself below sea level, to
the Aravah or Dead Sea, the lowest point on the surface
of the Earth. It descends rapidly and is torrential. If the
water from above (i.e. the north) is stopped, in effect
dammed, then all below the stoppage point will very
rapidly flow away. The same event occurred in the year
5687 (1927 c.e.) when, follow¼ing an earthquake, the
Jordan stopped flowing for twenty-two hours in roughly
the same spot, and it was possible to cross on dry land.
The miracle was not in the occurrence but in the timing.
The word ¼X¼È DÓ K×K[KÊ means ‘stood still’, i.e. stopped
flowing, not ‘stood up’. The fact that the water ‘stood
up’ (or piled up, whatever that may mean in practical
terms) is conveyed by the following words ¼È LÌ JÅ ¼ÈIÕ ¼X ¼Ó LÜ.
1 L'L$ I2 'N$ D2 ;I+ D< K(
at a great distance from Adam. The Jordan, between the
two lakes (Galilee and the Dead Sea) is fordable at two
places. One is near the town of Adam, about halfway
down, near where the Jabbok flows into it, which is
where probably Abraham and certainly Jacob crossed
(Gen.33, between verses 17 and 18), and where events
occurred mentioned in the book of Judges. The other is
a little to the south of the section facing Jericho.
Comparatively recently bridges have been built at these
places, the first called the Damya Bridge (Damya is the
Arabic form of Adam) and the second the Allenby
Bridge after the English general.
Although it is mentioned that this took place opposite
Jericho it is stressed that it was a very long way from
Adam (apparently a small place near the then better-
known one of Zarethan?). This seems to imply that
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when the river is full on its banks it is still possible to
cross near Adam (which would not have been such a
miracle) but not near Jericho. A further point is that the
crossing was opposite Jericho and not by the fords,
which are further south, so that what was put in place
there could not easily be removed.
Js 4:3 3}0 L®Kx
not necessarily an inn, but wherever you happen to
spend the night, even a spot in the desert.
Js 4:9 1- H; I(
The point of replacing the stones with others, instead of
just leaving holes, is not clear, unless something was
written on them. It does not say so, but presumably
something was written.
Js 4:19 }+- H< D- ... 0Ly D0HyKx
In 5:9 it is explained how it got its name.
The Gilgal is mentioned in the Torah (Deut.11:30) as a
place near Shechem. Here it refers to a site next to
Jericho, and various references to Joshua’s camp and to
‘going down to The Gilgal’ and ‘going up from the
Gilgal’ indicate that this is the place in all other
references. Very much later, after the destruction of
Shiloh, it became a place to offer sacrifices, probably
because of its nearness to the Jordan crossing and so
accessible to the people living in Gilead (Transjordan).
Js 4:24 1 J>$L<D-
A strange form in many ways, for ¼ÒJÐFÅUÝHÎ (or ¼ÒJÐ ¼ÅLÝ DÎ ?).
Js 5:1 ¼( L®L-
The Amorite kings on the west. Those on the east
(Sihon and Og) had been dealt with.
Js 5:2 1-H< O: >}% D< K+
flint knives. The word ¼ÆJÝ JÌ is sometimes better
translated as knife rather than sword.
¼>¼-H4 I̧
Again. Not the same people a second time, but
circumcision a second time, with the new generation.
Js 5:9,10 ¼0Ly D0HyKx B ¼0Ly D0Hy
> Jos.4:19
Js 6:2 *( ¼< J2¼$M£K)
The man gave Joshua God’s instructions.
Js 6:3 ¼7¼- Í K( SSSS ¼1 J>Nx K5 D)
Not ‘surround’ but ‘circumambulate’ i.e. march round.
Js 6:4,6 1-H4F(N/
In verse 6, the Levites would be carrying the ark, but
the actual priests, the descendants of Aaron, always had
the prerogative of blowing the horns (and trumpets).
Js 6:4 ff. 1-H0 D%}£ K( >}< D8}¸
shofars of the yovelim. In the next verse, keren ( ¼Ô JÝ JÜ) is
certainly a horn. Shofar is the instrument made from it,
to create a sound, so here they mean the same in effect.
The yovel was probably the man who walked up and
down blowing it, to warn everyone to pay attention and
possibly do something, similar to the old English ‘town
crier’, not another synonym for a horn. The causative of
the verb ( ¼Ñ IÆ¼D ¼É) means to bring. > Ex. 19:13.
|6 D; D>H-
the verb means to blow (a horn), making a piercing
sound (it also means to impale) – contrast next verse.
Js 6:5 0};
sound of. The word is not limited to ‘voice’.
( L6|< Dº SSS |6-V<L-
to make a loud noise, not necessarily, and here certainly
not, with the horn.
Js 6:9 7 I5K$ D2 K(D) SSS 9|0L+J(D)
the vanguard ... and the rearguard. (See Num. 10:25)

The syntax of this verse is difficult, and it is not easy to
make sense of it in conjunction with verse 13. It seems
that there was a vanguard (Reubenites, etc?), followed
by the shofar blowers (Priest), followed by the Ark,
(Levites) followed by the rearguard (rest of the people).
The rearguard certainly did not blow shofars.
K6}; L>D) ¦}0 L(
Idiom (using infinitives as participles) – going along
blowing. > Gen. 8:3. But they did not blow till the
seventh circuit of the seventh day.
Js 6:13
> vs.9.
Js 6:17 ( L> K$ Dx D+ J(
A dialect variation for ¼É LÅ¼Î HT DÌ JÉ (see vs.45).
Js 6:20 ¼( L2¼} ¼+ K( ¼0N² HºK)
Divine ‘miracles’ are not necessarily supernatural, they
simply occur (often with prior knowledge, but without
prior understanding) in the right place at the right time.
Probably the earthquake, or whatever had stopped the
Jordan, had weakened the wall and especially its
foundations, and from the shock waves from the noise
it collapsed. One is reminded of Barnes-Wallace’s ‘near-
miss’ bomb used in the Second World War, which
created far more damage by vibration than a direct hit
could have done.
¼¼} ¼' D&J4 ¼̧ ¼- H$
That part of the wall where the people were at the
moment collapsed, but not the entire wall, since Rahab,
whose house was inside the wall, was not killed when
the wall collapsed, and she and her family were rescued.
Js 7:1 +K<J* 3Jx -Vz D%K*
According to 1Chron.2:6, Zerah had five sons and Zabdi
was not one of them, he was obviously of a later
generation. When genealogies are given like this, not all
the generations are included.
Js 7:2 ¼- K6 L(
Always The Ai. (Cf. The Hague in Holland, Le Havre
in France, The Lizard in England though not a town).
Js 7:5 ¼̧ ¼- H$ ¼( L¹ Ḩ D) ¼1¼- Ḩ W0 Ḑ H¤
about thirty-six men. The prefix ?¤ before a number
means ‘about’ btu NOT before the gerund of a verb,
where it means ‘as’ (Ex. 11:4 ¼ßÃÛFÌK]).
Js 7:7 <- H%F6K(
We expect ¼ÝIÆF× KÉ.
Joshua’s complaint that they should have stayed across
the Jordan is rather reminiscent of the complaint to
which Moses most objected - ‘why did we not stay in
Egypt?’ However, here it was not lack of faith, they had
arrived and it was not working out as promised.
Js 7:8 7J<N6 0 I$L< DµH- ¦ K8 L(
Joshua wept not so much over thirty-six dead – in a war
casualties are inevitable – but over the fact that Israel
had turned and fled in battle! They had run away!
Js 7:9 ¼| ¼6 D2 Ḑ H- D)
Optative (consecutive).
Js 7:13 ¸ Iz K;
This often means something like ‘prepare’ cf. Ex. 19:10.
Js 7:14
The lottery was not a form of trial by which a person
was found guilty, but a means of establishing a pointer
as to who the guilty person might be when there was no
idea. Once the lottery pointed at someone, the others
would know in which direction to look for evidence. So
in verse 15, the one ‘taken with the herem’ not simply
the one taken in the lottery. In this case there was a
confession, corroborated by facts.
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Js 7:19 ¼( L'¼} ¼>
Not ‘thanks’ but admission, confession.
Js 7:20 (L4 D2 L$
‘indeed’ or ‘so it is’, cf. ¼Ô IÓ LÅ (sometimes ‘so be it’).
Js 7:21 ¼- H0G( L$ L(
He added bad grammar to his sins.
Js 7:25
If his sons and daughters were punished with him, it
could only be because they participated in his crime.
¼|¼0 D; D5H£K) SSSSS ¼| ¼2 DyU<H£K)
The difference is obscure. The root ÒÇÝ seems to mean
to throw stones, and ÑÜÖ to pile stones on, but this is not
certain. There may have been an overlap.
Js 8:10 ¼'N; D8H£K)
he mustered (NOT ‘counted’).
Js 8:11 ¼)L4¼- Ix
Written as if ¼D¼Õ¼Î IT but read as if ¼Ê¼ÎLÕ¼Î IT. Many
prepositions take an ending like those attached to a
plural noun, but ¼Ô¼Î IT is not usually one of them in
Hebrew, although in Aramaic it is.
Js 8:22 |$ D:L- (J¬ I$D)
these had gone out. Pluperfect.
Js 8:24 ( J' L¶Kx
in the countryside (not field) i.e. outside the town.
Js 8:25 ¼1¼- H0 D8M̄ K(
the fallen (dead) > Deut. 21:1.
Js 8:30 (J4 D%H- * L$
The imperfective is usual after ¼Ë LÅ.
0L%¼- I6 ¼< K( Dx
This was by Shechem (modern Nablus) over 20 miles
(about 35 km.) north of The Ai. See note on 8:33 below.
Js 8:32 ( J̧ N2 >K<}º (I4 Ḑ H2 > I$
a (or the) copy of the Teaching of Moses. > Deut.17:18.
Js 8:33 1H£H) D¬ K( 1-H4F(N¤ K(
> 3:3.
<Iy K¤
Not mentioned explicitly by Moses (Deut. 27:11,12).
0L%¼- I6 < K( SSS ¼1¼-H*V< Dy < K(
There is no reference to the town of Shechem, or to
their having captured it. Apparently it did not exist at
the time. See notes on Gen.12:6 and 33:18, and
Deut.11:30. The choice of this place was probably in
part because it was roughly in the middle of the country,
between north and south, and partly because a valley
between two hills is a suitable place to assemble people,
and with very good acoustics (> Deut.4:46).
Js 9:3 |6 D2 Ļ
had heard. Pluperfect.
Js 9:4 ( L2U< L6 Dx ( L® I( 1K&
‘also’. The Ai had been taken by cunning and deception.
Js 9:6 ¼0Ly D0Hy K(
Joshua had maintained his headquarters at The Gilgal by
Jericho, where they first camped, even after conquering
a number of places on the hills. This seems strange, as
Jericho is a long way from anywhere, very low, and
necessiating a very long steep ascent each time when
returning to the hills. The two words in 10:7 amd 10:9,
¼Ñ K×K[KÊ and ¼ÉLÑ L× ‘he went up (from Gilgal)’ confirm this,
even though there was, by coincidence, a Gilgal (Deut.
1:30) near Mounts Gerizim and Ebal, the last places
mentioned, but not the one here. The one referred to in
many places elsewhere in the Tanakh is likewise the one
near Jericho. > Jos. 4:19.

Js 9:14
It seems that the Israelites did not ask God’s advice. But
who took from whose provisions?
Js 10:3 H1K0 Ļ |<D-
It seems that this was the original name, later on
changed to ¼Ö¼X ¼Æ DÎ, and still later changed back. See 15:8.
Js 10:4 3}6 D%Hy > J$ ¼( J¤K4 D)
Not as a punishment, but because they had made an
alliance with Israel, presumably to help Israel attack the
others in return for immunity. Wrong, but so it seemed.
Js 10:6, 7, 9, 15, 43 ¼0Ly D0Hy K(
Near Jericho > Jos. 4:19.
Js 10:12 1}z
(stand) still. It always means this, sometimes in the
sense of ‘calm’ (see note on Lev.10:3), never ‘silent’.
Js 10:13 )- L%D-N$ -}y 1ŃH- ' K6
A poetic phrase, quoted from the book mentioned.
Js 10:36 ¼(L4¼} ¼< D% J+
Details of what happened at Hebron are given in
Chapters 14 and 15.
Js 10:40 (L0I8 D¹ K(D)
and the foothills. It means the land that is lower lying,
in a relative sense, but does not mean what we call the
lowlands. Note that the coastal plain (the true lowlands)
is not included in the list, as Joshua was not successful
there. The Philistines remained there for centuries.
¼>¼} ¼' I̧ F$ L(D)
the down pourings, i.e. the clefts of the hills where the
rains poured down in winter.
Js 10:41 3 J̧ Ny
Goshen here is by no conceivable stretch of the
imagination the part of Egypt where they had lived,
since they were forbidden to return there. The Egyptians
had learned their lesson and were to be left alone. There
is however evidence that parts at least of the country
had been at one time under Egyptian occupation, and the
Egyptians may well have named an area after a part of
their home country. Numerous towns and areas in North
America are named after towns and areas in England.
Js 11:3 ¼1L£ H2¼| ¼+L< D* H® H2
The Canaanites lived in the lowlands. It means to (not
from) the east (the Jordan Valley, not Transjordan) and
to the west (the coastal plain).
Js 11:18 ¼1¼- HxK< ¼1¼- H2L-
An idiom meaning ‘many years’.
Js 11:22 ¼'¼} ¼z Ḑ K$ D%¼| ¼>K& Dx ¼(L~ K6 Dx
The Philistines.
Js 12:2 0 K+K̄ K( ¦}> D)
It seems to have been considered important to include
the town that was inside the wadi – > Num.22:36 where
other references are listed.
Js 12:23 ¼0Ly D0H& D0
Obscure: ‘Gilgal’ not ‘The Gilgal’. Exceptionally not the
one in 4:19, where they encamped on an open space
next to Jericho, not a place to support a king!
Js 13:3 1- Hº Ḑ H0 D8 -I4 D< K5 > J̧ I2F+
These were apparently five generals, each of whom had
an area of jurisdiction. They seem to have had more
authority than the kings (called Abimelech). See
1Sam.29:4-9. It seems from this verse that the
Philistines were considered as a sub-section of the
Canaanites, but Gen. Ch. 10 does not support this.
¼1¼-H| K6 L() ¼-H4}< D; J6 L( D)
These two went together, otherwise there were six. See
also Deut.2:23.
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Js 13:21 ¼3¼} ¼+¼- H5 ¼- I/¼- H5D4 SSSSS ¼3L- D' H2 - I$- HµD4
In Num.31:8 we are not told of their connection with
Sihon.
Js 14:6 ¼0Ly¼0HyKx
Near Jericho where he had his headquarters.
Js 14:13-14 3}< D% J+
Hebron was given to Caleb and has remained his ‘until
to-day’, yet later we are told that it was taken away
from him and given to the Levites (21:11,12)!
Js 15:1 ( L'|(D-
Joshua dealt with Judah first – see introduction.
Js 15:2 3Ņ L¬ K(
This refers to the ‘tongue’ of the sea that points to the
south. At a later period the expression was used to refer
to the ‘tongue’ of land that protrudes (slightly further
north) into the sea.
Js 15:4 >}$ D:Nº (-()
Originally ¼ÉLÎ LÉ DÊ. This is the original archaic form of the
feminine plural. (Compare the Aramaic. The feminine
singular is ¼É Lß DÎ LÉ DÊ.) The reading (keri) has been changed
here and in 18:12,14,19 (and in Num.34:4) to the
masculine form ¼X¼Î LÉ DÊ which is normally used in Biblical
Hebrew also for the feminine, but in 17:18 it has not
been changed. cf.Deut.21:7.
Js 15:5 3 Iz D<K£ K( ( I: D; H2 1L£ K( 3}¸ D¬ H2
The junction of the Dead Sea and the Jordan.
Js 15:7 ¼0Ly D0Hy K(
Towards The Gilgal, which was (later) in Benjamin.
Js 15:8 <L( L( ¸$N<
Those who are familiar with modern Jerusalem may find
this of interest. An examination of the topography taken
in conjunction with this verse and the next makes sense
only if this implies that the valley of Hinnom is
followed, as a cleft, past the present Jaffa Gate, across
Independence Park, upto the peak on the Jaffa Road just
to the east of the Mahaneh Yehudah market. (This would
imply that the Valley of Refaim is that which goes along
the length of the present Sacher Park, and not that which
is today named as the Valley of Refaim, though the two
do indeed merge to the south-west at Katamon.) From
this peak the line drops past Romema and the present
Bus Station and down to Mey Niftoah (which the Arabs
call Lifta). Land south of this line was allocated to
Judah, while Jerusalem itself (Jebus) and all north of the
line was later allocated to Benjamin.
Js 15:18 ( J' Lµ
As pointed out, this means land, not a field.
Js 15:19 (L/ L< D%
A blessing or gift. Here the word may have been
specially chosen as a pun, because ¼ÉLÐIÝ DT means a pool.
Js 15:21 1-H< L6 J(
The word ¼Ý¼Î H× means a settlement: a city or just a town,
or even a moderate-sized village, though not a hamlet
(see note on Gen.33:18). Note that very often there are
places of the same name in different parts of the
country. (In England and Wales there are eight different
places called Newport, so this need not surprise us.)
Js 15:38 ¼0 I$RD> D;L- D)
Against the rules of grammar. Another place so named
2Kings 14:7 was also spelt that way. Also > vs. 56.
Js 15:56 1 L6RU' D;L- D)
The other exception to the rule of grammar > vs. 38.
Js 15:63 ( L'|(D- -I4 D%
What had this to do with the tribe of Judah? Jerusalem,
though settled by members of various tribes
(1Chron.9:3), was (as stated later) allocated to Benjamin

(18:16)! The Talmud says that it was astride the border,
but that does not fit in with the description of the border
given in verse 8 and in 18:16.
( L'|(D- -I4 Dx > J$
i.e. Jerusalem was a Jebusite enclave in Judah. Jebusites
and Judah did not live together in Jerusalem, which
remained a Jebusite stronghold until the time of David.
Js 16:1 7 I5}- -I4 D% H0
After Judah, Joshua dealt with Joseph. See introduction
on ‘Israel and Judah’.
Js 17:7 1 J/ Ḑ ¼-I4 D² 0 K6
Shechem is nowhere mentioned as allocated, presumably
because it did not exist as a town. > 20:7.
Js 17:18; 18:12,14,19, 19:29 (-()
> 15:4.
Js 18:1 ¼(W0 Ḩ
This became the new headquarters, see later.
Js 18:11 7 I5}- -I4 Dx 3- I%| (L'|(D- -I4 Dx 3- Ix
Joshua had ensured that Judah and Joseph did not have
contiguous territory, with one of the remaining seven
tribes – he did not care which – acting as a buffer
between them. The lot fell to Benjamin.
Js 18:16 'K<L- D)
The first time this occurs in the verse there is no descent
but a very steep ascent. Throughout all the descriptions
of borders in these chapters, various verbs are used,
apparently somewhat indiscriminately, to mean ‘the
territory (i.e. the edge of the territory, the border, but
strictly ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU means territory, not border), continued, ran,
went, carried on, proceeded, etc., without worrying too
much about ascents and descents.
Js 19:47 3 L' -I4 D% |0F6K£K)
This event took place later, certainly after the death of
Joshua, and is described in the book of Judges. It is
included here to complete the picture. Completing a
story with something relevant that in fact took place
much later is found e.g. in Gen.11:32 and Ex.16:32-35.
Js 19:49 |4 DºH£K)
Joshua did not take, or allocate to himself, but made
sure that he was given his special portion by the people;
even so, he did not accept a gift as a favour from them,
but it was in accordance with God’s instruction. He was,
however, allowed to choose the place he wanted.
Js 20:7 ¼1 J/ Ḑ
Nowhere is this mentioned as allocated. > Gen. 12:6 &
33:18, Deut. 11:29. Presumably in the meantime they
had built it. (Also in 21:21.)
Js 21:11,12 ¼3¼}¼< D% J+
They took away the town and a small area around it
from Caleb and left him with the countryside and
surrounding villages.
Js 22:4,6,7,8 1J(-I0G( L$ ... 1J/-I0G( L$( D0)
home. An idiomatic usage, see note on Deut.16:7.
Js 22:10 K+IxD* H2 |4 D%H£F)
This part of the story probably happened much later,
since from here to the end of the story there is no
mention of Joshua, or even of Eleazar, only Phinehas
and the leaders. Joshua was presumably dead by then.
Js 22:34 |$U< D;H£K)
It does not say what they called it! A word missing?
Js 24:1 ( L2J/ Ḑ
Here again the place is mentioned by name. Its choice
would be for four reasons. First it was central in the
country. Second, it was accessible to Transjordan via the
crossing at Adam, so people from there could easily
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come. (The only crossing point to the south appears to
have been at Jericho.) Third, it was near his own home,
which was in the region, and he was an old man for
whom travel was not too easy. Fourth, the acoustics, as
mentioned previously, were good in the valley (a
suitable place to assemble so many people) between
Mounts Ebal and Gerizim.
Js 24:9,11 |2F+L¬H£K) ... 1J+L¬H£K)
Neither Balak nor the inhabitants of Jericho actually
attacked them, but both were prepared to do so.
Js 24:12 ( L6 D< H³K(
> Ex.23:28.
Js 24:14 ¼1H-K< D: H2 D%¼|
Interesting!
Js 24:25 ,L² Ḑ H2| ;N+
See note on Gen.23:4.

Js 24:26 ¼< J8 I5 Dx
Surely not ‘in the book of’ i.e. adding to it. Probably it
means ‘in a book of’, i.e. in a copy.
Js 24:28 +K¬ Ķ D-K)
released.
Js 24:29 K6 O̧ ¼} ¼(D- > L2L£K)
Some of the things mentioned earlier took place after
this, as explained in the notes.
Js 24:32 1 J/ Ḑ H%
Here not mentioned as a town.
( L,- Hµ D;
Jonathan here, like Onkelos in Genesis, translates this as
‘lambs’, not a type of coin. An old controversy.
Js 24:33 > I2 ... <L* L6 D0 J$D)
Probably a pluperfect. Eleazar had died (i.e. was dead).
He died before Joshua, but his death is mentioned here.

*
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I N T R O D U C T I O N T O J U D G E S

STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK

The book can be divided into three parts, although the separation of the first two is largely a matter of
convenience. The opening sections are not chronological, nor have they been pieced together logically. The main part
of the book is chronological. The final part contains two appendices, which belong together in a way, both of which
are undated. There is no reason to assume that they occurred in the order stated, and still less reason to assume that
because they are placed at the end they occurred after the rest of the book.

The bulk of the book was traditionally written by Samuel, and this makes sense, as its purpose seems to be
to reinforce the point he made (when the people demanded a king) that when the people behave things go well, and
when they do not behave things go badly, either way a king being unnecessary.

The two appendices appear to have been written by someone with opposite views, to demonstrate that there
were stories that Samuel conveniently left out, showing how things can go wrong without a king in a way that (the
author implies) they would not have done had there been a king. In other words, they were written to justify the need
for a monarchy.

PART.1. INTRODUCTORY

1. 1:1 - 1:36. A sort of extension to the book of Joshua, extremely hard to explain.
2. 2:1 - 2:5. This paragraph is logically out of place here. See below.

3a. 2:6 - 2:10. Introduction to the book: first section, following on from the book of Joshua.
3b. 2:11 - 2:23. Introduction to the book: second section.
3c. 3:1 - 3:6. Introduction to the book: third section.
[3d. 2:1 - 2:5. Introduction to the book: fourth section. Belongs here.]

PART.2. THE MAIN PART OF THE BOOK Italics refer to the tribe.

1. 3:7 - 3:11. Othniel (Judah). [Vs. Mesopotamians].
2. 3:12 - 3:30. Ehud (Benjamin). [Vs. Moab].
3. 3:31. Shamgar (?). [Vs. Philistines].
4a. 4:1 - 4:24. Deborah (& Barak, Naftali). [Vs. Canaanites].
4b. 5:1 - 5:31. (Deborah’s song.)
5. 6:1 - 8:32. Gideon (Manasseh, west). [Vs. Midian].
6. 8:33 - 9:57. Abimelech (Manasseh, west).
7. 10:1 - 10:2 Tolah (Issachar).
8. 10:3 - 10:5 Jair (Manasseh, east).
9. 10:6 - 12:7 Jephthah (Manasseh, east). [Vs. Ammon].
10. 12:8 - 12:10 Ibzan (Judah? more probably Zebulun).
11. 12:11 - 12:12 Elon (Zebulun).
12. 12:13 - 12:15 Abdon (Ephraim).
13. 13:1 - 16:31 Samson (Dan). [Vs. Philistines].

For reference only: the two remaining Judges not mentioned in the book are:
(Book of Samuel) Eli (Levi).
(Book of Samuel) Samuel (Ephraim, or Levi?).

(There may have been others, not mentioned, between Samson and Eli, but Samuel was undoubtedly the last.
There was no place for them once the monarchy was established.)

PART.3. APPENDICES

1. 17:1 - 18:31 Micah’s Image and The Migration of the Danites.
2. 19:1 - 21:25 The Incident at Gibeah and The Civil War.

> app.A means ‘see Appendix A to the Torah volume of “Get It Right” concerning meanings of the root ÈÜÙ.’
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INTRODUCTORY SECTION

Ju 1:1 K6 O̧ }(D- >}2 - I<F+K$
This chapter, styled as a sequel to the book of Joshua,
contains many things that are already reported in that
book as having happened in Joshua’s lifetime; it
contradicts other things stated or implied in that book;
and it includes apparently self-contradictory statements.
The references to Jerusalem in verses 7 and 8 are easiest
explained (though not necessarily correctly) along with
Jos.12:10 as referring to a different Jerusalem to the one
we know, the latter being the one referred to here in
verse 21, where the Jebusites lived in Jerusalem as an
enclave in Benjamin. This does not make much sense
however when Jos.15:63, itself a problem, is considered.
Verse 18 is contradicted by verse 19. Verse 36 is
incomprehensible.
Possibly this chapter contains extracts from a more
complete document, where, in context, it is possible to
make sense of what is written; and this was merely
intended as a sort of reference record.
Ju 1:7 ¼1¼- H6 D% Ḩ
The number seventy occurs too many times in the Bible
to be taken as precise, and should be treated as rounded.
Ju 1:16 1-H< L2 Dº K( <- H6 I2
The City of Palms, Jericho, is frequently referred to
between the time of Jericho’s destruction and the time
it was re-built. Probably it was not the actual city of
Jericho but a township of tents set up by nomads nearby.
This was not subject to Joshua’s curse, which affected
only a walled city on the original site.
Ju 1:17 >K8 D:
Not Safed in Galilee, which is too far north for Judah.
Ju 1:29 }xU< H; Dx
Note how the Canaanites lived among the people of
Ephraim and Zebulun, (vs. 29, 30) but Asher and
Naphtali lived among the Canaanites (vs. 32, 33).

––––––––––––––––––––––––
Ju 2:1-5
This part makes best sense if it is placed immediately
after 3:6. Leaving the first chapter aside as being an
appendix to the book of Joshua, Judges really starts at
2:6 with an introductory chapter explaining the
background to the book and continuing till 3:6. Next, the
section 2:1-5 concludes the introduction. The main part
of the book, a series of stories, then starts at 3:7.
Ju 2:1 ¼1¼- H/Nx K( ¼0 J$ ¼0Ly D0Hy K( ¼32
> Jos.4:19. We have no idea where the latter place is or
when it took place.

––––––––––––––––––––––––
Ju 3:2 ( L2L+ D0 H2 1L' D®K0 D0
Those who undergo war appreciate peace and are
prepared to pay the necessary price. The Land was
acquired by conquest, by war. You do not give away
land for peace (an expression coined by Hitler and used
by an American president against Israel, see also 11:13).
Ju 3:3 1- Hº Ḑ H0 D²
Note that ¼Ò¼Î Hf DIHÑ DÙ is really a singular, a name meaning
Philistia or something similar (the name of the people,
Gen.10:14), which very confusingly happens to look like
a plural. ‘A Philistine’ is ¼Î Hf DI HÑ Db instead of ¼Î HÓ¼Î Hf DIHÑ Db, but
instead of the plural ¼Ò¼Î Hf DI HÑ Db KÉ, meaning literally ‘the
Philistines’, we often find the singular ¼Ò¼Î Hf DI HÑ Db used
collectively to mean in effect ‘the Philistines’, just as
‘Moab’ is used to mean in effect ‘the Moabites’, in
which case it might or might not take a plural verb.
Compare Exod.14:9,10: ¼Ò JÉ¼Î IÝFÌ KÅ ¼ÒHÎKÝ DÛ HÓ ¼X ¼Ù DV DÝH[KÊ with

¼Ò JÉ¼Î IÝFÌ KÅ K× IÖÃÕ ¼ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ. In English we would say either
‘Egypt was pursuing them’, or ‘the Egyptians were
pursuing them’, but Hebrew is less pedantic. The plural
forms ¼Ò¼Î HÝ DÛ H_ KÉ and ¼Ò¼Î Hf DI HÑ Db KÉ are used less often.
The Philistines were in control of a large section of the
land which the Israelites were supposed to conquer, their
presence in the land dates back at least to the time of
Abraham, yet they were not named among the seven
nations to be driven out. Were they in the same
category? Various references seem to regard the
Philistines as a sub-section of the Canaanites, but
Genesis Ch.10 does not support this. Why did Moses not
mention them? The answer does not lie in the treaty
between Abraham and Abimelech, because Abraham
also made a treaty with his Amorite neighbours
(Gen.14:13). True the latter treaty was with individuals,
the former with a king and his people, but it only
applied for three generations.
While Canaan and all the other nations have gone and
their names have retired into history, the Philistines
remained longest, and their name has stayed on to this
very day (‘Palestina’ was the Latin form of the name of
the country of the Philistines) as a curse on the people
of Israel, outlasting even Amalek!
1- Hº Ḑ H0 D8 -I4 D< K5 > J̧ I2F+
The five were powerful men representing the five cities
of Gaza, Ashkelon, Ashdod, Gath and Ekron, probably
generals > 1Sam.29:4.

MAIN SECTION

OTHNIEL 0 I$-H4 D> L6

Ju 3:8 1H- K> L6 Ḑ H< 3 Ķ |¤
The first was his name, the second probably a nickname:
he came from Aram of the two rivers (northern
Mesopotamia) and was doubly wicked. > Gen.14:2.
Ju 3:10 ,N² Ḑ H£K)
This is the key word in the book, where it has a
technical meaning and does not refer to ordinary local
judges in a court of law. In olden times the main
function of a king was not to sit and legislate, but to
lead the people in battle and to judge major cases of
dispute. The two went together. One who showed ability
and leadership as a commander-in-chief was considered
the most suitable to judge. In Israel especially, both
qualities demanded nearness to God. In this book the
word ‘Judge’ is used to describe a person who acted like
a king in leading people into battle and judging disputes,
but unlike a king, did not tax and rule the people and
did not hold a hereditary position. Joshua had acted this
way, but the term ‘Judge’ was used as a descriptive title
only for his successors, starting here with Othniel,
continuing through most of the book, and concluding in
the sequel with Eli and Samuel, after whom Judges were
replaced by a hereditary monarchy.
Js 3:11 ¼(L4 Ļ ¼1M- H6LxU< K$
The periods of peace are described in this book once as
80 years, and three times as 40 years. These are
obviously round numbers, approximations.

EHUD '|( I$

Ju 3:12 |8 H5M£K)
they again did (not ‘continued’) > Deut.3:26.
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Ju 3:13 1-H< L2 Dº K( <- H6
> 1:16
Ju 3:15 < I¢ H$
Left-handedness seems to have been common among the
people of Benjamin. See 20:16.
Ju 3:16
This short double-edged sword was simply a dagger, for
which Hebrew apparently had no word.
Ju 3:19 1-H0- H5 D² K(
This landmark is mentioned again later and apparently
had some relevance to the story.
Ju 3:23 0K6L4 D)
Instead of ¼Ñ K× DÕH[KÊ. Surprising.
Ju 3:25 ¸}x 'K6 |0- H+L£K)
An idiom meaning that they waited until they felt that
they had waited long enough. The associated verb IDT
means to delay (5:28, also Exod.32:1) and has absolutely
no connection with the word for shame or
embarassment, which is admittedly similar. Here, on the
contrary, it represents the very opposite, the point at
which anxiety overcame embarassment.
Ju 3:26 <K% L6 $|(D) SSS ,K0 D2H4 '|( I$D)
meanwhile Ehud had escaped. Pluperfects > Gen.4:1.
Ju 3:27 1H- K< D8 J$ <K( Dx < L8}¹Kx 6K; D>H£K)
In the central mountain range of the country, both in
Judea and in Ephraim (later called Samaria), the soil is
not very deep, and underneath lies solid rock. Sound
reverberates easily across the hills, and an ordinary
ram’s horn can be heard for miles and miles, disturbing
the peaceful surroundings that exist sometimes even now
(despite the invention of the internal combustion engine
and jet planes that break the sound barrier). Everyone
would know that something is up, and news would
spread quickly. Different types of blast would convey
different types of message (Num.10:1-10). If necessary
men would quickly gather what arms they could find
and assemble.

(SHAMGAR) <Ky D2 Ķ

We know almost nothing about him.

DEBORAH (& BARAK) (L<}%Vz

Ju 4:1 |8 H5M£K)
> 3:12
> I2 '|( I$D)
A participle (Ehud having died). [If pluperfect (while
Ehud had died) the phrase would have come at the
beginning.] Note that it was the absence of Ehud, not of
Shamgar, that was felt. The latter appears to have been
a warrior but not a political leader, though see 5:6.
Ju 4:4
Now Deborah ..... was judging Israel at that time. For
the meaning of ‘judging’ > 3:10.
>}'- H²K0 > J̧ I$
Nobody suggests that Hayil (¼ÑHÎ KÌ, Prov.31:10) was the
name of the woman’s husband. There is no point in
mentioning the name of a husband who is not referred
to elsewhere. It could mean something like ‘a fiery
woman’, but Lapidot was probably the name of the place
she came from. ‘A woman of Lapidot’ (not ‘the wife
of’). Compare the identical use of ¼I¼Î HÅ in the Mishnah
(Avot 1:3,4,5 etc.), and a very similar use in Jud.10:1
(and collectively in 12:1 etc.).

Ju 4:5 |0F6K£K) ... >J% J̧ }- $- H( D)
‘she sitting .... when the Israelites came to her’; or
‘while she was sitting ..... the Israelites came to her...’
( L2L< L(
Mount Ephraim started approximately at Bethel, the
border of Benjamin, so this Ramah was north of Bethel.
Probably it was the same one referred to in reference to
Samuel, and not the one near Jerusalem.
|0F6K£K)
‘came’ once. ‘They used to come’ would be ¼X ¼Ñ L× DÊ.
,L² Ḑ H®K0
‘for the decision’. What to do about the Canaanites. Or
possibly ‘for the leadership’ > 3:10. If as a woman she
could not lead them herself in battle, she could instruct
someone else to do so. Her position in this respect was
similar to that of Moses, and later Samuel.
Ju 4:6 3|0O% D* -I4 Dx H2| -H0 Lº D8K4 -I4 Dx H2
Barak was asked to take ten thousand men from these
two tribes, yet later the others were criticised for not
joining in! The criticism was probably in respect of later
battles, not this one.
Ju 4:10 0 K6 KºK) ... 0K6K£K)
The first is causative (hiphil) ‘and took up’; the second
is simple (kal) ‘and Deborah went up’.
Ju 4:11 'L< D8H4
This is not a pluperfect ‘had separated himself’, as that
would have been ¼ÈKÝ DÙHÕ. We have the participle, either
used adjectivally, ‘Now Heber ... was separated’, or
‘being separated’, which might have been temporary.
¸I' L; > J$
Lit. ‘with’, ¼ß JÅ and ¼Ò H× often mean near, alongside.
Ju 4:15 1 L(L£K)
See notes on Exod.14:24,25, compare the situation and
the usage of the word. It seems that Sisera made the
same mistake that Pharaoh made, and fell into the same
trap. Wadis have a wet season and a dry one, and if the
Kishon had just dried on the surface it would not have
been dry enough to take the weight of the chariots. Once
they began to get bogged down, with nine hundred
others charging on from behind, there was nothing to do
but abandon them.
Ju 4:16 7 K'L< ;L<L%|
‘meanwhile Barak had chased’.
% J/ J<
Note how this word is normally collective, ‘chariots’,
contrast the singular ¼É LÆL] DÝ JÓ in the previous verse. Sisera
jumped off his, while Barak chased those that had
stopped in time, turned back and managed to escape.
Ju 4:17 5L4 $L< D5- H5D)
Meanwhile, while Barak was still busy chasing the
escaping chariots, Sisera had fled on foot.
1}0 Ļ
Not necessarily ‘peace’. Occasionally, as here, it means
a treaty or pact; see also Deut.23:7.
Ju 4:19 ¼%L0 L+J(
Our milk is pateurised, cooled and refrigerated before it
reaches us. Fresh milk from the cow is warm, and likely
to induce sleep in anyone already tired.
Ju 4:22 ¼(L< D5¼- H5 ¼> J$ ¼7 I'N< ¼;L< L%
After dealing with Sisera’s army, he turned to chase
after Sisera.
0 I8N4
Not ‘falling’ but ‘having fallen’, as often. > Deut.21:1.
¼> I2
Another participle, ‘having died’, i.e. dead.
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Ju 4:24 ( Ļ L;D) ¦}0 L(
> Gen.8:5.
Ju 5:1 ¼< Ķ LºK)
Careful reading of the text makes it clear that the song
was not sung straight after the battle with Sisera, but
after subsequent battles against Jabin (see previous
verse).
Ju 5:4 ¼<¼- H6 I¶ H2 ¼ª D>¼$ I: Dx
References to God emerging from Edom and nearby
places occur elsewhere in the Bible and area not easily
explained. See Deut. 33:2; Is. 63:1; Hab. 3:3.
Ju 5:6 ¼0 I6L-
Conceivably the wife of Heber mentioned in the story,
but more likely someone else, not necessarily a woman.
(Both men and women for instance were called ¼ß¼Î HÓWÑ DI.)
>}+L<G$
Twice. The first definitely means ‘caravans’
(Gen.37:25), the second uncertain, probably ‘ways’.
Ju 5:7 ¼- Hº ¼2 Ḱ Ķ
The archaic form of Df DÓ Kd KI ‘you’ not ‘I’, sung by Barak.
Ju 5:14-18
We find here praise for some tribes and criticism of
others, but Judah is not mentioned. One can only
conclude that Judah was in some way cut off at the
time, did not help but could not. In any case, Barak was
only told to assemble ten thousand from two tribes (4:6).
The criticism can therefore be not for failing to join in
the original battle (Barak took 10,000), but for failing to
join in either in the mopping up operations when Sisera
fled or in the subsequent battles (40,000 in verse 8).

GIDEON 3}6U'Hy

Ju 6:4 ªF$}x 'K6
Idiom – ‘as far as’. (Gen.10:19).
Ju 6:11 (L< D8 L6 Dx
Not the one in Benjamin (Jos. 18:23) but much further
north, beyond Shechem, in Manasseh (see v.15).
>KyKx
If wheat was in season, wine was not, so the Midianites
would not search the winepress.
Ju 6:14 < J2$M£K)
In this paragraph we find that ‘God said’ where it is
clear that it was the ‘angel’ who spoke. Since he spoke
in God’s name, it is in effect the same. > Gen.18:22.
(J* ªF+N/ Dx
The mere fact that he recognised in the troubles that
they were suffering the absence of God.
Ju 6:15
Despite these protestations of modesty, Gideon was an
aristocrat from an important family. His father was an
important man, placed in charge of the town’s altar
(verse 25). This is an important point to note, not in
itself but to see the contrast with one of his successors.
Ju 6:20 6K0 J±K(
In the next verse it is referred to as ÝXÛ, showing that
the words are at least sometimes interchangeable. In
verse 26 ¼Ë¼D ¼× LÓ means roughly the same, a rock.
Ju 6:25 <}¹K( <K²
In Lev. and Num. we often find ¼Ý LÜ LT ¼Ô JT ¼ÝKb. The terms
ÝDI and ¼Ý LÜ LT ¼Ô JT are synonymous, except that the latter
refers to a male, the former need not (Lev.22:28).
It is not clear what he is to do with the animal. Possibly
it was not a real live bull at all, but a model used as an
idol. ‘Second bull’ seems here to be a technical

expression, rather than an implication that his father had
two bulls, and refers to a live bull perhaps kept
alongside it as part of the idol worship.
ª- H% L$ D0 < J̧ F$ 0 K6KxK( +KxD* H2
Despite Gideon’s early protestations of modesty, his
father, being in charge of the town idol, was quite an
important person locally. Gideon was an aristocrat.
(L< I̧ F$ L(
From the various contexts in which this word occurs, it
seems that the custom was to set up a wooden totem
pole next to the altar of Baal. The pole, presumably a
sex symbol, was a representation of the goddess
Asherah, and therefore known as ‘an asherah’.
)- L0 L6
Probably ‘next to’ not ‘on’. > Lev.3:3.
Ju 6:26 L>-H4L%|
In this unique case, a special altar was to be built on
which the idol was to be humiliated by being used as a
sacrifice to God. The altar that Gideon had already built
was not to be contaminated by such an abomination.
Ju 6:30 >N2L- D)
Optative form. Either a command (‘and let him die’) or
a consequence (‘so that he may die’). A simple
statement (‘and he will die’) would be ¼ß IÓLÊ.
Ju 6:31 %- H<L-
The ordinary imperfective form implying a future tense.
The verb means to fight or argue someone’s case. In
English, although the meaning is future, we use the
present. ‘Whoever fights for him ...’
< J;Nx K( ' K6
Simply part of an idiomatic expression.
}0 % J<L-
The optative form. ‘Let him fight for him(self)’. The
normal form is ¼ÆIÝLÎ, shortened before DÑ.
Ju 6:32 0 K6Kx K( }x % J<L-
‘Let Baal fight (against) him!’
Ju 6:36 ª Ḑ J- 1 H$
Making sure that God was really with him was
something he might have done before he assembled an
army of thirty-two thousand men, not after.
Ju 7:3 <N² D:H- D) %W̧L-
Optatives.
' L6 D0Hy K( < K( I2
What had Mount Gilead to do with it? They were on the
other side of the Jordan.
Ju 7:4-6
Note that Gideon was not told which group to choose,
but to separate the army into two groups. Only after they
had been separated into two groups (verse 7) was he told
which one to choose, so the choice was not obvious in
the first place. Any attempt to explain the reason for the
choice - and there have been many - must take this fact
into account.
Ju 7:5 ¼}¼4¼} ¼̧ D0Hx ¼;W0L-
From here and the next verse it seems that simply
bending down without kneeling they took up water in
the palms of their hands and drank. The rest knelt to
avoid having to keep bending down, and, it seems, bent
their faces to reach the water and drank without the
water passing through their hands.
Ju 7:6 ¼>¼} ¼$ I2 ¼̧ W0 Ḑ Hx
It is not certain whether this was a test of significance
(as usually explained) or merely a means of reducing the
number. Some explain that those who knelt were used to
kneeling to Baal, but not necessarily, as people also
knelt to God (Gen. 24:26; Ex. 12:27). There may have
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been some other significance.
Ju 7:8 )- L0 L(N$ D0 ¸- H$ +K¬ Ḩ
he sent (lit. released) each one home. > Deut.16:7.
Ju 7:12 ¼1¼- H0 D8M4
Here, does not mean ‘dead’. (Contrast 8:10 below.)
Ju 7:15 <K² D5 H2
Not ‘number’ from ¼ÝÃÙ LÖ but ‘relating’ from ¼Ý Ib KÖ.
Ju 7:24-25
Gideon asked the Ephraimites to meet the Midianites
and ‘take the water’, i.e. cut off their retreat by
preventing them from crossing the Jordan. They did this,
captured the two generals (not princes), killed them, and
brought back their heads to Gideon. But they were too
late to prevent some Midianites escaping (see 8:4,10).
- I< Lµ
The word means ‘officers’ (Deut.20:9 and elsewhere),
but the context here implies that these two were the
commanders or generals.
Ju 8:10 ¼1¼- H0 D8M̄ K( D)
Here it does mean the fallen, i.e. dead. Contrast 7:12.
Ju 8:18 (N8- I$
The meaning is obscure. ‘Where?’ does not make sense
here. There is obviously a story behind this, an incident
is referred to which is not explained.
Ju 8:19 |0
‘If’ in a supposition contrary to fact. Here ‘if only’.
Ju 8:24 ¼1 I( ¼1¼- H0 I6 D2 Ḑ H-
Not those who gave Gideon the rings, but those from
whom they had taken them. The Midianites had come
with Amalekites and ‘Easterners’ (6:33) referred to
loosely as Ishmaelites. Very often in the Bible tribes are
referred to not by the name of their nation but by that of
another with which they are associated. The tribes, such
as Canaanites and Amorites, are confused, not because
the author got mixed up, but because the names were
used loosely, e.g. Gen.50:11.

ABIMELECH ¦J0 J2- H%F$

Ju 9:1 ( L2J/ Ḑ
Shechem was in Ephraim (Jos. 21:21), while Gideon
came from Manasseh, and we see from 8:1 (and later
from 12:1) that there was some rivalry between them.
Abimelech was half and half, but the Ephraimites of
Shechem did not mind his murdering potential
opposition from the other side.
Ju 9:6 ¦J0 J2 D0
Abimelech was the first king of Israel, but it is not
certain how far his authority extended or to what extent
he was accepted throughout the country. (The same
could be said about all the Judges – how far did their
authority extend? However, a person who was in a high
position due to having achieved national respect will be
recognised far and wide. One who gets there by intrigue
needs power to maintain his rule, and it is hard to see
how Abimelech in such a short time could organise
power to maintain his authority over a wide area.) What
does seem fairly certain is that there was no organised
objection or opposition to his appointment as king.
Ju 9:2,5 ¼1¼- H6 D% Ḩ
In 8:29 we learn that Gideon had seventy sons. Later
Abimelech killed seventy of his brothers, but one
escaped and he himself survived. The number seventy
was clearly a round number, an approximation.
Ju 9:4 ¼>¼-V< Dx ¼0 K6Kx
Their new god, see 8:33.

Ju 9:6 1 H6
alongside.
Ju 9:7 $L< D;H£K)
Experiments have shown that the local acoustics allow
words shouted from Mount Gerizim to be heard clearly
in Shechem (modern Nablus) in the valley below. It was
presumably for this reason that the place was chosen for
the national assembly when the blessings and curses
were uttered (Deut.11:29-30 and Jos.8:30-34). The
ravine or canyon used by Moses (Deut.4:46) was
probably chosen for a similar reason.
Ju 9:18 }> L2F$
his slave. This word is the feminine of ¼È JÆ J× (see note on
Lev.25:44), and the English ‘handmaid’ is far too soft a
term. The woman referred to here was of course not a
slave, but the word is used in utter contempt.
Ju 9:28 ¼1J/ Ḑ ¼- H%F$ <}2F+ - I̧ D4 K$ > J$ |' D% H6
[You might as well] serve the men of Hamor, ‘father’
(chieftain) of Shechem (the Hivvite chief centuries
earlier in the time of Jacob).
Ju 9:40,44 <K6 K¹K( + K> J²
the gateway, the entrance to the ‘shaar’. Note that the
‘shaar’ was not the gateway, still less the gate itself, but
the area behind it, the market place and business centre.
Ju 9:54 -H4 I> D>}2|
This is the piel form of the verb ßDÓ which means, in
colloquial English, to finish someone off, to finally kill
off quickly someone who is dying anyway, something
like euthanasia. This is always its meaning wherever it
occurs. Only the hiphil form means to kill or put to
death, in the ordinary sense.
- H0 |< D2$N- 3 J²
lest they say about me, cf. Gen.20:13 ¼Î HÑ ¼ÎVÝ DÓ HÅ.
Ju 9:55 0 I$L< DµH- ¸- H$ |$ D<H£K)
Note how a collective noun, even though singular in
form, can take a plural verb.

(TOLAH) (L0}º

Ju 10:1 }'}z 3 Jx
It is hard to believe that anyone could seriously suggest
this means he was the son of his uncle, but this has been
done! Malbim successfully challenges Kimchi’s claim
that he was the son of Abimelech’s uncle.
(The name also occurs in 1Chron.11:12,26 etc. In the
first of these, no doubt someone explains that he was not
only the son of his uncle, but also his own brother!)

(JAIR) <- H$L-

Ju 10:4 ¼1¼-V<L-F6
A pun. ¼Ý¼Î H× a settlement (not necessarily city or even
town) and ¼ÝHÎ K× a male donkey have the same plural,
though for the former ¼Ò¼ÎVÝ L× is more usual.

JEPHTHAH + Lº D8H-

Ju 10:6 >}< Lº Ḑ K6 L(
Here used as a plural noun meaning ‘goddesses’ in
general, but normally without the definite article it is a
singular, Astarte, name of a particular goddess. It is
worth noting that we never find a national god of Edom.
Ju 10:8 (L4 Ļ (I< Dµ J6 (J4N2 Ḑ $- H( K( (L4 L¹Kx
The syntax is difficult, but it seems to mean ‘in that
year, the eighteenth year’. Compare Gen.14:4-5,
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‘twelve years ... the thirteenth year ... the fourteenth
year’. (The persecution became unbearable in the
eighteenth year of foreign rule.) It is by no means
certain that this interpretation is correct.
Ju 10:9 (L'|(-Hx 1Ky
A rare reference in this book to Judah.
Ju 10:13 ¼7¼- H5}$ $W0
I will not again rescue you.
Ju 11:1 'L6 D0Hy
Some say this was his name, others that it means an
anonymous man from Gilead. We see here the contrast
between Gideon, an aristocrat from a respected family
who even caried a family name, and Jephthah. The latter
had a father who was insignificant, a mother who was a
whore, yet he was the one they all had to eventually
bow down to, a punishment for their snobbery and the
injustice they practised.
Ju 11:3 |$ D:I£K)
They went out on raiding expeditions (implied).
Outlaws.
Ju 11:6 ¼3¼- H: L; D0
The way he led his gang of outlaws showed that he had
great leadership ability.
Ju 11:8 ¸$N< D0
All that is said about Jephthah is that he was accepted as
head of Gilead, that is to say of the Israelites in Trans-
jordan. Nothing suggests that his authority was accepted
elsewhere. However, in the absence of an overall
national leader, once he occupied such a position others
too would probably turn to him to judge difficult cases,
whether personal or political.
Ju 11:10 |¼4¼- I>}4¼- Ix
When someone is talking (first person) to someone else
(second person) and each represents a group, the first
person’s group is in the first person plural – ‘among us’
or ‘between us’ is ¼|¼4¼-I4¼- Ix or ¼|¼4I4¼- Ix. If he wishes to stress
that he means ‘between us’ i.e. between my group and
yours, a sort of combination of first and second persons,
the Hebrew is ¼|¼4¼- I>¼}¼4¼- Ix. Gen.26:28 demonstrates this.
Ju 11:13 3}4 D< K$ I2
Most of the land referred to had never belonged to
Ammon at all, but had at one time in history belonged
to Moab (Num.21:26). But see Jos.13:25, and note on
Num.21:24. However, Ammon and Moab often worked
in co-operation.
1}0 Ļ Dx 3 J( D> J$ (L%- Ḩ L(
‘return them in exchange for peace’. Return what is
yours to me. Hitler used this phrase to Chamberlain
regarding the Sudetenland, and an American president
whose name is best forgotten used it against Israel.
Nothing has changed!
Ju 11:18
See Num.21:13 and notes, which clarifies this verse and
is clarified by it. Note especially the meaning of ¼Ñ¼X ¼Æ DU.
Ju 11:24 ¸}2 D¤
Chemosh was the national god of Moab, not of Ammon.
Jephthah’s naming him here was obviously a sarcastic
reference to the famous popular song (Num.21:29) in
which Chemosh was held responsible for actually losing
the very territory in question to Sihon’s Amorites!
Ju 11:26 (L4 Ļ >}$ I2 ¸N0 Ḑ
Not only was this a round number, but Jephthah was not
necessarily such a holy man as to worry about the
accuracy of all that he said, especially to the king of
Ammon. Suppose it had been, not 300 but merely 200
years, what could the king reply? Correcting him? One
can only assume that this took place somewhere between

two and three hundred years after the conquest. Either
way it is hard to accept the Midrash’s comment that
Phinehas was still alive!
Ju 11:31 $ I:}£ K(
It is very hard to understand what he had in mind. Did
he really expect an animal to emerge from within his
house? And if it did, would it necessarily be suitable?
Did he intend to offer a slave as a human sacrifice?
Perhaps it was for this that he was punished.
Ju 11:33 < I6}<F6
Aroer by Arnon or Aroer by Rabbah? It does not say.
Note how the entire battle is described in one verse.
ªF$Nx ' K6D)
as far as (see note on Gen.10:19).
Ju 11:35 ¼- L< D/N6 Dx SSSSS ¼-H4 Hº D6K< D/ H( K6 I< D/ K(
note the pun.
Ju 11:37 - K0|> Dx 0K6
She went to weep on the fact that she was to die a
virgin. This was a sort of disgrace, as well as not giving
her a chance to leave behind in life something worth
dying for. But why go down onto the hills?
Ju 11:39 µK6K£K)
The author does not wish to spell it out but makes it
clear that he kept his vow. There is no way of
interpreting the text to wriggle out of this. All the same,
the rabbinic view that there was something wrong and
that he could have at least tried to find a way out is
sound. He could not break a vow, but is it any better to
offer a human sacrifice which God abhors? The author
merely records facts. The denial of his right of
inheritance by his brothers was not in accordance with
the law, but they did it. Likewise Jephthah’s action is
open to criticism but he did it.
[I am indebted to Rabbi Ahron Batt for pointing out the
following: Jephthah would not have been keen on
seeking a solution whereby he could ‘get out of’ his
vow. His position was dependent on the oath taken by
the men of Gilead (verse 10), and if he wriggled out of
his oath, they could play the same game!]
( L6 D'L- $N0 $- H(D)
Pluperfect. She had not .... (when she died).
;N+
an institution, a custom. (> Exod.12:24). This obviously
refers not to what precedes but to what follows.
Ju 11:40 ¼( L2¼- H2L- ¼1¼- H2L- H2
From year to year. An idiom: annually.
Ju 12:1 ¼7N< DµH4 ¼ª D>¼- Ix
Hating our own brothers more than the enemy is not just
a modern phenomenon in Israel.
Ju 12:4 1H-K< D8 J$ - I,- H0 D²
This was an expression of contempt used by the
Ephraimites against the Gileadites. (The verse could
almost, but not quite, be read the other way, a remark by
the Gileadites.)
Ju 12:5 3 Iz D<K£ K( >}< DxF6 K2
This would be near Adam.
1H-K< D8 J$ - I,- H0 D²
The expression used literally, ‘the refugees of Ephraim’,
against those who (in the previous verse) had used it as
a term of contempt against the others.
¼- H>L< D8 J$ L(
An Ephraimite. But the same word is used for an
Ephrathite, from Ephrath, alias Bethlehem, in Judah.
Ju 12:6 >J0Nx Ḩ
Yes, the word can mean an ear of corn, but whoever
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translates it that way here misses the point. Why ask
someone to say ‘ear of corn’? (A simpler word to ask
would be ¼I II meaning ‘six’ or ‘linen’!) The word
usually means a current or torrent (Ps.69:3,16), and
standing by the Jordan, a fast flowing river with a very
strong current, they would be asked a question which
forced them to use the word in the answer.
>J0Nx H5
What they actually said was presumably ¼ß JÑÃT HK, but when
the book was written there were no vowel signs and no
way of distinguishing in writing between shin and sin,
so the author wrote it with Ö which was probably
pronounced almost, if not exactly, the same as sin.
Forty-two thousand people lost their lives because they
could not pronounce Hebrew properly.
Ju 12:7 'L6 D0H& -I< L6 Dx
While the literalists claim that his body was scattered in
graves in different places, more probably he was buried
in an unknown town in Gilead, and not in his home
town of Mizpeh. His ‘reign’ lasted only six years, he
could not have been an old man when he died. Maybe
grief for his daughter finished him.
Here we see a great tragedy. A man who comes from
nowhere, his father is insignificant, his mother a whore,
dies childless and does not even have a decent burial or
a grave to act as a memorial. But still God chose him to
rescue Israel!

(IBZAN) 3 L: D% H$

Ju 12:8 1 J+L0 >-Ix H2
Bethlehem in Judah is usually referred to as such (e.g.
chaps. 17 and 19, Ruth 1:1,2; 1Sam.17:12 etc.).
Probably this refers to the one in Zebulun (Jos.19:15).

(ELON) 3}0- I$

Ju 12:12
A connection between ¼Ô¼D¼Ñ¼Î IÅ and ¼Ô¼D ¼ÑL[ KÅ? or coincidence?

(ABDON) 3}z D% K6

Ju 12:14
Note again the number seventy.
Ju 12:15 ¼- H;I0 L2F6L( ¼< K( Dx
Amalekites as far north as Ephraim? Perhaps the hill
was not inhabited, but got its name because Amalekites
camped there during the invasion (6:33).

SAMSON 3}¸ D2 Ḩ

Ju 13:3 (L< L;F6 DºK$ .. (Ī H(
you are childless. No participle, just an adjective.
Ju 13:5,7 (L< L( ¦L̄ H(
you are about to be pregnant. The present participle
after ¼É Ì HÉ implies an immediate future, contrast verse 3.
(> Gen.29:6, Exod.9:3.)
Dº D'K0N- D)
Construct of ¼ß JÈJÑÃÎ ,‘and the bearer of’. Cf. Gen.16:11.
¼1¼- Hº Ḑ H0 D²
Not a plural but a collective. > Jud. 3:3.
Ju 13:8 'K¬¼|¼£ K(
‘who will have been born’ (future prefect) as if ¼È K̂ O[ KÉ.
The unusual is not the dagesh in the lamed, but the vav.

But see also 18:29.
Ju 13:13-14 <N2 Ḑ Hº ... D> Ḑ Iº ... 0 K/$N> ... < I2 L¹ Hº<N2 Ḑ Hº D> Ḑ Iº 0K/$N> < I2 L¹ Hº<N2 Ḑ Hº D> Ḑ Iº 0K/$N> < I2 L¹ Hº
Note that all these verbs here are in the third person
feminine, though identical in form to the second person
masculine. (‘She’ not ‘you’.)
Ju 13:19 0 K6K£K)
and offered (it) up. Causative (hiphil). See introduction
to Leviticus, vocabulary, ‘general terms’, ¼É IÑF× KÉ.
>}µF6K0 $H0 D8 K2|
and acted wonderfully (or ‘wondrously’). This use of
two verbs, the first in the expected form and the second
in the gerund form, is a common idiom where we would
use a verb and adverb. Hebrew is weak in adverbs. In
translating, we must take the second verb as the main
one, and derive a suitable adverb from the first one.
Ju 13:20 0 K6K£K)
went up. Simple (kal), contrast verse 19.
Ju 13:21 (N$L< I( D0 ... '}6 7K5L- $N0 D)
Another complicated verb idiom, using ØÖÎ, for an
adverb ‘again’ - see Deut.3:26. Also the word ÈD× is an
adverb, meaning ‘again’. The two are used together, a
duplication, presumably for emphasis: ‘never appeared
again!’
K+}4 L2 6K'L- * L$
then Manoah realised. When the man disappeared, not
because he did not come again. This is a continuation of
verse 20. The first part of verse 21 is in brackets.
Ju 14:3 ¼1¼- H0I<F6L(
lit. ‘the foreskins’, i.e. uncircumcised, but the English
word is negative (‘un-’), the Hebrew is positive. This
term was always used as a term of contempt for the
Philistines and for none other. Why? Circumcision was
practised essentially by the descendants of Abraham,
namely Israel, Ishmael, Edom and perhaps a few others.
Did Philistine idolatry made a big thing of the foreskin?
Ju 14:4 |6 D'L- $N0
‘had not realised’, pluperfect.
Ju 14:8 1- H2L£ H2
Strictly this means ‘a year later’, but that is unlikely
here. Probably some time (perhaps a few weeks) later.
1-H<}% Dz >K'F6
a colony of bees.
¸L%U'|
and honey. Usually the word means dates or date juice.
Ju 14:9 0N/ L$D) ¦}0 L(
> Gen. 8:3.
Ju 14:11 ¼1¼- H6I< I2
The Ó is not a prefix. Both K×IÝ and K× IÝ IÓ mean ‘friend’.
Ju 14:17 ¼1¼- H2L£ K( >K6 D% Ḩ
Verse 14 says they could not answer for three days.
Verse 15 says they only asked her on the seventh day!
Verse 17 says she cried all seven days!
Ju 14:18 - H>L0 D& J6 Dx
with my heifer (from ¼É LÑ DÇ J×). Grammatically the word
could be ‘my cart’ (from ¼ÉLÑLÇF×, cf. Is.28:28); this of
course would not make sense here, as you do not plough
with a cart, but the form of the word is identical.
Ju 14:20 ¼}¼0 ( L6I< < J̧ F$
whom he had befriended (Kimchi).
Ju 15:1 'N; D8H£K)
remembered (to visit, not ‘visited’). > app.A.
Ju 15:5 < J6 D%K£K)
and caused a fire to consume - compare Exod.22:4,5,
and see Introduction to Leviticus, vocabulary, ‘burning’.
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+K¬ Ķ D£ D)
and released (them).
Ju 15:16 ¼1H- L>L<N2F+ <}2F+
Presumably a well-known (but to us obscure) idiomatic
phrase used here as a pun on ¼Ý¼D ¼ÓFÌ a donkey. (Heaps?)
Ju 15:19
The plain meaning is clear. He found the ass’s jawbone,
used it to kill a thousand Philistines (alias Palestinians),
threw it away, and then called the place Lehi (meaning
‘jawbone’). Or, by coincidence, the place was already
called that because of its shape. When he was thirsty
and prayed, God caused a crack to form in the crater at
Lehi, from which water emerged, and the fountain still
existed when the book of Judges was written.
A midrash claims that by a miracle water emerged from
the jawbone, so he picked it up and drank from it. The
late Rabbi of Birmingham, Rabbi Reuben Rabinowitz,
taught me that this was to teach Samson not to throw
away in contempt something that has served you well,
but treat it with respect - you may need it again!
Ju 16:5 ( L$ I2| 7J0 J$ ¼̧ ¼- H$
One thousand one hundred is a peculiar amount – a fore-
runner of the guinea (one pound one shilling)? We meet
the same amount again in 17:2. Five, total 5,500.
Ju 16:11 (L/$L0 D2
products. (See note on Gen.2:2.) The cords had not
been used to make anything with.
Ju 16:31 ¼| ¼(¼- H% L$ ¼>¼- Ix
his family.
,K8 Ļ $|(D)
he had judged (i.e. ruled).
A repetition of 15:20, which must have been the original
end of the story, with this chapter a later addition.
There is no suggestion that he had great intelligence.
The parties in a dispute would respect Deborah’s
decision because of her divine inspiration, and Samson’s
decision because otherwise he might bang their heads
together. Either way the important thing is that there
was stable government, not anarchy.
This is strictly the end of the book, which continues in
the same style, albeit more detail, with the beginning of
the book of Samuel, telling us of the last two Judges –
Eli and Samuel. The remainder of this book consists of
two appendices – see Introduction to Judges, above.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

THE APPENDICES

Introduction.

The key phrase in each of the two stories is:
¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ DT ¼E JÑ JÓ ¼Ô¼Î IÅ ¼Ò IÉ LÉ ¼Ò¼Î HÓL[ KT

mentioned twice in each story. Once in each it adds
¼É JKF×KÎ ¼Ê¼ÎLÕ¼Î I× DT ¼Ý LIL[ KÉ ¼I¼Î HÅ.

These have often been mis-understood to imply that
there was no authority, and therefore the story took
place at a time when there was no ‘Judge’. Certainly in
the first story this is not necessarily true. The authority
of the Judge would not be that of a king. He would not
rule with soldiers and police but deal with matters
brought to his attention, and the power available to
enforce his decisions would vary. The essential point
being made is that there was no king, and as a result
things happened that should not have been allowed to
happen, thus justifying the need for a king. (See
Introduction to Judges.)

An interesting point is that the two stories also have in
common references to a Levite, to Bethlehem and to
Mount Ephraim. Samuel from Mount Ephraim was
allegedly a Levite, and he anointed David at Bethehem.
Was the author deliberately having a dig at Samuel?

MICAH’S ‘IMAGE’ AND

THE MIGRATION OF DAN

Ju 17:2 ( L$ I2| 7J0 J$
> 16:5.
Ju 17:3 (L/ I± K2| 0 J5J²
The first word implies an image that has been chiselled,
and the second one that has been moulded. Why make
one of each? (The subsequent story makes it clear that
they were separate things.) Possibly ¼Ñ JÖ Jb refers to the
original ‘graven image’, and ¼ÉLÐ Ia KÓ to a mould made
from it so as to be able to reproduce copies. The term
used in Exodus, ¼ÉLÐ Ia KÓ ¼ÑJÇ I×, and similar expressions used
in Ex.34:17 etc., would refer not to the mould itself but
to an idol of a type normally associated with one.
Colloquial usage would encourage confusion, which is
in fact found.
Ju 17:4 ¼7 J5J¤ ¼1H- K> ¼$ L2
Two hundred out of eleven hundred. The rest?
Ju 17:5 '}8 I$
In Leviticus this is described simply as one item of
clothing worn by the High Priest, but it apparently had
a special significance of its own (see 8:27; 1Sam.23:6
etc.).
1- H8L< D>|
These were apparently ancillary idols. (See
Gen.31:19,30.)
Ju 17:6 0 I$L< DµH- Dx ¦ J0 J2 3- I$ 1 I( L( 1- H2L£ Kx
This is the key phrase occurring twice in each of the two
stories told in these appendices. See note above.
Ju 17:7 ( L'|(D- > K+K² Ḑ H® H2
Referring apparently to the place, Bethlehem belonged
to the Tribe of Judah, not the man, who was a Levite.
Or it means that he came from (lived among) the Tribe
of Judah though not an ethnic member of the tribe.
(Possibly his mother was, but not necessarily.)
<Ly
‘resided’ (in Bethlehem).
Ju 17:8 $ L: D2H- < J̧ F$Kx <|& L0
An appropriate English literary idiom is that he went ‘to
seek his fortune’.
1H-K< D8 J$ < K(
The people of Mount Ephraim, as we learn from the
second story, were very hospitable. The main north-
south road passed through the region. (The others roads
were less used by travellers – the Jordan Valley road is
unpleasantly hot, and the coastal road was in the hands
of the Philistines.)
Ju 17:10 1- H2L£ K0 7 J5J¤ >J< JµF6
An annual salary of ten silver (shekels) ‘and all found’.
It is interesting to note Micah’s meanness by comparing
the amounts: his mother had sanctified eleven hundred
(verse 2 and 3), of which they finally used only two
hundred (verse 4), and he was so delighted to have a
Levite for a priest (verse 13) that he gave him free food
and clothing and ten per year!
Ju 17:13
The simplicity and idiocy of both Micah and his mother
in religion, though not in finance, is blatant.
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Ju 18:1
They had been allocated an area but could not wrest it
from the Palestinians.
Ju 18:2 0IyK< D0
to reconnoitre.
Ju 18:3 (L/- H2 >- Ix 1 H6
When they were alongside Micah’s house (cf. 19:11),
they recognised the voice and turned aside. Either they
knew him or they recognised a southern accent.
Regional accents certainly existed, see 12:6.
Ju 18:6 < J2$M£K)
Always tell them what they want to hear!
Ju 18:7 ( Ļ D- L0
The place here named Laish is called Leshem in
Jos.19:47 (where the same story is referred to) and is
probably the Lesha in Gen.10:19 (where the context
suggests a place in the north-east of the country after
naming places in the other three corners).
1-H4N' H: ,K² Ḑ H2 D¤
In the manner of Phoenicians.
Ju 18:27 |+ D; L0 ( L® I(D)
now they had taken.
Ju 18:29 3 Lz
It seems that they restored the much older name of the
place (Gen.14:14; Deut.34:2) because it was appropriate.
> Gen.21:31.
Ju 18:30
If the nun hanging in the air is an addition out of
politeness, and Jonathan was a descendant of Moses (as
suggested), he was not necessarily a grandson. In giving
genealogy it is not unusual to skip generations.
Micah’s idol was later replaced by Jeroboam’s golden
calf. There may have been something else in between.

GIBEAH AND THE CIVIL WAR

Ju 19:2 1- Ḩ L'G+ ( L6Lx D< K$ 1- H2L-
Either simply ‘four months’, the first word being used
in a peculiar Hebrew idiom (> Num.11:20) where it can
be ignored, or ‘a year [and] four months’ (> Gen.4:3).
Ju 19:9 ªJ0L(N$ D0
home. This is an idiomatic use of the word, cf.
Deut.16:7, 1Kings.12:16, and in several other places.
Ju 19:11 5|%D- 1 H6
alongside. They did not enter. Compare 18:3.
Ju 19:13 ( L6 D%Hy
Gibeah has been identified as approximately the modern
Shuafat, nowadays within the borders of Jerusalem.
( L2L<
This place, evidently near Gibeah, was Ramah in
Benjamin, mentioned by Jeremiah (31:14), and not that
of Samuel which was much further north in Mount
Ephraim. V.16 makes it clear that this part of the world
was definitely not Mount Ephraim, where hospitality to
travellers appears to have been accepted as normal.
Ju 19:15 7 I±F$ D2
take in. The piel here has the same meaning as the kal,
which means ‘take in’ as often as it means ‘gather’.
(When referring to harvested produce there is little
difference.) It was lack of hospitality, not sexual
perversion, that was the main sin of Sodom. Here we
find the same combination.
Ju 19:17 K+I<N$L(
the traveller. (Old English ‘wayfarer’, one who is on

the way ¼ÌKÝÃÅ. The Talmudic phrase ¼Ò¼Î HÌ DÝ¼D ¼Å ¼ß KÖLÕ DÐ KÉ
originally referred to hospitality to travellers, not to the
local poor. ‘Guest’ is a later use of the word.)
Ju 19:18 *( ¼>¼-Ix
We see later that this was at Bethel which he would pass
through on the way.
Ju 19:22 ¼1¼- H; D² Kz D> H2
Expect ¼Ò¼Î HÜ DbKV HÓ as with ¼Ý ITKV HÓ (Num.7:89).
|¯ J6 L'I4 D)
See first two lines of note to Gen.4:1, and cross-
reference, to understand the use of this word here.
Ju 19:23 ¼$L4 ¼| ¼6I< Lº 0K$
Unusual construction, we expect ¼X ¼× IÝ Lf ÅLÕ Ñ KÅ (cf. Gen
19:7)
Ju 19:25 ¸- H$ L(
Which of the two men is uncertain, it seems the Levite.
Ju 19:28 ¼(J4N6 ¼3¼- I$ D)
She was dead, see 20:5.
Ju 20:1 ( L² D: H® K(
This would not be the one in Gilead.
Ju 20:4
His servant would give evidence that the story was true.
Ju 20:6 ( I' Dµ
country (as ¼ÚJÝ JÅ).
Ju 20:8 }0G( L$ D0
home. See note on Deut.16:7.
Ju 20:10 6K%J& D0
Here Gibeah, not the Geba mentioned elsewhere.
Ju 20:11 ¼1¼-V<I%F+
Inter-tribal jealousies were forgotten.
Ju 20:13 K6N2 Ḑ H0 |% L$ $W0 D)
They would not allow others to interfere in their internal
affairs, understandable. But they could and should have
dealt with the criminals themselves and avoided a battle.
Ju 20:15,17 |' D; L² D> H( ... |' D; L² D>H£K)
> app.A.
Ju 20:16 < I¢ H$
It seems they put the left-handed men in a separate
platoon or division, which is sensible.
Ju 20:17
Note the pluperfect, because it is repeating verse 2.
The Israelites mustered before the Benjamites did.
Ju 20:18 ¼0 I$ ¼>¼- I%
We see later that the Ark etc. was there.
Note the form of the request. (Contrast verse 23.)
Ju 20:27-28 ¼1 I( L( ......... ¼5 L+D4¼- H8¼| ...... ¼1 Ļ D)
All these words (end of v.27 and part of v.28) are in
brackets. The presence of Phinehas roughly dates the
incident as not long after Joshua, early in the period
covered by the book. This is reinforced by the use of the
phrase ‘Land of Canaan’ (21:12) to distinguish the west
from Gilead and Transjordan. In any case, there was
enough time for the tribe of Benjamin to recuperate
before the time of Saul, so it was not long after Joshua.
>$ I:L0 '}6 7- H5}$ K(
should I go out again? > 13:21.
Ju 20:35 ff.
They used the tactics Joshua used at The Ai.
Ju 20:39 0 I+ I(
had begun. A repetition of verse 31.
Ju 20:43 SSSS |< D>H¤
Probably an adaptation of an old victory song.
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Ju 20:47 ¼1¼- Ḩ L'G+ ( L6LxU< K$
How did they manage not to starve to death?
Ju 21:1 ¼6Kx Ḑ H4
had sworn, pluperfect.
Ju 21:3 ' I;L² H( D0
> app.A.
Ju 21:9 ' I;L² D>H£K)
> app.A.
Contrast 20:15,17 above.
Ju 21:12 (W0 Ḩ
First they met at Mizpah, then they went to the
Tabernacle at Bethel, and now the camp was a good deal
further north at Shiloh.
3 K6K4 D¤
> 20:27.
Ju 21:16 1- Ḩ L4 D0 1-H< L>N̄K0
Having granted the six hundred an amnesty they could
not go back on their word and kill them. Four hundred
of them had found wives, and that would be sufficient
to ensure the survival of the tribe, but to leave two
hundred without women might well encourage once
again the type of thing that led to the whole war in the
first place. Evidently they had massacred all the
Benjamite women, including the girls.

Ju 21:19
Shiloh, which is indeed to the east of the main Bethel-
Shechem Road on which lies Lebonah (today Luban), is
east and not south of Lebonah. Dr. Yoel Elizur of
(modern) Ofra, in explaining the whole story, suggests
that the festival was held not in Shiloh itself but at some
ditance from the town. The location given is not that of
Shiloh but of the festivities, i.e. ÝJIFÅ refers to Ç KÌ.
Supporting evidence, if the location of Shiloh was being
given, it would have been when the place was first
mentioned, namely in verse 12.
Ju 20:21 1 J>$ L:¼-H)
The girls did not dance in the vineyards, but near them.
The men hid in the nearby vineyards, so it would have
been summer time (otherwise you cannot hide there).
Ju 21:22
A bit dificult to unravel this verse. The last part is ‘you
did not give them to them [i.e.we did] that you should
feel guilty’.
Ju 21:23
Two hundred had taken wives from Shiloh, four hundred
from Jabesh-Gilead whose original inhabitants had been
massacred. The connection forged between the tribe of
Benjamin and the town of Jabesh-Gilead (to which some
of them may have migrated to occupy the land of their
late in-laws) had later implications.

*
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I N T R O D U C T I O N T O S A M U E L

There is only one book of Samuel. The Septuagint decided that it was too long for them, so divided it into
two, and the Christian chapter divisions and verse numbers are based on the assumption that there were two books.
Just as throughout the Tanakh we have used their system of chapter and verse numbers because they are convenient
for reference (and we have no alternative) even though we ascribe no significance to them, so we here add the division
into books for the same reason, and ascribe no meaning whatever to it. There is one book of Samuel, only one.

The book carries on with the history of the People of Israel, taking over where the book of Judges (excluding
the appendices, i.e. after the death of Samson) leaves off. It carries on till the closing days of the reign of King David,
not including the events leading to his abdication. However, whereas Judges consists of separate disjointed stories that
are connected only by a common theme, the Book of Samuel is on the whole continuous. There is admittedly a break
in continuity after 4:22 when everything suddenly came to a stop; but after it resumes in 5:1, the same people later
come back into the story, which does not happen in Judges. At the end of the book there are appendices, but these
are essentially in the form of addenda, extra bits and pieces that belong to the main story but were left out for some
reason or other, and can be ‘fitted in’. They can be dealt with when arrived at, and do not present ‘structural
problems’, real or apparent, that need to be dealt with (as with Numbers and Judges), or that form a means of dividing
the book into sections for some convenient purpose (as with Leviticus). With the one exception mentioned above, there
are no sudden major breaks, but there is a gradual transition: whereas in Judges things are much the same at the end
as they were at the beginning, here the entire social order changed. This transition is reflected in the style of the book,
which starts telling the story of Samuel as the last of the Judges, in the style of the book of Judges. Gradually
Samuel’s function changes, a new social structure is created, internal politics play a greater part and external events
a relatively smaller part in the nation’s history, and the style of the book is forced to change, gradually, accordingly.
In addition, if Samuel wrote both Judges and his own book, the latter being a contemporary account would naturally
contain more detail. Samuel himself dies about halfway through, but he could well have started the account and left
it to a pupil to complete.

THE STRUCTURE

The main book (continuing after Judges 16:31)
Eli (and Samuel’s early years) 1Sam. 1:1 – 4:22
Samuel, Saul, David 1Sam. 5:1 – 2Sam. 20:26

Appendices:
David and the Gibeonites 2Sam. 21:1 – 21:14
Battles with the Philistines 2Sam. 21:15 – 21:22
David’s early hymn of praise 2Sam. 22:1 – 22:51
David’s later hymn of praise 2Sam. 23:1 – 23:7
David’s brave soldiers and their heroic exploits 2Sam. 23:8 – 23:39
The census, and purchase of Araunah’s land 2Sam. 24:1 – 24:28

THE COMMENTARY

As with the other books, this commentary deals mainly with the meaning of common words often
mistranslated, with points of grammar often overlooked or misunderstood, and with giving a simple non-midrashic
explanation of the text where this is not too obvious. In this book (Samuel), however, we have included ‘reading
between the lines’, indicating the political motivation of various individuals, hinted at in the text but not stated there
explicitly. In doing this it is vitally important to pay strict attention to the precise wording of the text and to the
grammar, which alas is not always done.

The issue of the advisability or otherwise of a monarchy, though of no direct practical relevance today, is one
of fundamental overall importance in Jewish studies, and a special appendix discusses this.

Comments on Chronicles have been included where there is a significant difference.

NOTE:
> app.A means ‘see Appendix A to the Torah volume of “Get It Right” concerning meanings of the root ÈÜÙ.’



1S 1:1 1-H8}: 1H- K> L2L< L( 3 H2
This place name is often shortened to ÉLÓLÝ (e.g. verse
19), a name shared by at least one other place, maybe
more. It is not the one referred to in Jud.19:13. Nor is
it the place known today by the Arabic name of Nabi
Samwil (Samuel the Prophet), with which it was wrongly
identified. Both of the latter are/were in Benjamin, not
Mount Ephraim.
¼- H>L< D8 J$
An Ephraimite. (A word also used for an inhabitant of
Bethlehem, but that is not applicable here.) Rabbinical
tradition insists that though he was a resident of
Ephraim he was not of the tribe, but a Levite, of the
clan of Kehath. This is based on a slightly similar but
not too clear genealogy in 1Chron.6:7-13 together with
the location of the land allocated to the Kohathites in
1Chron.6:51-55 and supported (?) by Jos.21:5; 20-22.
But Ramah is not mentioned in either place!
1S 1:2 - H(D-K)
Impersonal ‘there was/were’ hence no need for ¼X¼Î DÉHÎKÊ.
1S 1:3 (L0 L6D)
used to go ... A repeated action in the past.
( L2- H2L- 1- H2L£ H2
from year to year (i.e. every year, annually).
(W0 Ḩ Dx
Sometimes spelt ¼ÉWÑ HI and sometimes ¼D ¼Ñ HI B ¼ÉWÑ¼Î HI B¼D¼Ñ¼Î HI.
5L+D4 H8|
The only place in the entire Tenach that this name is not
spelt ¼Ö LÌ DÕ¼Î Hb. Two syllables, read as ¼Ö LÌ DÕ?¼Î Hb not ¼Ö LÌ? DÕ Hb.
1S 1:4,5 3 IºH- ... 3 K>L4 D)
he would give (on each occasion).
1H- L² K$
The meaning of this word here is obscure. Literally it
means ‘nose’ (a pair of nostrils), and in the expression
‘bow down nose to the ground’ this is equivalent to
saying ‘face to the ground’ (though it does NOT mean
‘face’). Here, because it is vaguely and very very
distantly similar in sound to ¼ÒHÎ KÓF× Kb meaning ‘twice’,
some people imagine that it means a double portion,
which is nonsense. We have here an idiom that does not
occur elsewhere. Possibly the word itself, which
normally means ‘nose’, here has a totally different
meaning not found elsewhere in the Scriptures. Any
explanation is guesswork.
1S 1:5,6 ¼<K& L5 *()
had closed, pluperfect.
1S 1:9 ¼1 L; LºK)
A single action, on one particular occasion, not each
time which would have been ¼É LÓ LÜ DÊ (contrast verses 4,5).
1S 1:9 >K*|* D2 0 K6 $ I± H¤ K( 0 K6
on the throne by the doorpost of ...
1S 1:12 ¼(L- L( D)
Repeated (not ¼Î HÉ DÎKÊ), she pra¼yed and stopped, prayed
again and stopped, ¼É Lß DTUÝ HÉ many times.
1S 1:17 ¼3 IºH-
Optative, a blessing, ‘may God grant’. Otherwise it
would say Ô KßLÕ DÊ, anyway Eli was not a prophet. Having
poured out her heart and received a blessing from the
High Priest, she felt a lot better.
Rabbi Joseph Kara (a pupil and friend of Rashi), in his
commentary on this verse, gives excellent reasons for
not using a midrash to interpret a text. Unfortunately he
then uses very weak arguments to explain ¼Ô IfHÎ here.
1S 1:20 0I$|2 Ḑ
One would have expected ¼Ñ¼X ¼Å LI from the reason given.
It seems to mean ‘I asked for him and God listened.’

1S 1:22 ( L>L0 L6 $N0 (L̄ K+D)
This is contrast, not pluperfect.
1L0}6 ' K6
permanently. This is the normal meaning of the word,
it does not mean ‘for ever’. (See Ex.29:9.)
1S 1:24 ¼< K6L4 ¼< K6K̄ K( D)
the boy had grown up (to the age of about three).
1S 1:28 ¼| ¼+ Kº Ḑ H£K)
and he bowed down.
1S 2:1 ¼(L̄ K+ ¼0 I¬ K² D> HºK)
She did not actually invent the entire prayer. We find
throughout the Tenach that prayers and songs of praise
all took and included phrases and verses from
established and well-known ones and fitted them in, as
seemed appropriate. If it is well expressed, why not use
it? Today we have some extreme ideas about copyrights
and plagiarism, but even a hundred years ago to insert
someone else’s words (or even music) into your own
composition was considered a compliment to the other
(though not, of course, to take it in bulk and claim credit
for it as your own original). For example, the reference
in verse 5 to a childless woman then giving birth to
seven was a quotation from a known phrase, since
Hannah herself only had five or six children (vs.21,
depending on whether or not Samuel was included).
1S 2:6 0 K6L£K)
Throughout the prayer Hannah uses the imperfective or
the participle to describe what God does (in general, i.e.
repeatedly), except here where emotion causes the
personal, what he has done for her as an individual
example, to break through. In poems and songs, such
things as person, number, tense and so on are not held
consistently – in Psalm 81:17 the person of the subject,
the person of the object, and the tense, all change from
the first half to the second half, though the meaning
does not require this – but in this case here there is an
obvious reason for it. Note incidentally the absence of
any reference to her enemy.
1S 2:10 }+¼- Ḩ D2 SSS }¤ D0 K2 D0
What was Hannah talking about? These words are what
we expect later from David, but at that time there was
no king, no Messiah, only when Samuel grew up and
was already getting quite old did the people ask for this,
and Samuel himself was the one who opposed it! Did
she really say this? Or perhaps someone later added
these words to her prayer here, and her prayer became
popular with these words added?
1S 2:13 ,K² Ḑ H2|
The word here means, not judgement, but ‘portion’, or
legal perk, (see note on Gen.47:22, cf. Deut.21:17),
except of course that here it was an illegal perk, ‘legal’
only according to the law the priests made themselves.
1S 2:18 '}8 I$
We often meet the ephod as worn by priests and others,
this not being the one worn by the High Priest.
1S 2:19 { L>}0F6Kx ¼( L2¼- H2L- ¼1¼- H2L£ H2
From year to year when she went ... If she only
visited her son once a year, we may deduce that Ramah
was quite a distance from Shiloh (which was also in
Mount Ephraim).
¼1¼- H2L£ K( +K%J*
the annual zevach (type of offering).
1S 2:20 ¦K< I%|
used to bless (each time), otherwise expect ¼E JÝLÆ DÎKÊ.
1S 2:27,28,30 ª-H% L$ >- Ix
The expression ¼Æ LÅ ¼ß¼Î IT is treated as a single word
meaning ‘family’, so that FÎHÆ LÅ ßÎ IT means, not ‘the
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house of your father’, but ‘the house-of-father of you’
i.e. your family (> Num.1:2), Here it refers to the family
or clan of Aaron who were appointed as priests. Contrast
the use in verse 31.
1S 2:31 ª-H% L$ >-Ix
Here, unlike in the previous verses, it means your
family, the family headed by you, viz. your descendants.
1S 2:35 ¼- H+¼- Ḩ D2 ¼-I4 D8H0
The Messiah was the High Priest, and a family faithful
to God will be led by him.
1S 3:3 1J< J,
> Gen 2:5.
% I/Ņ 0 I$|2 Ḑ )
The punctuation (te’amim) indicates that these words are
in brackets. Samuel was not lying down in the
Sanctuary. The lamp in the Sanctuary had not yet gone
out, and Samuel was lying down (i.e. had gone to bed).
1S 3:10 ¼% I³K- D>H£K)
and stood – figurative.
1S 3:13 6K'L-
he knows. See note on Gen.48:19.
1S 3:15 >}> D0 Kz
These would be the outer doors to the courtyard.
Whether or not Samuel was a Levite, he undertook some
of the responsibilities and duties normally associated
with the Levites in assisting the priests, but not being
himself a priest he would not be allowed to go near the
actual doors of the Sanctuary (if in fact it had doors, and
not merely a curtain to cover the entrance).
1S 4:10 )- L0 L(N$ D0
home. See note on Deut.16:7.
1S 3:20 $-H%L4 D0
Literally, ‘as a spokesman’. This was the function of
such a person (see note on Ex.7:1). Sometimes, but not
always, it involved prophesy (foretelling the future), but
the word does not really mean a prophet.
1S 4:1 ¼1¼- Hº Ḑ H0 D²
Not a plural, but a singular used collectively as ¼Æ LÅ¼D ¼Ó
for ‘the Moabites’ > Gen.10:14.
1S 4:6 ¼1¼-V< D% H6 L(
See below, on verse 8.
1S 4:7 ¼| ¼$U<QH£K)
The meteg shows that it is short for ¼X ¼ÅUÝ¼ÎH[KÊ, they feared,
were afraid (not they noticed).
¼1¼- Hº Ḑ H0 D² K(
Exceptionally treated as a plural, here implying each
individual and not the army en masse. They could not
imagine just one God and assumed there were several.
1S 4:8 ¼1H- K< D: H2 > J$ ¼1¼- H¤ K® K(
What happend in Egypt hundreds of years earlier was
still fresh in the minds of the surrounding nations, even
if they attributed it all to a group of local gods! And
perhaps it was for this reason that they called the
Israelites ‘Hebrews’ > Ex.2:11.
1S 4:11 +L; D0H4
The nif’al form ‘was taken’. In the Torah we only find
the pu’al ¼Ì KdOÑ or the hof’al ¼Ì KdOÎ used for the passive.
1S 4:12 ¼(L/L<F6 K® K(
the battlefield.
1S 4:15 ( L2 L; ¼)¼-L4¼- I6 D)
Presumably cataract. Note the use of the archaic form of
the feminine plural of the verb (still used much later in
Aramaic). It is not a singular. Normally the masculine
form (e.g. ¼X ¼Ó LÜ) is used for both masculine and feminine.

> Deut.21:7, Jos.15:4. and cf. Gen.49:22, Jos.18:12 etc.
1S 4:18 ,K8 Ļ
had ruled. The combination of priest and ruler occurred
at two periods in Jewish history – here, and at the time
of the Hasmoneans. The arrangement was unsatisfactory.
1S 4:19 >K0L0
for L¼ßJÈJÑLÑ.
1S 4:21 '}% L/
Approximately ‘self-respect’, something far more basic
than ‘glory’ (a mere extra, without which one can
survive). Shiloh was apparently destroyed soon after Eli
died there, and the place is not mentioned in subsequent
history as a holy place, only as a town where people
lived. However, although the story of the destruction of
Shiloh is not told in the Bible, it is referred to by
Jeremiah (7:12,14, 26:6,9) and in Ps.78:60 as something
the people remembered!
1S 5:3,4 0I8N4
fallen. The participle of this verb does not mean
‘falling’ but ‘having fallen’ – cf. Deut.21:1.
1S 5:6 1-086%
The vowels printed in the text are those of the keri not
those of the word written. One could translate ÒÎÑÙ× as
‘piles’ (a word acceptable at the time of writing, but at
a later date ‘not acceptable in polite company’) and
ÒÎ HÝÃÌ DÍ as ‘haemorrhoids’, an acceptable substitute, which
was read out aloud without altering the text. Note that in
6:11 and 6:17 the second word is used anyway.
The later references to mice (6:4 etc.) suggest the
bubonic plague.
1S 5:8, 11 ¼1¼- Hº Ḑ H0 D8 ¼-I4U< K5
These were the commanders-in-chief or generals (>
29:4), who also wielded political power.
1S 5:10 |+ D¬ Ķ D-K)
‘sent it sway’, ‘drove it out’, contrast ¼X ¼Ì DÑ DIH[KÊ in the next
verse ‘they sent’, > Gen.8:7.
1S 6:1 ( I' DµHx
in the land of. > Gen.23:9. (It was not kept in a field!)
1S 6:2 1¼-H4F(N¤F0
These were the religious authorities, which shows that
the five ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ LÝ DÖ were not, whatever else they were.
1S 6:2,3 |+ D¬ Ķ Dº ... 1-H+ D¬ Ķ D2 ... |¯J+ D¬ Ķ D4
‘release’, allow to go, send away. Not ‘send’ > Gen.8:7.
1S 6:3 1 Ļ L$
an atonement (for guilt). Compare & contrast Lev.5:6.
1S 6:4, 8, 12 ¼1¼- Hº Ḑ H0 D8 ¼-I4U< K5
> 5:8
1S 6:4 %L(L* - I< Dx D/ K6
golden mice. > 5:6 above.
1S 6:6 ( L®L0D)
Worthy of note – an extremely rare example of people
learning from the lessons of history! It also shows what
a tremendous impression the story of the Exodus made,
that even the Philistines remembered it, about four
hundred years later! > 4:8.
1S 6:11 1 J(-I<N+ D,
> 5:6 above.
1S 6:18 <J8N¤
village of. Do not confuse with the same word in
Gen.6:14 or in Ex.21:30 and 30:12 (q.v.).
0I% L$
This is not a mistake for ÔÆÅ (vs.14,15) as suggested; the
reason for the name is implied in verse 19, perhaps also
because of the similarity with ÔÆÅ.
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1S 6:19 ?Kx |$L< - H¤
Because they took a look at. Compare Ex.2:11. They
were not killed because by chance they merely
‘happened to see’ the Ark, which would be ¼ß JÅ ¼X ¼ÅLÝ.
Obviously there was more to it, nosiness, we are not
given details. ‘Curiosity killed the cat.’ Note that when
the Ark was taken to Kiriat Jearim, where it was treated
with proper respect, there was no trouble.
1S 7:1 ( L6 D%HyKx
‘on the hill’. Certainly not the town Gibeah.
1S 7:2 (L4 Ļ 1-H< Dµ J6
The Ark in fact remained there far longer, until and
throughout the reign of Saul, during the seven and a half
years that David reigned in Hebron (2Sam.5:4) and for
some while after he moved to Jerusalem (2Sam.6:2).
Saul’s reign lasted at very least twenty years (if we
assume that 1Sam.13:1 has some words missing), and
the next chapters make it clear that this did not start for
many years yet. It seems that the person who first wrote
this section did not live to see David take the Ark to
Jerusalem, or he would have told us how long it stayed
with Abinadab in all. He merely wished to draw
attention to the fact that the Ark remained at Kiriat
Jearim (modern Abu Ghosh) for twenty years (a round
figure) before the people really began to care or to learn
any lesson from its earlier loss. There seems to have
been no attempt to return it to Shiloh, and if Shiloh had
been destroyed in the meantime (an event referred to but
not directly reported in the Bible > 4:21), there was
apparently no attempt to rebuild it. Howevr, the
Tabernacle still existed and it is a puzzle why it was not
brought to Kiriat Jearim to house the Ark.
1S 7:5 ( L>L² D: H® K(
This would be the same one mentioned in Jud.20:1, and
not the one in Gilead.
1S 7:6 ,N² Ḑ H£K)
Here the word probably means ‘took over the
leadership’, i.e. assumed the position of ¼Í IÙ¼D ¼I, since
Israel had been leaderless since the death of Eli when
the Philistines captured the Ark. In verse 15 (and with
variations in verses 16 and 17) the word has the usual
meaning that it has in the Book of Judges (> Jud.3:10).
1S 7:16 ,K8 Ļ D) ... %K% L5 D) ... ¦K0L(D)
Note the use of the imperfective (perfective with
conversive vav) to indicate repeated action, whether in
the past, present or future.
The main centres mentioned are Bethel, The Gilgal (near
the Jordan crossing) and The Mizpah, but not Shiloh
where he grew up, so it was already destroyed.
1S 7:17 ,L8 Ļ
The use of the pausal form here is most odd!
1S 8:2 6K% Ļ < I$ D% Hx
Why so far away? Even if Amos (5:5) is referring to
another place of this name in the centre of the country,
that does not fit in well here.
Contrast the names with 1Chron. 6:14.
1S 8:5 |4 I, D8 Ļ D0
‘to rule us’.
1S 8:6 0I$|2 Ḑ -I4- I6 Dx <L% Lz K( 6K<I-K)
Samuel’s authority was respected, but he did not impose
his wish on anyone, exercising guidance rather than rule
in the accepted sense. The whole basis of the set-up
instituted by Moses was to have a religious centre (the
Tabernacle) and central authority (the High Priest),
possibly a central chief judge, but no central government
or administrative authority. It was for this reason that
the ‘tribes’ were important: Israel was to be a federation
of twelve autonomous regions, each with its own

judiciary even (Deut.16:18), sharing a common
constitution (the Torah) but without a central
government. Any government implies delegation of
responsibility from the individual. A central government,
particularly a permanent hereditary one, implies too
much delegation of responsibility from the individual,
who would then not feel himself answerable directly to
God. This was the basis of Samuel’s objection. (See
Appendix on ‘Monarchy’.)
1S 8:7 |5L$ L2 ª D>N$ $N0
Samuel realised that the people did not reject him
personally as a leader. Power was something that he did
not wield or wish to wield (see 12:3); as for honour and
glory, if he wanted it (which is doubtful) he would still
retain that if there was a king, and with less
responsibility! But they wanted him to appoint a
permanent successor who would take all decisions and
rule. This meant rejecting the system he was trying to
educate them into – that each person should think for
himself, take full responsibility for his actions both as
an individual and as a member of society, and approach
someone like himself for guidance when necessary. It
was this rejection of all he had tried to teach them that
hurt Samuel so deeply. He felt it as a personal rejection,
indicating his failure for which he might perhaps blame
himself. Here God assured him that it was not Samuel’s
wrong approach, but that the people were determined to
reject such teachings, in effect rejecting God.
1S 8:11 ¦J0 J® K( ,K² Ḑ H2
This is not the law of what the king is entitled to
(notwithstanding a midrashic explanation to that effect)
– in any case Samuel could not deliver new laws – but
a description (cf. 2Kings.1:7) of the unjust behaviour of
a king against whom the people would be powerless.
1S 8:14 1J/¼- I>}' Dµ
your lands.
1S 8:16 }º D/$K0 D2H0 ( LµL6D)
‘and acquire [them] for his property’. > Gen.2:2.
1S 9:4,5 9J< J$ Dx
It is obvious that the word does not mean ‘country’ in
the wider sense, but ‘district’. > Gen.12:6; 13:7.
1S 9:5 < K2 L$ 0|$ L¹) ... |$Lx ( L® I(
Note the idiom. ‘When they reached ... Saul said...’
1S 9:6
It seems odd that while Saul’s attendant had heard of
Samuel (and even then as a man of importance, not as
the leader of Israel) Saul had evidently not heard of
him, and the attendant did not even bother to mention
his name.
1S 9:11 |$ D: L2 ( L® I(D) ... 1-H0N6 ( L® I(
Note the idiom: ‘As they were ascending ... they met ...’
1S 9:15 (L0L& ‘(K)
pluperfect ‘had (uncovered Samuel’s ear)’. > Gen.4:1.
It seems that Saul had been chosen to lead the people,
in the same way as Gideon and Jephthah. If they insisted
on having a king, it would be him, but had they kept
quiet Saul would have been like the other Judges and
they would not have had to suffer from a monarchy.
1S 9:17
Twice pluperfect. ‘Samuel had seen Saul, and God had
answered him ...’
1S 9:20 ¼ª¼- H% L$ ¼>¼- Ix
your family.
1S 9:22 1- H$|< D́ K( ¸$N< Dx 1}; L2 1 J(L0 3 IºH£K) ... }<F6K4 > J$D)
Sadly the full implication of this verse is overlooked
because it gives a true insight into the character of
Samuel and of his humility. When God speaks to him
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the way he did about Saul, it is obviously up to him to
afford Saul due honour. In any event, it is prudent to
show honour to a man who will one day be king, as he
may remember it! Neither consideration applied to the
attendant, who could have been sent into the kitchen
with the servants, or at most seated at the bottom of the
table and not at the top. To Samuel this unimportant lad
was still a human being, with basic human dignity, who
was not to be insulted or humiliated. If Saul goes to the
top of the table, his companion goes with him. Samuel’s
treatment of the attendant, together with his politeness
towards him when it was necessary to speak to Saul in
confidence (in verse 27, where he tactfully asked Saul
to ask him to move on, in case a direct approach
appeared rude), shows the true nature of a man much
maligned. It is more than likely that his behaviour
towards ordinary simple people had given him a name
that had reached the attendant and impressed him so
much (verse 6 above). He seems to have inherited this
humility from his mother.
1S 10:2 1 H6
alongside. See Gen.25:11.
3 H2L- D4 Hx 0|% D& Hx 0 I+L< >K<O% D;
Rachel’s tomb in the territory of Benjamin. Zelzah is not
mentioned elsewhere and its location is unknown.
> Gen.35:16 concerning the location of Rachel’s tomb.
1S 10:3 0I$ >-Ix
Although the Ark was not there, Bethel seems to have
taken over from Shiloh as the religious centre.
1S 10:5 1- Hº Ḑ H0 D8 - I% H:D4
This could mean Philistine governors, or more likely
puppet governors appointed by the Philistines. The place
name translated into Arabic is Ramallah (Hill of God),
but it is not certain that the modern town of that name
is located in the same spot. Certainly it is in the region.
1- H$ DxK4 D> H2
The word does not mean preaching, but going through
the performance associated with it. > Ex.7:1.
1S 10:8 0Ly D0Hy K(
A place where sacrifices were offered. > Jos.4:19.
1S 10:10 $IxK4 D>H£K)
> verse 5 above.
1S 10:11 $LxH4
This refers to the actual preaching, or passing on of a
message received from a divine source.
1S 10:13 ¼( L2Lx K(
Expect ¼É LÓLÝ LÉ.
1S 10:14 0I$|2 Ḑ
Saul assumed his uncle had heard of him. > 9:6.
1S 10:16 (L/|0 D2 K(
royalty. (Or reign? Certainly not ‘kingdom’.)
1S 10:17 (L² D: H®K(
Not to The Gilgal as he had said (verse 8).
1S 10:18 >}/L0 D2 K® K(
the kingdoms.
1S 10:24 1 J>- H$ DP< K(
A dagesh in the letter resh is rare but not unknown.
1S 10:25 (L/O0 D® K( ,K² Ḑ H2
This probably means the constitutional rules through
which the king operates. It could list his privileges,
responsibilities and limitations, or it could be simply the
rules laid down in Deut.17:14-20. It does not make
sense to identify this with the threats and warnings
referred to as ¼E JÑ J_ KÉ ¼ÍKb DI HÓ (‘a description of the king’)
in 8:9,11. > 8:11.

1S 10:27 ¼̧ ¼-V<F+ K2 D¤
‘as a silent one’ i.e. silent. (NOT ‘as if silent’).
[cf. Gen. 27:12 K× If D× Kß DÓ H] ‘as a twister’ not ‘as if a
twister’.]
1S 11:4-6
A point generally overlooked is the close connection
between Jabesh Gilead and the tribe of Benjamin. After
the Civil War, the male and married female inhabitants
of Jabesh-Gilead were massacred and their daughters
were given to the remainder of the tribe of Benjamin
(Jud.21:10-14), many of whom presumably inherited the
property of their fathers-in-law. The inhabitants of
Jabesh at the time of Saul would have been members of
his own tribe and possibly family, hence the strong
feelings aroused in Gibeah and in Saul personally.
1S 11:8 1 I' D; D8H£K)
> app.A. Note that Bezek is a place.
( L'|(D- ¸- H$
Long before the split at the death of Solomon, the
people of Judah considered themselves separate, and
their soldiers were counted separately. They were allies
of Israel, but not part of Israel. The germ of the split did
not start as popularly supposed at the time of Rehaboam,
but much earlier. See Introduction to Joshua.
1S 11:12 |4-I0 L6 ¦N0 D2H- 0|$ Ļ
This is a question: ‘Is Saul to reign over us?’
1S 11:14,15 0Ly D0HyKx ... 0Ly D0Hy K(
Near the Jordan crossing, accessible from Transjordan.
No mention here about waiting seven days (10:8).
+ K2 DµH£K)
Saul and Israel, but not Samuel.
1S 12:5 ' I6 < J2$N£ K)
‘and [the people] said ...’ Hence the singular.
1S 12:11 3 L' Dx
It is pointless to try to guess who this was. He seems to
have come after Jerubbaal (Gideon), before Jephthah,
and is not mentioned in the book of Judges.
1S 12:17,18 1- H¢ H+ <- H: D;
The wheat harvest, the festival of Shavuot. A thunder-
storm at that time (when the rainy season is normally
long past) is indeed a curse, destroying the crops, and
extremely rare, but such a storm, lasting about two
hours, occurred suddenly and unexpectedly in the year
5752 one week after Shavuot, in a leap year when the
Festival was already late! It was neither mere
superstition nor the mere occurrence of the storm that
convinced the people of divine anger, but the fact that
such an event, unheard of in living memory, occurred on
that very day at that very time, when Samuel had
forecast it and prayed for it.
1S 13:1 (L4 Ļ ¼3 Jx
It is hard to believe that Saul reigned only two years,
still less that he was one year old (or rather, less than
one year old – > Ex.7:7) when he came to the throne!
He remained king until his death, when his forty-year
old son took over from him (2Sam.2:10). It is easy to
always rush to amend the text whenever there is a
problem, but here it is difficult to avoid the conclusion
that some numbers are missing.
1S 13:2 µ L2 D/ H2
This was very near Bethel. (Verse 5 says it was east of
Bet Aven, which was a suburb of Bethel).
1S 13:3,4,7 ¼%¼- H: D4
A governor, either Philistine or a puppet of theirs.
1-H< D% H6
The Philistines may have used this word as a term of
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contempt, but the Israelites were not ashamed of it.
1S 13:8 0I$|2 Ḑ < J̧ F$ ' I6}®K0
If this refers to Samuel’s remark in 10:8 it seems a long
way back.
1 L6L( 9 J8£K)
A strong leader would have been able to maintain the
confidence of the people that Samuel would still arrive.
Saul’s own doubts weakened him and in some way
betrayed themselves. > verse 14.
1S 13:14 Lº D< K2 Ļ $N0 - H¤
Saul’s disobedience led to his acting in a way that
displayed his inherent unfitness to reign. Compare the
action of Moses at Kadesh and in a way that of Lot’s
wife. All three cases have certain important points in
common (> Num.20:11-12, Gen.19:26).
1S 13:15 'N; D8H£K)
Organised. > app.A.
1S 13:16 6K%J& Dx
The two places ¼É L× DÆHU and ¼× KÆJU were not the same (and
¼Ô¼D ¼× DÆHU nearby was yet a third place), but the names
(meaning ‘hill’) were occasionally confused. It is
uncertain whether there is such confusion here or if they
moved from one to the other.
1S 13:18 0|% Dy K(
the territory (or area, region, district).
1S 13:19 $I: L®H- $N0 ¸L< L+D)
There was no Smith in Israel at the time!!!
1S 14:3 }0 Ḩ Dx
This probably refers to Eli.
'}8 I$ $ IµN4
> 2:18.
1S 14:4
Difficult to translate, but it seems to mean that a rock
projected on each side of a ravine, so that each side
could approach the other without making contact.
1S 14:13 > I>}2 D2
The word means to finish off. The kal form means to
die, the hiphil means to kill (i.e. put to death someone
who is otherwise alive) but the piel (as here) means to
put to death someone who is already dying, to put a
quick end to their life. Here Jonathan struck out at one
after another, and his armour-bearer (dare one say ‘his
caddy’?) made sure that no wounded man got up to
attack Jonathan from behind.
1S 14:16 9J< L$ L( *KyU< HºF)
a minor earthquake?
1S 14:17 |' D; D8H£K) ... |' D; H²
This refers to a roll-call. > app.A.
1S 14:18 3}<F$ (L- L( - H¤
They were not afraid of losing it again?
1S 14:24 1J+J0
food. The context shows how wide the connotation.
1S 14:26 ¸K% D'
Dates, fallen from the trees.
( J' L¶K(
the ground. (They were in the forest, not in a field!)
1S 14:27 6 K2 Ļ $N0 3 L>L4}- D)
Now Jonathan had not heard.
1S 14:29 - H% L$ <K/ L6
Such public criticism of his father did not go to his
credit.
1S 14:32 1Lz K( 0 K6
together with the blood. ¼Ñ K× has different meanings.

1S 14:47 K6- Ḩ D<K-
he did harm (or caused harm, i.e. to his enemies). The
form is used instead of K×¼Î HI DÝ HÉ because it was repeated.
1S 14:52 ( L$L<D)
whenever he saw.
1S 15:1 ªG+ Ļ D2H0
Note that the kamets under the I is short (shortened
from a holem), hence the vowel under the Ì is hataf-
kamets. Contrast ¼FFÌ LI DÓH[KÊ in verse 17 where it is long
(lengthened from a patach), so that the vowel under the
Ì is hataf-patach.
1S 15:2 - Hº D' K; L²
I have remembered. > app.A.
1S 15:4 1 I' D; D8H£K)
As in 11:8. > app.A.
1- H$L0 D¢Kx
at The Telaim. (Lit. sheep) Name of a place, cf.11:8.
The number is to tell you roughly, in round figures, how
many they were, which he could (and no doubt did)
estimate without having to actually count them.
(According to the midrash, Saul counted them, with
sheep. The mind can only boggle at a picture of nearly
a quarter of a million soldiers each handing over a
sheep, the sheep then being counted.)
( L'|(D- ¸- H$
> 11:8.
1S 15:7 <|¸ ªF$}x
as far as Shur. Also, cf. Gen.25:18.
¼1H-K< D: H2 ¼-I4 D² ¼0 K6
Shur seems to have been an area to the east (and
possibly also to the west) of the northern part of the
Gulf of Akaba. ‘Egypt’ here might refer to the so-called
Sinai peninsula, often under Egyptian control.
1S 15:8 ¼&K&F$
Note that he is sometimes called ¼ÇKÇFÅ, sometimes ¼ÇLÇFÅ,
in the middle of a verse (it is not just the pausal form).
1S 15:9 (L/$L0 D® K(
the possessions, referring here to livestock. The word is
always a concrete noun, usually collective. When used
in connection with the Creation it refers to the sky, the
earth and their accessories (> Gen.2:2); when used in
connection with the Tabernacle it refers to either the raw
materials or the finished products (> Ex.31:5); and when
used in connection with the Sabbath it means products
or acquisitions generally – as I have explained in a
separate book ‘The Biblical Sabbath Explained’
(formerly published as ‘Shabbat – Why?’). Consider in
particular Gen.33:14, Ex.22:7, Ex.39:43 (see note there),
and Lev.13:48. The Biblical word never means ‘activity’
(its meaning in the Talmud) which is an abstract noun.
1S 15:12 ¼(L0 J2U<K¤ K(
This would be the one in Judah, not near Haifa. (The
latter was way up north, they had been fighting in the
south and came back to the centre.)
1S 15:15 K+N% D* 3 K6 K2 D0
The word is used only when the meat is eaten. (See
Introduction to Leviticus.) It does not include the Olah
offering which was not eaten. Their idea was to eat the
meat, which was of high quality, and there was not even
the suggestion of bringing Olahs (which are not eaten)!
1S 15:19 0 J$ , K6 KºK)
but you pounced on (‘swooped down on’ like a vulture)
1S 15:22 1- H+L% D*| >}0N6 Dx
Samuel gave them the benefit of the doubt. Even Olahs
are not preferred to obedience.
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1S 15:24 1L0}; Dx 6 K2 Ḑ J$L) 1 L6 L( > J$ - H>$I<L- - H¤
Here Saul admits his incompetence as a leader. Once
again had he done what he was told to do his obedience
would have saved him. > 13:14 above.
1S 15:29 1I+L̄H- $N0 D)
Contrast Jonah 3:10 and elsewhere. Had Saul regarded
this as a challenge, made up his mind to prove Samuel
wrong on this point, turned directly to God and repented
sincerely, and pleaded for forgiveness, the decree
against him would certainly at very least have been
mitigated. (For instance if the line would not continue
through his sons, it could at least have continued
through his daughter, but the one who married David
died childless.) But Saul did not have the guts to argue
with Samuel, as he should have done. There were kings
far more wicked than Saul (such as Manasseh and Ahab)
whose sons nonetheless followed them on the throne.
Saul’s weakness displayed his incompetence.
1S 15:32 >J) L® K( < K2 < L5
From the time of his capture until the time he was
brought before Samuel, Agag was expecting to be
executed. His mind would not have been on sex, nor was
there the opportunity, and the delay in killing him does
not account for the continuation of the race of Amalek
and the birth of Haman. Although all the people were
killed apart from Agag (15:8) this would only refer to
those they caught and were able to kill (which was all
that was expected of them). Not all of Amalek, a tribe
of nomads, would be in one place at one time, there
were probably some in different places who were not
attacked in that battle, and many who escaped. The text
does not say otherwise, and not long after this we find
David constantly attacking Amalekites and killing them
(1Sam.27:8), so there must have been quite a lot left.
The bulk of them were killed in this battle, and had Saul
ensured that the people followed God’s instructions a
second attack might have exterminated the race for
good, once and for all.
Saul’s personal punishment included his having to beg
of an Amalekite, of all people, to finish off his life!
1S 15:35 0I$|2 Ḑ 0Ix K$ D> H( - H¤
Samuel is shown twice as having lost his temper with
Saul, and this has given many people the idea that he
was essentially an arrogant and bad-tempered man. The
fact is that these two cases were exceptions, they were
pointed out as cases where he behaved – was forced to
behave – against his usual nature. His natural humility
is shown in his behaviour towards Saul’s attendant, and
in various remarks of his elsewhere. > 9:22.
1S 16:2 ¦I0 I$ ¦- I$
Samuel shows neither lack of faith nor a reluctance to
obey, but asks about details, how he is to do it safely.
The answer, which he accepted, shows that his concern
was not for his own life but that he might lose it before
he could accomplish his mission. (Saul would certainly
find out about it post facto, but that did not put him off.)
It was a fair question, which received a fair and helpful
reply, not a reprimand. Contrast Num. 11:22-23.
1S 16:4 ?ª J$}x 1}0 Ļ SSS |'U< J+J£K)
An unannounced and unexpected visit from Samuel
suggested that there was trouble somewhere.
1S 16:7 K{N% Dy
Gerund of the verb: ‘the being high of’.
%L%I¬K0
the mind (cf. Deut.6:5).
1S 16:13-16 K+|<
Feminine, as in Gen.1:2. Contrast 2Kings.22:21 ff.,
Ecc.1:6, etc. and look up 1Kings.19:11.

1S 16:14 (L< L5
had departed.
1S 16:20 1 J+J0 <}2F+
Either ‘a donkey-load of food’ (not necessarily bread) or
perhaps a variant of ¼Ý JÓÃÌ, a measure of ten ephahs.
1S 17:10 ( L2F+L¬H4 D)
optative – consecutive or a wish, or both.
1S 17:16 1 I¤ Ḑ K(
The infinitive ?DÊ ¼ÒI] DI KÉ followed by another infinitive
means repeatedly, an idiom found often, similar in style
to ? DÊ ¼E¼DÑ LÉ, though not the same meaning.
1S 17:18 'N; D8 Hº
> app.A.
1S 17:22 ¼1¼- H0 I¤ K(
The articles, in David’s case not weapons.
1S 17:25 1 J>- H$ DP< K(
As in 10:24.
1S 17:34 %}z K( > J$D)
Two things unusual – the spelling of ÆDV with a vav, and
the use of ¼ß JÅ.
1S 17:47 K6¼- Ḩ }(D-
The earlier form with the É of the hifil retained. Later
shortened to K×¼Î HI¼D¼Î.
1S 17:50 |( I> H2D-K) - Hº Ḑ H0 D² K( > J$ ¦K£K)
In verse 49 David stunned Goliath, wounding him
possibly fatally but not yet killing him. He does not die
until verse 51. This verse is a summary, that in a cold
narrative should follow verse 51, but the narrator is full
of excitement in telling the tale and cannot wait. In
order to avoid confusion as to the sequence of events it
may be necessary to read the story coldly and calmly
(even though this spoils the effect) for which purpose
this verse should be ignored.
1S 17:51 |( I> D>N2D-K)
> 14:13, and contrast XÉ Iß HÓ DÎKÊ in the previous verse,
which simply means ‘and killed him’.
1S 17:52 ªF$}x ' K6
as far as. > Gen.10:19.
1S 17:54 H1L0 Ļ |<D-
Eventually, much later, when he was king and had
captured Jerusalem, where he lived in a tent until his
house was built. Cf. Ex.16:33-35, and > Gen.11:32.
1S 17:55 (J* - H2 3 Jx
Saul had previously sent to Jesse asking him to send
David to play to him, so he certainly knew who he was.
Only the naïve take this literally and claim from it
‘proof’ that there are two different stories of how Saul
met David. Saul was amazed that this boy, his musician,
was so valiant and brave, the alleged son of a simple
shepherd from Bethlehem. Perhaps (thought Saul) he
was Jesse’s adopted son – then who was his real father?
Or perhaps Saul simply meant who is this Jesse (whom
he had sent to but never actually met)?
1S 18:10 ¼$IxK4 D>H£K)
He went went into a trance etc. >1S 10:5; Ex. 7:1.
1S 18:19 (L4 DºH4 $- H(D)
she had (already) been given.
1S 18:25 >}0U< L6
> Jud.14:3.
1S 18:29 ¼$N< I0
Shortened form of ¼ÅÃÝ¼Î HÑ ‘to fear’.
1S 19:1 9I8L+
participle.
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1S 19:11 }>¼- H2F(K0D) }< D2 Ļ D0
to guard it (the house) and kill him (David).
1S 19:13 ¼1¼- H8L< Dº K(
These are household idols (cf. Gen.31:19 together with
31:30), and it seems very strange that David of all
people should allow such in his house. However, it is
possible that the word came to be used to mean simply
‘household ornaments’ of any description.
1S 19:18 +K<Lx 'H) L'D)
Meanwhile David had fled.
1S 19:20 ¼$U<K£K)
Singular, the group (of messengers) saw.
|$ DxK4 D>H£K) ... ¼1¼- H$ DxH4
The people Samuel was supervising were transmitting a
divine message they had received ( ¼Ò¼Î HÅ DTHÕ), and they
underwent a certain performance in order to receive the
message ( ¼X ¼Å DTKÕ DßHÎKÊ). The messengers (and subsequently
Saul himself) found themselves doing the same.> Ex.7:1.
1S 19:24 ¼, Ķ D8H£K)
Stripping and falling down naked went with the trance.
0 I$|2 Ḑ -I4 D8 H0
But see 15:35!
|< D2$N- 3 I¤ 0 K6
> Gen.21:31.
1S 20:3 6K'I- ... 6K'L-
> Gen.48:19.
1S 20:5 ¼% I̧ I$
Here, ‘I am supposed to sit’.
1S 20:6 ª-H% L$ -H4 I' D; D8H- 'N;L² 1 H$
If your father misses me. > app.A.
1S 20:11 etc. (J' L¶K(
the countryside (i.e. outside town).
1S 20:18 ªJ% Ļ }2 ' I;L²H- - H¤ Lº D' K; D8H4 D)
you will be missed because your place (seat) will be
missed (noticed as empty). > app.A.
Likewise verses 25, 27.
1S 20:41 ¼$Lx
went (to the town). Here, not ‘came’.
1S 21:3 ¼- Hº D6 K'}-
a peculiar form grammatically.
1S 21:7 1-H4 L² K( 1 J+J0 ... ¸J'N;
The usual explanation, that this was where the
Tabernacle was, is untenable. The Tabernacle showbread
was not just holy but extra-holy, only the priests were
allowed to eat it and within the Tabernacle precincts, see
Lev. 24:9. The priest would never have offered it to
David, especially to take away, with the mere proviso
that he was not contaminated. More likely the
Tabernacle was in one place, the Ark in another, and
there were altars in different places. Here, in memory of
the Tabernacle service, the priests set out showbread
which was regularly changed. They regarded and treated
it as ‘holy’ food that was not to be eaten by anyone who
was contaminated, out of respect, just like all holy food,
even though it was not ordained from the time of Moses.
The alternative explanation, that this was indeed the
Tabernacle, that the priest had no right to let anyone
other than a priest eat the showbread, that he was lax
about this and so were the other priests (about this and
other things), and that their punishment from God was
to be killed for this, is most unlikely. There is no
mention of the Tabernacle, no mention of any sin on the
part of the priests, no mention of any divine punishment,
nor would David have accepted it, and it would be
completely out of character for the Book of Samuel to

omit such things.
1S 22:3 % L$}2 ¦J0 J2 0 J$ < J2$N£ K)
Two problems arise here. First, it is claimed that David
had family connections with Moab through Ruth. On the
other hand we are given to understand that Ruth severed
all her connections with Moab and associated herself
exclusively with Israel (‘your people are my people’).
Second, it is hard to escape the fact that David’s
behaviour, for whatever reason, was in direct
contravention of Deut.23:7.
1S 22:6 ( L2L<Lx ... (L6 D%HyKx
Gibeah or Ramah? Which? It is not too far-fetched to
suggest that once it became Saul’s capital Gibeah
expanded, either physically or at least in name, to
incorporate Ramah, which was near it anyway
(Jud.19:13). Gibeah is mentioned to emphasize that the
Ramah referred to here is the one in Benjamin, near
Saul’s Gibeah, not Samuel’s Ramah in Mount Ephraim.
1S 22:7
Where did he get the lands and vineyards from to give
his friends? He would not have given his own, assuming
he was rich enough to have that many. It seems that he
already practised corruption as Samuel had predicted,
and nepotism as even Samuel had not predicted.
1S 22:11 )- H% L$ >- Ix
Not ‘his father’s house’ but ‘his family’. > 2:27, 2:31
and Num.18:1.
1S 22:15 0) L$ Ḑ H0
This is not a case of ketiv and keri. It is not at all
uncommon for a short kamets to be followed by a vav.
Ahimelech justified providing bread and sword, having
no reason to doubt that David was on the King’s service
acting under Saul’s instructions, but denied ‘asking of
God’ on behalf of David, a privilege reserved for the
king. (Doeg and Saul accused him of this, but the
original story 21:2-11 does not say so.)
1S 22:18 'Lx '}8 I$ $ IµN4
> 2 18.
1S 23:6,9 '}8 I$
Once again the ephod appears, here as a means of
obtaining the oracle. Note that in verse 6, he brought an
ephod, not the ephod. It seems that any official ephod of
a priest would do. (‘The’ ephod in verse 9 refers to the
one that he brought.)
1S 23:17 (J4 Ḑ H2 D0 ª D0 (J- D( J$ - H/N4 L$D)
This could not possibly work, but Jonathan was certainly
sincere and believed that it could. God arranged things
that it did not have to be put to the test.
1S 23:19
With any sort of logic whatever, this should be the start
of a new chapter. We have here two parallel stories that
deserve careful comparison:

First story 23:19 - 24:22
Second story 26:1 - 26:25

For a note on the comparison, see 26:1.
1S 23:27 ¼¦ L$ D0 K2¼|
a messenger (not an angel).
Chapter 24. Some texts number the veses differently.
1S 24:3 ¼)¼- L0 D&K< ¼> J$ ¼¦ I5L( D0
A euphemism, cf. Jud. 3:24.
1S 24:13
An old proverb.
1S 24:15 ,K8 Ļ D) SSS (L- L( D)
will be ... and will judge (imperfectives used as future).
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¼-H4 I, D² Ḑ H- D) SSS %I<L- D) $J<I- D)
and may he .... (optatives, a wish)
¼3L£ K' D0
used in Aramaic and later Hebrew instead of ¼Í IÙWI, but
in Biblical Hebrew (found only here and in Ps.68:6) it
does not mean a judge but an advocate (who pleads
one’s cause) or prosecutor (from the verb ÔÎÈ BÔÊÈ). God
acts as both, arguing the case ( ¼ÔL[ KÈ) and judging ( ¼Í IÙWI).
1S 24:21 - H6 D<K* > J$ >- H< D/ Kº 1 H$
There is no suggestion anywhere that David did not keep
his oath. Either this was merely not to destroy all of
Saul’s offspring, he might kill some as long as he left at
least one alive; or it merely applied to David himself
and did not impose on him any obligation to stop others
doing it. (See 2Sam. chapter 21.)
¼- H% L$ ¼>¼- Ix H2
from the family of which I am a member.
1S 25:2 |( IµF6 K2|
Sometimes ¼É JKF× KÓ in the collective sense (as here) is
used as a synonym for ¼É LÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ (e.g. Ex.22:12). Here it
means his possessions (‘that which has been acquired’)
in terms of livestock (sheep and goats).
0 J2 D< K¤K%
In Judah, not the one near Haifa connected with Elijah.
1-H~ H6
These should be included in ¼Ô ¼ÅÃÛ. Apparently since here
it is talking about sheep-shearing, the word ¼Ô ¼ÅÃÛ refers
only to sheep.
1S 25:7 1-H* D*N&
sheep-shearing. A plural used for an abstract noun
describing a period, cf. ¼Ò¼Î HÝ O× DÕ ‘youth’, ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ OÜ DË ‘old-age’.
' K; D8H4
In the sense of ‘missing’. > app.A.
1S 25:14 1 J(Lx , K6L£K)
and he pounced on them.
1S 25:15 |4U'K;L8 $W0 D)
we did not miss > app.A.
1S 25:21 < K2L$ 'H) L'D)
David had said.
1S 25:23 'H) L' - I² K$ D0
‘to David’s nose’, i.e. in front of his face. ¼ÎIÕ DÙHÑ would
simply mean ‘in front of’ and is not strong enough.
1S 25:27 ¼(L4 DºH4 D)
it will be given (i.e. let it be given).
1S 25:34 ->$%>)
The ketiv is odd, but so is the keri. One expects ¼Î HÅ¼D ¼Æ LfKÊ.
1S 25:37 3 J% L$ D0 (L- L( $|(D)
A paralytic stroke.
1S 25:41 (L+ D8 Ḩ D0 ª D> L2F$ (Ī H(
The two words ¼É LÓ LÅ and ¼É LÌ DÙ HI are used throughout the
Bible as synonyms, being alternative forms of the
feminine of ¼È JÆ J× (> Gen.12:16), and this verse does not
indicate otherwise. In English we would say ‘your
servant is your slave’, the latter word implying a lower
status, and certainly Abigail did intend this, as
emphasised with the words that follow. But unlike
English, Hebrew did not have two words of different
status, so she simply took first one word and then the
other (she might just as well have reversed them), to
show a difference, explaining the difference in status by
the words that follow (‘to wash the feet of my master’s
slaves’). Alternatively, there was a slight difference in
connotation between the words as understood by Abigail
(and her local contemporaries) but this difference is not
reflected elsewhere in the Bible, especially in the Torah

where the words are certainly used interchangeably.
1S 25:43 0$ J6 D< D*H£ H2
It seems odd that David who remained in the south took
a wife from as far north as Jezreel, unless there was
another place of that same name in Judah.
1S 25:44 3 K>L4 0|$ Ļ D)
meanwhile Saul had given. It is not clear whether this
was before or after David took Abigail, nor is it clear
whether or not Michal consented. She loved David, but
if she heard that he had taken another woman she may
have been bitterly jealous.
1S 26:1
It is very hard to think of this chapter (26:1-25) as being
other than an alternative version to the story in the
earlier chapter (23:19-24:22). In each case the Ziphites
betrayed David to Saul when he was hiding at the Hill
of Hachilah facing the Jeshimon (Judaean desert); Saul
took three thousand men; David had an opportunity to
kill Saul but spared his life; and there was an apparent
reconciliation between David and Saul (which David did
not take too seriously).
David was certainly no fool, and it is very hard to
believe that having once been betrayed to Saul by the
Ziphites he would return to hide in the same place so as
to give them a chance to do the same again!
There are many differences of detail between the two
accounts – in one Saul was called away because the
Philistines attacked, but not in the other. In one he
entered the cave in which David and his men were
hiding, in the other David came and looked for him and
found him asleep with his guard also asleep. In one case
David cut the edge of Saul’s garment, in the other he
took the spear and water. These are differences of major
detail, but of detail nonetheless. The significant
difference is the appearance of Abishai, David’s nephew
and brother of his right-hand man Joab, and of Abner,
Saul’s cousin and right-hand man, in the second version
but not in the first. Both of these later became involved
in politics and intrigue, Abishai as supporter of his
brother Joab, and in this story David attacks Abner
verbally but loudly for his incompetence. The story
itself (in the second version) would have a political
significance, beyond relations between David and Saul,
which the other version lacks.
1S 26:12 > K2 Iz D< Kº
Although it seems to fit better, the word does not mean
‘deep sleep’ but ‘drowsiness’. (> Gen.15:12.)
1S 26:22 L( J+ Ĺ H- D) SSS ¼<N%F6K- D)
Optatives used as imperatives.
1S 27:7 ( I' DµHx
in the land of. Synonymous with ¼ÚJÝ JÅ DT.
1S 27:8 - H<|¸ Dy K(
This would be a tribe living in the south (Josh.13:2), no
connection with those mentioned in Deut.3:14 who were
far away in the north-east of Transjordan.
¼>¼}% Ḑ ¼}¼- (L̄ I(
Why feminine? Perhaps ¼ß¼D ¼Ì Db DI HÓ (after ¼Ñ JÅ) is implied.
ªF$}x
as far as. > Gen.10:19.
¼1H-K< D: H2 9J< J$ ' K6D) (L<|¸ ªF$}x
> 15:7
1S 27:9 + K;L0D) SSS (J£ K+D- $W0 D) SSS (L¤ H(D)
repeated actions, hence imperfective (or perfective with
conversive vav), dropped later in the verse ( ¼Æ LKL[KÊ).
1S 27:10 0 K$
Apparently this here means ‘where?’ instaed of ¼Ô KÅ.
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1S 28:3 > I2 0 I$|2 Ḑ |
Samuel having died (or, ‘had died’), contrast 25:1
which tells us that Samuel died.
<- H5 I( 0|$ Ļ D)
and Saul had removed.
1S 28:6 ¼1¼- H$¼- H% D̄ Kx SSS ¼1¼-V<|$Lx SSS >|2W0F+Kx
Dreams of his own; ‘urim’ of the High Priest; the
prophets who received messages direct from God.
1S 28:7 > J̧ I$
a woman (not ‘of’ and certainly not ‘wife of’).
cf. Jud.4:4 where it means ‘a woman of’ but still not
‘wife of’. Though not usual this form can be used in the
absolute state (instead of ¼É LJ HÅ), e.g. Deut.21:11.
1S 28:8 - H2)G5 L;
The first kamets is short anyway. The second kamets is
also short, and this is emphasised in two ways: by
adding a vav after it (which is often done) and by
writing the kamets as a hataf. This is not a case of ketiv
and keri.
The story of Saul and the witch is open to various
interpretations. Did Samuel actually appear? It seems
that the woman saw and did not hear, Saul heard but did
not see. The story has implications on the reason for
banning calling on the dead – because it is all nonsense
and must not be believed in, or is it real but forbidden?
1S 28:17 }0
For ¼F DÑ? Or just idiomatic (did for himself)?.
1S 28:19 ¼3 IºH- D)
Optative as a consecutive.
1S 28:24 ¼>¼} ¼³ K2
‘Instant bread’.
1S 29:3 }0 D8L4
his desertion. The principal meanings of the verb are:
(a) to fall
(b) to fall in battle (or be murdered), e.g. Deut.21:1.
(c) to alight from a vehicle or animal, e.g. Gen. 14:64.
(d) to desert (to the other side), e.g. 2Kin.7:4.
1S 29:4 ¼- I< Lµ
In verses 4, 6, 7, 9 we find ¼Ý KK and ¼Ô JÝ JÖ interchanged,
so the latter were the generals.
}º D' K; D8 H(
> app.A.
3 L, Lµ D0
for an enemy, or adversary. > Zech.3:1.
1S 29:6 )- L0 I$ < J2$N£ K)
It is interesting to note in whose name Abimelech
(Achish) swears! See Kimchi (Radak).
1S 29:11 |0 L6 ¼1¼- Hº Ḑ H0 D8|
contrast, not pluperfect.
1S 30:2 ¸- H$
‘a single one’. Here it refers to women, not men!
Probably because it included the children, ¼É LJ HÅ might
have appeared to exclude them.
1S 30:8
Usually when asked two questions the Oracle would
only answer one, and the other question had to be
repeated (e.g. 23:11,12). Here David asked two
questions and the Oracle answered three!
1S 30:15 -H4I<Hy D5 Kº
> Deut.23:16.
1S 30:20 ¼'H) L' ¼0 K0 Ḑ
Quite puzzling. Saul was punished for taking the spoil
from the Amalekites and not destroying it!

H1S 30:24 |;W0F+K- ) Lz D+K-
This seems to mean that the spoil is divided according
to the total number of people, each getting equal shares,
regardless of whether he fought or guarded the camp.
This is not what happened in the war against Midian
(Numbers Ch.31) where the spoil was divided in two,
half going to the fighters and half going to those who
stayed behind. There the fighters were few, so they each
got a larger share than the non-fighters; here four
hundred fought while two hundred stayed behind.
1S 30:26 |( I6I< D0
to his friends. Collective. See note on verse 20.
1S 30:27 0 I$ >- I%
Probably not be the famous Bethel, but one in Judah.
1S 30:28 < I6N<F6
Probably likewise in Judah, not in Transjordan.
1S 30:29 ¼- H0 I$ D2 D+K<D£ K(
These were apparently (but this is not certain) not
people of Israel but friends, see next.
¼-H4¼- Í K(
Descendants of Jethro, always friends of Israel. Today
the Druze claim to be the descendants of Jethro, and
those in Israel have served loyally in the army and lost
many men in fighting terrorists.

THE PARALLEL STORY IN CHRONICLES
STARTS HERE

A comment is included only where there is a
significant difference between the versions.

1S 31:3 0 J+L£K)
he was wounded.
1S 31:5 > I2 - H¤ ... $ D<K£K)
Suicide is not easy, and Saul botched it. In fact Saul was
not yet dead, as we learn later, but he appeared to be.
1S 31:8 1-H0 D8N4
As usual, ‘fallen’, not ‘falling’.
1S 31:10 3 Ķ ¼>¼- Ix

1S 31:12 ¼| ¼8U< DµH£K)

1Chron.10:10 (the parallel passage) says ¼ÔLÇ LV ¼ß¼Î IT and
does not mention Beth Shan at all. It is hard to
believe that the inhabitants of Jabesh were able to
enter the temple of Dagan and remove the bodies.

Apparently cremation (Kimchi). Others disagree.

===

Chronicles omits:
(a) The story of the Amalekite
(b) David’s dirge over Saul’s death
(c) David’s appointment as king of Judah
(d) Abner appointing Ish-Bosheth king
(e) Battle between Abner’s men and Joab’s
(f) Abner’s row with Ish-Bosheth
(g) Abner’s visit to David, and the treaty
(h) The murder of Abner
(i) The murder of Ish-Bosheth.
It continues with David’s appointment as king of all
Israel, and the journey to Jerusalem.
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2S 1:6 }>-H4F+ 0 K6
In the previous chapter, vs. 4, it says ‘his sword’, but in
the horror of the battle a detail like that would not be
carefully noticed. Or perhaps he did not know the
difference.
2S 1:8 - H;I0 L2F6
It was Saul’s punishment to meet his end at the hand of
an Amalekite.
-H4 I> D>N2|
> Jud.9:54.
2S 1:10 <J*Ī K(
We find later that the man’s purpose (not in itself
dishonourable) was to act as a reporter and bring news,
for which a reward was given. He brought the crown
and bracelet, not merely as proof of his story but
because he felt that these now belonged to David who
would really appreciate them, and be happy at the news
and grateful. David’s reaction was not what he expected.
2S 1:13 <Iy
a resident. (The modern meaning is post-biblical.)
- H;I0 L2F6 <Iy
Not only had Saul not wiped out Amalekite livestock, he
had even allowed Amalekites who escaped to live
among Israel. His ethnic cleansing of the Gibeonites
(referred to later in Chapter 21) did not extend to the
Amalekites. As an Amalekite the man would not have
been fond of Saul, would have been glad to hear of his
death (and perhaps proud to have participated in it), and
would have assumed that David would likewise be
pleased to hear of Saul’s death. Saul’s great war against
Amalek would have been well-known, but not David’s
exploits against them, as he left none alive to tell.
2S 1:15 }x 6F& D²
Samuel had executed summary justice against Agag.
Quite apart from the fact that it was God’s command,
Agag was an enemy, and one who recognised only the
law of the jungle, so he was dealt with according to that
law. Here the situation was a little different. On the one
hand Amalek was to be exterminated, on the other hand
the man as a resident in Israel was entitled to receive
Israelite justice. His admitting to killing Saul (even
though Saul was dying and had asked him to do so)
tipped the balance. Alternatively, the latter offence was
doubtful but his being an Amalekite tipped the balance.
David was also angry at being told the news by someone
who thought that the news would please him (see 4:10).
Two points arise here that typify David’s attitude to
justice. The first is that if he felt a person deserved to
be put to death but he could not openly justify an
execution he looked for an excuse (sometimes in a later
incident) whereby it could be openly justified. He later
instructed Solomon to do this in specific cases, and
Solomon did so. The second is that David was not
opposed to executing summary justice, without a trial,
when the person’s guilt was not in question – at least on
a major issue. We will find these points recurring, and
they must be taken into account in considering a
problem that arises later.
2S 1:18 < Ļ L£ K( < J8 I5
a historical record now lost. See also Jos.10:13.
2S 1:19 ¼- H% D³ K(
(a type of) antelope. (NOT ‘deer’).
2S 1:21 - I' Dµ|
and the land of. Singular (> Gen.23:9).
2S 2:8 $L% L: < Kµ
commander-in-chief.

> J̧ Nx ¸- H$
His real name was ¼Ñ K× KT DI JÅ Esh-baal (1Chron.8:33 and
9:39). No doubt the latter part of his name, -baal, had no
connection with the Baal of idolatry, but in later
generations it had, and people were loth to utter it,
substituting -bosheth (‘disgrace’). We find later a son
and a grandson of Saul’s, each referred to as ¼ß JIÃÆÎ HÙ DÓ
Mephi-bosheth, (2Sam.21:8; and 2Sam.4:4 respectively),
the latter being named ¼Ñ K× KT ¼Æ¼Î HÝ DÓ or ¼Ñ K× KT ¼Î HÝ DÓ Merib-baal
in 1Chron.8:34 and 9:40. Even the name Jerubbaal given
to Gideon in ridicule of the idol is referred to later as
¼ß JIJTOÝ DÎ Jerubbesheth (2Sam.11:21). [Summary: The
-bosheth or -besheth form is found in the book of
Samuel, (except 1Sam.12:11), the -baal form in Judges
and Chronicles. Surprising, as Chronicles was written
much later, but maybe from earlier manuscript sources.]
2S 2:9 0 K6 B0 J$
These two words were often interchanged, despite their
different basic meanings.
2S 2:12 (L4}6 D%Hy ¼1H-K4F+ K® H2
From Transjordan across the Jordan to Benjamin. It
seems from later in the story that Abner did not intend
to start a battle, Joab did.
2S 2:13 (L-|< D:
David’s sister (1Chron.2:13-16). They were always
referred to as sons of their mother.
2S 2:29 (L%L<F6Lx
The Jordan valley. The word is used to describe the
whole rift from the Red Sea to Leke Galilee (Kinneret).
2S 2:30 |' D; L²H£K)
‘were missing’, i.e. killed in the battle. The nineteen
presumably included the initial twelve killed in contest.
2S 2:32 ¼)¼- H% L$
We are nowhere told his father’s name.
(L0D- K¬ K( 0L/
From Bethlehem to Hebron is a long walk, especially
when tired after a battle, and it must have taken them
some time to reach Bethlehem.
2S 3:1 ;I* L+D) ¦I0N(
becoming stronger
2S 3:3 <|¸ Dy ¦J0 J2
This is not the place referred to in 1Sam.27:8, but that
near Syria referred to in Deut.3:14 etc. This becomes
clear when comparing 13:37 and 15:8, also 1Chron.2:23.
2S 3:5 ¼'H) Lz ¼> J̧ I$
Were the others not? The first two were certainly.
2S 3:7 - H% L$ ¸J&J0- H² 0J$ ( L>$Lx K6|z K2
It is a custom among gorillas, who live in family
communities and practice polygamy, that when there is
a fight between two males and one kills the other, he
takes the loser’s wives. Likewise among the ancients,
certainly about the time of David, it was the custom of
a usurper to take the women of the king he had usurped
and in this way prove his present leadership. We find
this attitude later with Absalom and Adonijah. (David
was not a usurper, and did the same thing legally – see
12:8.) Abner, in taking Rizpah, had committed an act of
rebellion against the king. Not satisfied with being the
kingmaker and the power behind the throne, he had
wanted to make his power official, or at very least had
made it appear so. Ish-bosheth, clearly a very weak man,
had probably had to pluck up courage to even challenge
Abner over this.
2S 3:8 ¼- H/M4 L$ %J0 J¤ ¸$N<F(
A contemptuous reference to Joab.
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( JµE6 J$
I would do, wanted to do.
¼ª H>¼- H: D2 H(
For ¼F¼Î Hß ¼Å IÛ DÓ HÉ from root ÅÛÓ (find) not ÉÛÓ (squeeze).
The humbug of Abner’s having done all this for Ish-
bosheth. He had placed a puppet (his own cousin) on the
throne so that he could continue in charge, since even
under Saul he had considerable power in his capacity of
commander-in-chief.
2S 3:9,10 ¼<¼- H%F6K( D0 SSS ¼}¼0 ¼( JµE6J$ ¼3 I¤
He realised that he was on the losing side, and this gave
him the excuse he had been looking for to change sides
and perhaps secure a decent position on the other side
while there was still time, and while he still had
something to bargain with.
2S 3:12 Dª¼- J0 I$ ¼% I5 L( D0
Abner could wield considerable influence over the
population, in return for David guaranteeing him a high-
ranking position. If he waited much longer, as he was
losing the war he would also lose his popularity. It was
in David’s interest to stop the war quickly, and to take
over the reign of the whole kingdom, also that this
should be with the consent of the people (persuaded by
Abner) rather than by conquest. Abner was an astute
politician.
2S 3:13 ¼ªF$¼- H%E( ¼-I4 D8 H0 ¼1 H$ ¼- H¤
David was never on record as having been in love with
Michal, she was the one in love with him; and as we see
above (verses 2-5) he was not short of women. But the
humiliation inflicted on him by Saul in taking away his
wife and giving her to someone else rankled, and it was
a matter of principle that he should get her back.
A further point: should she give him a son, David could
pacify the Benjamites by making him his heir.
2S 3:14 > J̧ Nx ¼̧ ¼- H$ ¼0 J$ SSS ¼+K0 Ḑ H£K)
David made it a condition that he would not see Abner
until this matter was settled, but did not demand that
Abner settle it (merely that he should not advise against
settling it). The king (Saul) had taken away his wife,
and it was for the king (his successor) to return her. At
the same time Abner was induced, for political reasons,
to put pressure on the king if necessary and make sure
that David’s demand was met. If Paltiel was ‘awkward’
about it, Abner would deal with him.
2S 3:16 (N/L%| ¦}0 L(
A common idiom, approximately ‘walking and crying’.
2S 3:19 3- H2L- D4 H%
After speaking to the rest, whose interest was ‘Israel’
that did not necessarily include Judah (see Introduction
to Judges), he turned to Benjamin where the hard core
of support for the House of Saul, and hence the greatest
opposition to David, was to be found. He had to
overcome not only family loyalty, but also their fear of
the loss of all the benefits of nepotism that Saul had
warned them of (1Sam.22:7). However, if they saw that
they were going to lose anyway, by welcoming a new
king they might at least not have to give up all they
already had, which they might be forced to do if they
opposed him. Abner was not only a skilled politician but
also a skilled diplomat. The end of the verse shows that
Abner succeeded not only with Israel overall, but even
with Benjamin.
2S 3:19 1Ky
Twice, attached to the ‘wrong’ word (from our point of
view). Not ‘Abner too’, but that he spoke to these also.
2S 3:21 |>U< D/H- D)
optative, consequence.

2S 3:24
Joab was no fool. If Abner had come, it had been to
negotiate for peace. His fear was not that Abner had
come to spy, but that his negotiations might succeed.
Abner would then get an important position under
David, and Joab himself would no longer be
indispensable. His own power over the throne would be
weaker. (David would have seen this as an advantage for
himself.)
2S 3:25 .$)%2
the ketiv makes more sense than the keri.
2S 3:27 )- H+ L$ 0 I$( LµF6 1K' Dx
This would be Joab’s excuse. David no doubt saw
through it, but could not argue against it. Joab had out-
manoeuvred him. David could only curse Joab, but not
punish him. Joab’s real motive became clear years later
when he murdered another rival, with no such excuse.
And by then it was too late for David to be able to do
anything. Joab was both a skilled politician and a
powerful one.
2S 3:28,29
David was not concerned about the negotiations falling
through. He knew he would succeed in the end, and had
patience. What he was furious about was that a man who
had been granted safe conduct by the king and sent
away in peace was then treacherously murdered by the
king’s chief officer while still in the king’s domain.
The concept of an innocent man is relative and
subjective, not absolute. Abner’s triple sin against Ish-
bosheth, first with Rizpah, then shouting the king down,
and finally committing treachery in going to the other
side, showed up the bad side of his character, and God
punished him for it, but that was between him and
Ishbosheth. Between him and David there was nothing,
and Joab had no justification for what he did. David was
unfortunately not in a position to take stronger action
against Joab than merely cursing him (verse 39 below).
He would look for an opportunity to find an excuse to
deal with him, but when such an opportunity came and
he appointed Amasah, Joab murdered Amasah. David
eventually handed the matter over to Solomon who
found the opportunity. Note that ¼Ê¼Î HÆ LÅ ¼ß¼Î IT does not mean
‘his father’s house’ but ‘his family’ (here, his
descendants) – > Num.1:2.
2S 3:30 |& D< L(
had killed. Abishai had enabled Joab to do it. Possibly
Joab had convinced him that it was justified to avenge
their brother and he had accepted this.
2S 3:33
David did what he could to mitigate the effect of the
murder, to condemn it, and to show his complete
innocence. Verse 37 shows that he succeeded.
2S 3:38 < Kµ
a general. Used here not just to define his position, but
as a term of great respect.
2S 4:2 1- H'|' D& -I< Lµ
troop commanders. ¼È¼X¼È DU is approximately what we call
today a commando unit that enters enemy territory
where it kills, does damage, or takes spoil, then leaves.
0|$ Ļ 3J%
For ¼Ñ¼X ¼Å LI ¼Ô JÆ DÑ.
3 H2L- D4Hx 0 K6 % I̧ L+ Iº >}< I$ Dx 1Ky - H¤
Apparently inhabited by Benjamites but not within the
official borders of Benjamin territory.
2S 4:3 |+ D< D%H£K)
Some suggest that it was to escape from the Philistines
(in which case what is the relevance here?), others that
they had been driven into exile for some reason not
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given (more likely by Saul than by his son), and two of
them were about to have their revenge. Alternatively this
was subsequent to the event about to be told, which is
(among other things) to explain it.
2S 4:4 ¼3 Ix SSS ¼3 L>L4¼} ¼(¼- H0 D)
It is hard to see the point of putting this verse here, in
the middle of the story, unless to inform us that this was
Ish-bosheth’s only legitimate heir, or to make sure that
one does not confuse two people with similar names.
> JµN%- H8 D2
> 2Sam.2:8.
2S 4:5 1}£ K( 1N+ D¤
as the day was warming up (Targum), cf. Gen.18:1.
1H-K<G( L³K( %K¤ Ḑ H2
The siesta is not new. (Targum Jonathan disagrees.)
2S 4:6 (L̄ I(D)
Feminine! Should be ¼É L_ IÉ DÊ (Caspi).
2S 4:7
This verse is a repetition of verse 6 with added detail.
(L% L<F6L( ¦ J< Jz
A long way round to avoid capture en route.
2S 4:8 ª D%H-N$
Your enemy, as if they had no personal interest in the
matter. Note how God is also brought into it for not
only self-justification but even self-glorification!
2S 4:10 (L<Nµ Dx
The usual meaning is news, a report, but just as words
like ¼É LÜLÈ DÛ B¼ÔÃÊ L× B ¼Å DÍ IÌ also mean the reward for such
action, so here it means the reward for bringing news.
2S 4:11 ;- Hz K: ¸- H$
an innocent man. (Not ‘righteous’, compare Ex.23:7 and
contrast Gen.6:9.)
2S 4:12 ¼1 J(¼- I0 D& K< ¼> J$D) ¼1 J(¼- I'D- ¼> J$
their arms and legs. (Hands and feet would be ¼ß¼D ¼bK].)
As a disgrace.
¼|¼< Dx D;H£K)
They could not return it in the political situation, and
this might anyway have been misinterpreted.
2S 5:1 |$N%L£ D)
See note on verse 5 as to when this was.
2S 5:5 (L'|(D- 0 K6
David was anointed king over Israel only seven and a
half years after Saul’s death. Ish-bosheth reigned only
two years (2:10), so that it was over five years after his
assassination (with Abner already dead) before peace
allowed re-unification of North and South.
2S 5:6 1-H+ D5 H² K(D) 1-H< D) H6 K(
(Two grammatical irregularities: the patach under the
hey before ayin; and the absence of the dagesh in the
vav and samekh in the plural, presumably because of the
sheva underneath them. We expected ¼Ò¼Î HÌ Da Hb KÉ DÊ ¼Ò¼Î HÝ DX H× LÉ.)
Many theories have been expressed to explain what all
this is about. The corresponding passage in Chronicles
does not mention the blind and lame. It is standard
cowardly Arab tactics in our own times to put the sick
or young children in the front line and fire from behind
them, to use hospitals as army bases and so on, so as to
play on the pity of the enemy, to make sure that if the
enemy kills anyone when retaliating it is someone
helpless and not themselves, and to then accuse the
other side of inhumanity. This is typical Arab behaviour,
they are always sub-human when it comes to fighting.
The Jebusites may have done the same thing here, which
makes sense of this verse, but not of verse 8. Why
should David hate them? Unless it means that he hated

those who allowed themselves to be so used, like Arab
children who hurl stones and rocks at passing Jews. But
this does not explain the last part of the verse, that
David then hated the blind and the lame in general and
would not allow them to enter his palace (assuming that
it means that).

2S 5:8 <}¯ H³Kx

Chronicles does not mention the blind and lame.

Nobody is certain what this word means. Someone
assumed that it meant a pipe, and modern usage is based
on that assumption. Others disagree.
2S 5:10 0}'L&D) ¦}0 L(
becoming steadily greater (two infinitives, not an
adjective) > Gen.8:3.
2S 5:25 ªF$Nx ' K6
as far as. (> Gen.10:19).
2S 6:1 7 J5N£ K)
The confusion between the roots ØÖÅ and ØÖÎ does not
imply a mistake, but that it was the way of the language
to confuse them and use one instead of the other. Here
it makes more sense if the meaning is ‘he gathered’ or
‘assembled’, where we would expect ¼ØÃÖEÅJ[KÊ.
2S 6:2 ( L'|(D- - I0F6Kx H2
Names in the Scriptures are often subject to variation.
The more usual spelling is ¼É LÑF× KT, alias ¼Ò¼Î HÝ L× DÎ ¼ßKÎ DÝ HÜ, on
the border between Judah and Benjamin (see Jos.15:9
and 18:14), nowadays an Arab village (Abu Ghosh)
where the Ark had been left ‘temporarily’ in the time of
Samuel (1Sam.7:1,2).
2S 6:3 ( Ļ L'F+ (L0L&F6 0 J$
Contrast Num.7:9. The consequence was tragedy (vs. 7).
( L6 D%HyKx
on the hill (not ‘in Gibeah’).
$L~ O6
later spelt ¼ÉLYO×.
2S 6:6,7 |(I¤K£K) ... * J+$N£ K)
At first sight it appears that Uzzah was killed for
touching the Ark, yet it had had to be loaded onto the
wagon in the first place, and this was done without
accident! Possibly the loading was done by Levites.
2S 6:8 9J< J² ... 9K< L²
A comparison with 5:20 and Gen.38:29 seems intended.
2S 6:12 0 K6K£K)
> Gen.50:9 and Ex.19:18.
2S 6:13 *( ¼3¼}¼<F$ ¼- I$ DµM4 ¼| ¼'F6 L:
Carried walking, no wagon.

<}¸

Chronicles explains that this time these were,
correctly, Levites.

This could be a bull, cow, calf or heifer.
$-H< D2
It is hard to guess what this is. 1Kings 1:9,19,25 suggest
that it is neither cattle nor sheep or goat, yet these alone
were allowed to be offered as sacrifices!
2S 6:14 '}8 I$
> 1Sam.2:18.
2S 6:17 1- H2L0 Ḑ |
We would expect ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÑ DI ¼ÌKT DËH[KÊ.
2S 6:21 ¦-H% L$ I2
Perhaps the only occasion when David runs down Saul.
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2S 7:6

Chronicles does not mention the Michal incident.

This verse repudiates the idea that there was a proper
Temple building at Shiloh, despite evidence suggesting
that there was. However, what is referred to here is the
wood, not the stones, and it may be that a stone building
surrounded the Tabernacle at Shiloh; this would have
been regarded as protection, not as constituting a
permanent building. Certainly if Shiloh was destroyed
(Jer.7:12,14; 26:6,9) there was something there to
destroy, yet the Ark survived and so did the Tabernacle
tent (1Chron.21:29).
2S 7:9 ¼- H>¼- Hµ L6D)
I will make.
2S 7:10 |8- H5N- $N0 D)
and they will not again. > Deut.3:26.
2S 7:16 ¼3 K2E$J4 D)
future.
2S 7:21,23 (L¬|' Dy K(
The spelling contradicts certain rules of grammar
invented by our grammarians to describe how they feel
the Hebrew language ought to work (but, alas, doesn’t
always). (They demand ¼É L̂ OÈ DU KÉ.)
2S 8:1,2
David had received personal help in his times of trouble
from both the Philistines (1Sam.27:2-7) and the
Moabites (1Sam.22:3-4), but did not let this prevent his
retaliating if they started with him, or if they interfered
with the freedom of the people for whom he had
accepted responsibility.
2S 8:5 ¼1K<F$
Aram was the area that included both northern
Mesopotamia (later Assyria), Syria and probably
Lebanon. At the time it was divided into two kingdoms,
one centred at Zoba (Aleppo) and one at Damascus.
2S 8:14 1-H% H: D4
The word means either governors or puppet rulers.
2S 8:18 1-H4F(N¤
ministers. The same word has a different connotation in
verses 17 (to God) and 18 (to David). > Lev.7:35.

2S 9:1 ¼0¼| ¼$ Ļ ¼>¼- I% D0 ¼< K>¼}¼4 ¼< J̧ F$ ¼'¼} ¼6 ¼̧ J-

The story of Mephibosheth is not in Chronicles.

Are there any more left of Saul’s family? This seems
to have taken place after the incident with the
Gibeonites, told later in ch. 21, partly from the
expression used, and partly because before that there
were others left of Saul’s family. Admittedly at that time
David already knew of Jonathan’s crippled son and
especially spared him (21:7), but perhaps had only heard
of him and forgot about him until this time. Various
isolated stories about David are not necessarily all in
chronological order.
2S 9:7 ¼$L<¼- Hº ¼0 K$
He was afraid that David had sent for him intending to
take vengeance on the House of Saul.
0|$ Ļ ( I' Dµ
Saul’s land. > Gen.23:9. Return it? Who had taken it?
-H4 L+ D0 O̧ 0 K6 1J+J0 0K/$Nº
‘To eat bread (food) at the king’s table’ is normally an
idiom meaning his food will be provided at the king’s
expense. Here though it seems to be literal, that he will
eat at the royal table with the king.

2S 9:13 K+ I± H8 $|(D)
‘he being lame’ (not ‘and’). Note the construction.
2S 10:2
The whole relationship seems to contradict Deut.23:7.
However, David appears to have courted good relations
with Ammon and Moab where possible (not always with
success), perhaps partly due to his ancestry (see Ruth
4:13,17,22). > 1Sam.22:3.
2S 10:4-5 ¼1J/ D4 K; D* ... ¼1L4 L;D*
Note the collective use of the singular.
2S 10:6 (L%}: 1K<F$ > J$D) %}+ D< >-Ix 1K<F$
When the French Congo and the Belgian Congo both
obtained independence, one of them called itself the
Republic of Congo and the other called itself the Congo
Republic. The Press, to make it clear to the public,
referred to them as Congo (Leopoldville) and Congo
(Brazzaville), the name in brackets being that of the
respective capital city. (Much later, one of them changed
its name to Zaire.) The situation here seems to have
been similar. However, this was at the time of David,
and there is no reason to suppose that it was the same a
thousand years earlier, at the time of Abraham, as Rashi
supposes (see Rashi’s comment on Gen.25:20). ¼ÒLÝFÅ
refers to, approximately, Syria (> verse 16 below) and
Northern Mesopotamia, while ¼ÒHÎ KÝFÉKÕ ¼ÒKÝFÅ refers only to
the latter.
(L/F6 K2
Note that the king of neighbouring Geshur did not join
in the alliance, as David was his son-in-law (see 3:3,
where Maacah is the name of David’s wife, not to be
confused with Maacah here, the name of a tribe
mentioned also in Deut.3:14 etc.).
%},
A place or district, see Judges 11:3.
2S 10:8 < K6 L¹K( + K>J²
The ¼Ý K× KI was the large entrance area to the town which
served as something like our ‘town centre’. The ¼Ì Kß Jb
here was the actual entrance to it. Neither word means
a door or gate.
2S 10:16 <L(L̄ K( <E% I6 I2 < J̧ F$ 1L<F$ > J$ $ I:N£ K)
That part of Aram that was across the Euphrates (i.e.
Mesopotamia), What he did is not too clear.
2S 10:19 ¼| ¼$U<QH£K)
For ¼X ¼ÅUÝ¼ÎH[KÊ, were afraid.
2S 11:1 1-H/$L0 D®K(
The Masorah (keri) emphasises that the word means
‘kings’ (1-/02) not ‘messengers’ (as in vs 4). > vs. 24.
(LxK<
Rabbah, capital of Ammon, modern Amman.
H1L0 Ļ |<-Hx % I̧ }- 'H) L'D)
David staying in Jerusalem.

2S 11:2 &Ly K( 0 K6 I2

Chronicles omits the entire story of Bathsheba and
of Uriah, of Nathan’s rebuke, and of the birth and
death of the baby.

She was not washing herself on the roof. David saw her
from the roof.
2S 11:5 <K( KºK)
If there was time for her to become pregnant and know
it, and in the meantime her husband was away and could
not have been the father, the siege must have lasted
quite some time.
2S 11:8 ª-J0 D& K< 9 K+ D<|
He did not need to go home in order to wash his legs
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from the journey – on the contrary he would have done
that on arrival at the palace before seeing the king, out
of respect. Obviously this expression was a euphemism,
meaning visit your wife (another euphemism), as is
made even more clear from verse 11. The child she was
carrying could then appear to be be Uriah’s. Otherwise
the whole point of the remark is lost.
¼ª¼- J0 D& K<
From the plural ¼Ò¼Î HÑLÇUÝ we would get the form ¼F¼Î JÑLÇUÝ,
but the plural of ¼ÑJÇJÝ has a different meaning – it is
used only figuratively for ‘times’ (e.g. Num.22:32).
For ‘legs’ the dual form ¼ÒHÎ KÑ DÇKÝ is always used (even
when there are more than two) from which we get the
form ¼F¼Î JÑ DÇ KÝ.
2S 11:9 + K>J²
They did not sleep in the doorway. > Gen.19:6.
2S 11:11 ¼3¼}¼< L$ L(
They took it with them to the battle!
2S 11:16 3 IºH£K)
Joab was obeying orders and probably did not know the
reason – for all he knew, David had found out that Uriah
was a spy, and wanted him out of the way quietly. The
murder of Uriah is not held against Joab, nor is it
suggested that he colluded with David in a criminal act.
This is not to say that he was not capable of doing so.
2S 11:21 > J̧ JxO< D-
> 2Sam.2:8. For the story, see Jud.9:52–53.
2S 11:24 1-$H<}® K(
A superfluous $ is not unusual (e.g. verse 1).
2S 11:27 {L8 D5 K$K£K)
And took her in – > Gen.6:21.
2S 12:1 ¸$L<
poor. The root appears to be IÊÝ, the superfluous $ is
often found with this word, but not always (cf. v.3).
2S 12:8 ª J;- I+ Dx ª-J4N'F$ - I̧ D4 > J$D)
That David took over Saul’s wives is not mentioned
elsewhere. For the significance > 2Sam.3:7. (David was
not a usurper, but the idea was the same.)
2S 12:9 ( L¹ H$ D0 ª D¬ Lº D+K;L0
This is repeated in the next verse, and may refer merely
to the adultery. Alternatively, the adultery itself may
have been forgivable, but not the idea of marrying her
where this involved disposing of the husband first. A
third possibility is that the adultery itself was one sin,
this was compounded by later marrying the partner,
which, by rabbinic interpretation of the law, is
forbidden. According to any of these, especially the
third, there is the problem (for which I have sought in
vain for a solution) that despite the rebuke and various
punishments God does appear to have allowed David to
profit from his sin by having Solomon as his successor!
Lº D& K< L( }>N$D)
Compare 1Kings 21:19. There too, the ‘inheritance’ is
stressed as this compounded the murder.
2S 12:14 9I$H4
An odd form. We would expect ¼Ú IÅKÕ.
2S 12:15 (L£ H<|$ > J̧ I$
Not ‘Bathsheba’ but ‘Uriah’s wife’. A deep dig at
David.
2S 12:19 > I2 |< D2$N£ K)
There was no Hebrew word for ‘yes’; the negative ¼ÅÃÑ
could be used on its own (like our ‘no!’) as a denial
(e.g. Gen.18:15), though it does not seem to have been
used alone as a reply to a question.

2S 12:24 }º Ḑ H$ 6K% J̧ >Kx
Contrast 12:15 (see note). The marriage was now legal.
Even according to the rabbinical interpretation of the
Torah, that a man may not marry a woman with whom
he has committed adultery (these notes will not attempt
to tackle the problems that creates here), if he does so
illegally the marriage is still a legally valid marriage.
Note that the birth of the son is told here to complete
the story, but does not necessarily precede the capture of
Rabbah and defeat of Ammon told in the next section –
compare Gen.11:32 and see note there.
2S 12:26 (L/|0 D® K( <- H6
This does not mean the capital city (i.e. Rabbah itself),
since that is contradicted by what follows, but a sort of
royal district in the city. (Cf. Vatican City inside Rome.)
2S 12:30 1L¤ D0 K2 >J< J,F6
Possibly the crown of their king, but very unlikely. That
would probably have been written either as ¼E JÑ J_ KÉ ¼ßJÝ JÍF×
or as ¼Ô¼D ¼_ K× ¼E JÑ JÓ ¼ßJÝ JÍF× or something similar. Almost
certainly it means the crown of Milkom or Malkom, the
national deity of Ammon. That David should take the
crown of an idol and wear it seems odd, but perhaps the
crown itself was not considered as an object of worship
and for David to wear it was a humiliation for the idol.
(L< L;D- 3 J% J$ D)
Note the punctuation carefully, the pause after ¼Æ LÉLË
being more than that after ¼D ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ . The weight was a gold
talent (three thousand gold shekels); and [it contained]
a precious stone.

2S 13:8 ¸)L0 LºK)

Chronicles omits:
(a) the story of Amnon and Tamar,
(b) Absalom’s revenge, expulsion and return,
(c) Absalom’s revolt, David’s escape and return,
(d) Amasa’s appointment (though his name appears
in a genealogy),
(e) Sheva’s rebellion,
(f) the murder of Amasa.

This is not a case of ketiv ukeri. The letter Ê often
appears after a short kamets. > Deut.32:13.
2S 13:16 >N'}$ 0 K$
Note the spelling: ¼Ñ KÅ (not ¼Ñ K×). They often interchange.
-H4 I+ D¬ Ķ D0
This refers back to ¼ß ¼ÅÃY KÉ ... ¼É L×LÝ LÉ. The punctuation
deserves careful study.
2S 13:18 ¼1¼- H±K² ¼>J4N> D¤
We see here that this was something worn by royalty,
and understand better the story of Joseph.
2S 13:19 ( L;L6L* D) ¦}0 L(
Note the idiom. More usual to have ¼ÜÃ×LË DÊ ¼E¼D¼Ñ LÉ.
2S 13:21 6 K2 Ļ ... ¦J0 J® K(D)
Meanwhile, David had already heard all about it and
was very angry, (but did nothing).
2S 13:23 1-H*D*N&
> 1Sam.25:7.
2S 13:32 %L'L4}-
The original inciter – see verse 5.
2S 13:37 +K<Lx 1}0 Ļ D% K$ D)
meanwhile, Absalom had run away.
- K2 D0 Kº
His mother’s father (> 2Sam.3:3).
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0Ix K$ D>H£K)
Not Absalom but David. There seems to be some
confusion and contradiction in verses 37-39. Verse 39
(backed by 14:1) implies that David accepted that
Amnon was dead, and was comforted, but missed
Absalom. The end of verse 37 does not support this.
2S 14:2 ( L6}; Dº
To Tekoa - there were at least two places of that name.
See introductory note to Amos.
2S 14:9 - H% L$ >-Ix
my family. > Num.18:1.
2S 14:19 ¼0¼- H2 Dµ K( D0| ¼3¼- H2 I( D0
Shorter spelling of ¼Ñ¼Î HÅ DÓ DK KÉ DÑ¼X ¼Ô¼Î HÓ¼Î IÉ DÑ, more easily
recognised as ‘to the right or to the left’.
2S 14:21
David seems to have been glad of an excuse. His case
was not like that which the woman invented. She had
only two sons, and if the second was killed for killing
the first she had nothing left. David had other sons.
2S 14:27 ¼1¼-H4 L% ¼( Ļ ¼}¼0 Ḑ
Later contradicted (18:18).
2S 14:30 ( L; D0 J+
The nearest to our word ‘field’. (> Gen.23:9.)
Note how Absalom treated Joab, who had gone to all the
trouble to grant him a reprieve and fetch him home.
Joab accepted the excuse – was it the sort of thing he
himself might have done in a similar case? Two rogues.
2S 15:2 ' K2L6D) ... ¼1¼- H¤ Ḑ H( D)
Conversive vav with the perfective, in effect an
imperfective, for a repeated operation: ‘Absalom used to
get up early and stand ...’ Subsequently ¼ÑL] ¼Î HÉ DÎKÊ ‘each
...’ uses the simple past tense (imperfective with
conversive vav), for an action that occurred for each
person only once.
2S 15:6 %ĪK& D-K)
Here a repetitive action is described in a different way
– not by using a repetitive tense but by using the
repetitive form, the original use of the piel, a usage
restricted in the Bible to a few verbs. The implication
here is that he did it slowly and progressively,
succeeding in more and more cases.
2S 15:7 (L4 Ļ 1- H6Lx D< K$ 9 Í H2
Certainly not after he had been doing this for forty
years! Even for those who claim a mistake, since four
years would be more acceptable, a double mistake –
¼ÉLÕ LJ ¼Ò¼Î H× LT DÝ KÅ for ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ LJ ¼×FT DÝ KÅ – is hard to accept. Nor that
David had been reigning for forty years, because that
was his total reign and this was not at the end of it. The
text seems to refer the period in some way to Absalom,
perhaps he was forty years old! (He was born in Hebron
and would have been forty within seven years before
David’s death.)
3}< D% J+ Dx
The punctuation makes it quite clear (as well as the fact
that the sense demands it) that Hebron was where he
intended to ‘pay’ his vows, not where he made them.
Just why he should wish to do that in Hebron and not in
Jerusalem, and why David should accept this, is not
clear. His true reason becomes clear.
2S 15:11 1 L® O> D0 ¼1¼- H/ D0N( D) ¼1¼- H$O< D;
‘invited, and going in their innocence’.
2S 15:15 ff. ¦J0 J® K(
All these references are of course to David. (Verse 19
contains an exception.) The author of the book wishes to
stress that throughout David was still de jure the king.

2S 15:18 1- HºHy K( ... - H>I0 D² K( ... - H>I< D¤ D(
Three groups of mercenaries; they stayed loyal to David.
2S 15:19 ¦J0 J® K( 1 H6
David recognised that Absalom was now king de facto.
2S 15:30 (N/L%| (W0 L6 |0 L6D) SSSSSS (J/}%| (J0N6 SS (J0N6
Two alternative ways of saying the same thing, the
second one being an idiomatic use of the infinitive.
2S 15:31 ¼'¼-Hy H( ¼'H) L'D)
for ¼È¼ÎHU HÉ ¼ÈHÊ LÈ DÑ¼X (as Targum & all commentators).
2S 15:37 $}%L- 1}0 Ļ D% K$ D)
while Absalom was [yet] about to arrive. Hushai got
back before Absalom arrived, so that there was no
suspicion that he had even left. (As if ¼Å¼D ¼ÆLÎ ¼ÒJÝ JÍ).
2S 16:6 0 Í K5D-K)
He threw stones, apparently (as the commentators point
out) not to injure but to insult. The piel is used in
opposite senses: to throw stones at someone (here), and
to remove stones (Is.5:2) as in English ‘to stone fruit’.
2S 16:21 ª-H% L$ - I̧ D&K0 H² 0 J$ $}x
To complete an act of rebellion. > 2Sam.3:7. The
question of incest, though serious in itself (Gen.35:22
and 49:4, not to mention adultery), was here secondary
and in fact a side issue.
The advice was to prevent supporters being afraid that
Absalom might make peace with his father, who would
then see to it that their heads would be the ones to roll.
The tent on the roof would enable everyone to be quite
sure what happened, without actually having to watch it
happen. We are not told whether the women were
willing or acted under pressure (such as with a knife
point in the back). Certainly they were not dragged
screaming, as this would not have increased public
sympathy for Absalom.
2S 17:11 %L< D;Kx 1- H/ D0N( ª-J4 L8|
Note the appeal to Absalom’s vanity, that he should lead
an army consisting of the whole population in order to
utterly crush David and his diehard supporters! Anyone
with intelligence, or anyone who realised like Jonathan
had realised (1Sam.14:6) that victory does not always
depend on numbers, would have seen that Ahitophel’s
advice of relying on surprise against a weary band of
disorganised men in retreat was far superior. But with
the notable exception of Ahitophel, such people tended
to support David.
2S 17:17 0I&N< ¼3¼- I6 Dx
If this has been located correctly it is a mere quarter of
a mile from the junction of the Hinnom Valley with the
Valley of Jehoshaphat, just outside the walls (at that
time) of Jerusalem. The two boys stayed there awaiting
a message, so that they should not be noticed leaving the
town. Hushai told the news to the priests, who sent a
girl (who nobody would notice) to give the boys a
message for David, but they were spotted. They knew
where David was, but Absalom did not, so he sent men
after them.
2S 17:23 }>¼- Ix 0 J$ ¼) K:D-K)
Idiomatic. The final instructions a person who is about
to die gives to his household. (cf. 2Kin.20:1).
2S 17:25
See 1Chron.2:16,17. Apparently Abigail and Zeruiah
were David’s half-sisters, so Absalom, Joab and Amasa
were all cousins. Amasa we are told, and Joab and his
brothers probably, were the result of ‘extra-marital
relations’; Amasa’s father was Jether.
2S 17:27 ¼̧ L+L4
Not necessarily the one in verse 25. Possibly a king of
Ammon (cf. 1Sam.11:1, 2Sam.10:2).
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2S 17:28 0}8|
Israelis influenced by Arabic say ‘pul’ (or even ‘ful’)
instead of ‘pol’.
2S 18:1 ¼'N; D8H£K)
mustered (organised an army).
2S 18:9 ¼} ¼̧ ¼$N< ¼;K*E+J£K)
His head was caught. It does not say his hair (as usually
misunderstood).
2S 18:14
Joab was clearly sensible (19:7), but was he right in
disobeying the king’s orders? It could be argued that if
the king acts irrationally and endangers the lives of
people he should not be listened to. Joab had no
hesitation in obeying orders regarding Uriah (>
2Sam.11:16). Certainly David never forgave Joab, and
never forgot. Had Joab had clean hands in all other
respects it is doubtful if anyone could condemn him for
this. But he didn’t. There is room here for debate.
2S 18:17 |5L4 0 I$L< DµH- 0L/ D)
Here we have contrast, not a pluperfect. ‘Israel’ is used
not in contrast to Judah (as usually) but in contrast to
David’s loyalists.
)- L0 L(N$ D0
home. (> Deut.16:7.)
2S 18:18 +K;L0 1W0 Ļ D% K$ D)
had taken (much earlier).
¼3 I% ¼- H0 ¼3¼- I$
But see 14:27.
(J~ K( 1}£ K( ' K6
Till the time when this was written. The tomb was
known as Yad Absalom even though he was not buried
there. But it is not the place known by that name today,
in the Valley of Jehoshaphat in Jerusalem.
2S 18:23 <L¤ H¤ K( ¦J< Jz
This route enabled him to reach Mahanaim first. So why
did the other one take the longer route?
An important side-issue is that David had crossed the
Jordan near Jericho and turned north to Mahanaim,
where he remained. The battle was to the south of this,
but not to the south of the Jordan crossing! Between the
latter and Mahanaim was the Kikkar, the Jordan basin
facing Jericho (Deut.34:3), the site of Sodom and
Gomorra which were destroyed at the time of Abraham,
and of Zoar which wasn’t (Gen.19:21,22,29, Deut.34:3).
Any attempt to locate Sodom at the southern end of the
Dead Sea is unacceptable. (> Gen.13:10,12; 14:3,10.)
2S 19:6-8 < J2$N£ K) ... %L$}- $N%L-K)
Joab’s words are of course in colloquial and not in
literary style, and so need some sorting out. The
following is an approximate translation, clause by
clause, which should be placed alongside the original:
‘Joab went indoors to the king and said: “Today you
have put to shame all your servants who have today
saved your life, and that of your sons, your daughters,
your wives! To love your enemies and hate your friends!
For today you have told us that you have no ministers
and servants, and I know today that if Absalom were
alive and we were all dead, you would be satisfied! Now
get up, go outside, and appease your servants. For I
have sworn .... that if you do not go out, not a single
person will stay with you tonight [i.e. they will all
abandon you], and this will be worse for you than all the
harm that you have encountered from your youth till
now!”’ Joab felt that David had allowed himself to be
ruled by sentimentality to the extent of letting down his
friends who risked their lives to stand by him, and that
this justified even speaking harshly to the king. One can

hardly blame him.
2S 19:6 >H-Kx K(
indoors, inside. See Gen.6:14 and note on Gen.43:26.
ª- J̧ D& K0 H²
David had left ten behind to guard the royal palace
(15:16 and 16:21), but probably had others that he took
with him. For the meaning of the word, > Gen.22:24.
2S 19:9 )- L0 L(N$ D0 ¸- H$ 5L4 0 I$L< DµH- D)
Meanwhile Israel (Absalom’s supporters) had fled, each
to his home. See 18:17.
2S 19:11 ¼|¼4 D+ Ķ L2
perhaps not literally ‘anointed’, simply ‘appointed’.
2S 19:12 ¼( L'¼| ¼(D-
Those closest to him.
2S 19:14 $ Lµ L2F6K0 D)
The appointment of his other nephew Amasa to replace
Joab had various objectives:
1. First and foremost to punish Joab for killing Absalom
and have his revenge on him by removing him.
2. To break off the yoke of Joab, who knew himself till
now to be indispensable.
3. To punish Joab for the murder of Abner, both as a
criminal act and as political interference.
4. To appease his enemies, by forgiving Absalom’s
general (and in this way at the same time spiting Joab).
5. To obtain a new good general who, having been not
only reprieved but even rewarded, would become a loyal
and faithful servant without the power that Joab had.
The last point may or may not have reflected sound
judgement: would Amasa have remained loyal? and if
so, would he have kept in his place and not found ways
of wielding power over David as Joab had done? Could
Joab not make a friend of him and use him as a tool of
revenge? Was David being his usual realistic self, or
was he being ruled still by his emotion, love for
Absalom being replaced by hatred of Joab? All this will
never be known, as Amasa did not live long enough to
undergo a test, but it does seem that David, although he
could not foresee what actually did happen, was still
taking a gamble.
2S 19:18 ¼$L%¼- H: D)
Earlier he came to David, who probably sent him back
to look after the cripple.
2S 19:23 3 L, Lµ D0
Prosecuting counsel. > Zech.3:1.
1}£ K(
A rhetorical question: ‘Is anyone to be put to death
today?’ The people had to be appeased, and taking
revenge on rebels and enemies was not the way to do
this. It might have been had the rebels been a minority,
but they had the majority on their side.
2S 19:25 0|$ Ļ ¼3 Jx > J̧ N% H8 D2|
This was Jonathan’s son, i.e. Saul’s grandson, as is clear
from the whole story (see 2Sam.4:4). Saul also had a
son of that name (21:8), but this is certainly not him.
2S 19:30 |; D0 D+ Kº
On the king’s return there were all sorts of excuses on
all sides. That of Mephibosheth sounded true, but so had
the original statement of Ziba. To investigate the truth
would exonerate one of them, but condemn the other,
who would then have to be dealt with. David preferred
to leave the matter in doubt, whoever had lied would be
dealt with in due course by his own conscience.
2S 19:42-44
Note that David had managed to unite Israel and Judah,
but still not succeeded in fusing the two into a single
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nation or inducing the mentality of a single nation. ‘We
have ten parts and you only have two (Judah and
Simeon)!’
2S 20:1 )- L0 L(N$ D0
‘go home!’
2S 20:2 ¼0 I$L< DµH- ¼̧ ¼- H$ ¼0 L¤ ¼0 K6K£K)
How fickle! First they supported Saul against David,
then they supported Ish-bosheth. When he was killed
they waited five years before accepting David.
Then they were loyal, till Absalom rebelled and they
supported him against David. When he was killed they
complained to the people of Judah why they were not
called first to bring David back. Then they all suddenly
left him and supported the rebellion of Sheba! Only
David’s tribe of Judah were loyal throughout (apart from
a few who had supported Absalom).
2S 20:3
Here again David found excuses. The women would
plead that they accepted Absalom under duress. Did they
have to do it to save their lives? There was no evidence
that they had gone willingly and therefore could be
executed, but nor was there evidence that they had been
dragged kicking and screaming and subsequently raped,
and could therefore be absolved. David concluded that
if they had objected they had not done so very strongly,
so sent them to prison for the rest of their lives.
2S 20:8-10
Apparently Joab’s sword had not been fixed properly,
tied upside down it fell out, and Joab then reached down
and picked it up with his left hand. Amasa was therefore
not suspicious. This act of cold-blooded murder was
without even the feeblest excuse, the motivation was
merely the retention of power, and supported the
accusation that that had been the real motivation in the
murder of Abner.
2S 20:23 ¼0 J$
for ¼Ñ K× (over) - they are often interchanged.
2S 20:24 ¼5 K® K(
the conscripts for labour in the king’s service, not taxes.

DAVID AND THE GIBEONITES

Omitted from Chronicles

Introduction

The story of David and the Gibeonites raises clear-cut
fundamental religious and moral questions that cannot be
‘explained away’ and that cannot be swept under the
carpet. For many years I was tempted to reject the entire
story, the only portion of the Tenach that I found
completely unacceptable as being utterly opposed to all
the teachings of Judaism and the Torah. Eventually I
persuaded two friends of mine to join me in a thorough
reappraisal of the text, in order to see exactly what it
does say, what it does not say, and whether our
traditional understanding of it will withstand scrutiny.
The late Mr. Meir Brachfeld (who built a district in
Upper Modiin that bears his name), Mr. Amir Cohen
and myself spent several hours together reading,
discussing and arguing over the text. The classical
commentators did not help greatly. Only Malbim really
stressed the important issues, and his answer was not
satisfactory. We found many minor problems and solved
them (and I am indebted to my two colleagues for some
of the explanations that follow) but did not solve the
main problem. However the stimulation of thought did
lead me later to a solution that is presented below
failing anything better. It was later pointed out to me

that Abarbanel considers such an answer but instantly
dismisses it off-hand for no apparent reason!
First we must be aware that there are three distinct
stories that took place at different periods: Joshua and
the Gibeonites, Saul and the Gibeonites, and David and
the Gibeonites. What must be stressed is that only the
third one is told here. The other two are referred to
here, we are reminded of them, but their sources are
elsewhere, consequently not all of the details, not even
all of the most important details, are necessarily given
here, just enough to remind you of the story. The source
of the story of Joshua and the Gibeonites is Jos.9:3-27,
where all the relevant details can be found. However,
the source of the story of Saul and the Gibeonites is lost
to us, but the author of this account here (of David and
the Gibeonites) assumes that it is available to his
readers, so that he does not need to mention all details,
even important ones. Appreciation of this point is vital
to a correct understanding of what David did and why.
There are various possibilities: the original story may
have been told in a different book which has since been
lost. We know that there were such books, for instance
those of Nathan and of Gad (1Chron.29:29). Or it may
have been told in documents from which the book of
Samuel was compiled, and the author of this section
(probably one of Samuel’s pupils) expected it to be
included, but for some reason it was omitted from the
final version that has reached us. Or (though less likely)
it may never have been written down, just recent history
still fresh in people’s minds. All that is irrelevant – we
are referred to the source, we do not have it, and to
make sense of the current story and explain it in a way
that is acceptable, we are compelled to guess at not just
minor but major details in the earlier story.
2S 21:1 0 J$D) ... 0J$
We often find ¼Ñ JÅ instead of ¼Ñ K× meaning ‘concerning’
or something similar, as here.
1-H4N6 D%Hy K( > J$ >- H2 I( < J̧ F$ 0 K6
The commentators go out of their way to deliberately
confuse this with the massacre of the priests of Nob.
The next verse makes it quite clear that there was no
connection whatsoever, and also explains why God was
apparently more concerned about immediate retribution
here as against ultimate retribution over Nob.
2S 21:2 1-H4N6 D%Hy K( D)
The full story of who they were and how they came to
be there, without which this cannot be understood, is
given in Jos.9:3-27.
1 J(L0 |6 Dx Ḑ H4 0 I$L< DµH- -I4 D%|
had sworn to them (in the time of Joshua). Pluperfect.
Here we see the reason for concern, and the difference
between Saul’s massacre of the Gibeonites and that of
the priests of Nob. The latter was Saul’s own sin, aided
by Doeg, and without minimising or condoning it, one
may say that very many far worse massacres have been
committed in history, far more evil things have been
done even in Israel, and God deals with each of them in
his own way and in his own time. This was different.
The oath had been taken in God’s name (Jos.9:18) and
the people of Israel had thereby taken on a great
responsibility. Since God’s name had been used in the
oath, God was, in a sense, a guarantor of the oath, and
when Saul broke the oath, the Gibeonites turned to God
and demanded justice. God recognised that they were
legally entitled to it, and the moral question of what
could be achieved by vengeance (since under David’s
rule there was no longer any persecution) or whether
they should have faith that God would eventually punish
the perpetrators, was irrelevant. This was not a thing
that could wait. If God’s name was to continue to mean
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anything and not be brought into total disrepute, those
who had broken the oath had to be dealt with now, and
not in what would otherwise be called ‘God’s good
time’. The essential culprit was Saul (although he could
not have acted alone unaided – see comments below),
but the entire population carried a share of responsibility
presumably for not trying to stop him. Either they were
too afraid of Saul to stand up against him, or because
they did not like the Gibeonites, they were inwardly
sympathetic towards him and prepared to let him get on
with it. So although, as we find later, the Gibeonites
were not that bitter against the population as to demand
vengeance on them, God still punished them (with a
three year drought) as the first stage of justice.
0|$ Ļ ¸ Í K%D-K)
Saul had tried. Still a pluperfect in English, but Hebrew
does not use the pluperfect form ¼I Id HT ¼Ñ¼X ¼Å LI DÊ since it
follows, chronologically as well as in the sentence, the
previous verb ¼X ¼× DT DIHÕ.
1 L>N¤ K( D0
Saul who took pity on the Amalekites, to whom Israel
owed nothing, wanted to eliminate the Gibeonites who
had been guaranteed peace and protection on oath!
(L'|(-H) 0 I$L< DµH- -I4 D% H0 }>$N̄ K; Dx
‘Ethnic cleansing.’ Verses 1 above and 5 below indicate
that he largely succeeded.
2S 21:3 ¼< I²K/F$
I can cover up > Ex.30:15.
¼| ¼/U< L%|
and bless (imperative), approx. ‘so that you may bless’
the land and end the drought.
2S 21:6 1|4F6 K;}( D)
impale (or hang - > Deut.21:22).
‘( <- H+ Dx 0|$ Ļ
A note of bitterness and defiance. ‘Saul, the one chosen
by the God in whose name the oath was taken!’ The
Gibeonites were not nice people, they were Amorites,
but that in no way denied them the right to justice.
3 Iº J$ -H4F$ ¦J0 J® K( < J2$N£ K)
Here is the crux of the problem. Why did David
consent? He was given to understand, in verse 1, that he
should deal with the problem, but not told to accept
whatever demands the Gibeonites might make. To take
apparently innocent people and hand them over for
summary execution does not seem morally justifiable.
Surely the first thing for David to have done was to
have gone back to God and asked if he needs to accept
these terms! What is more, David seems to have acted
out of character. If he believed in justice, why did he
not at least plead before God? Compare 24:17. Further,
he always had a soft spot for the House of Saul (9:1).
Yet he accepted the terms without question!
The serious problem is that the whole thing appears to
have directly contravened the Torah (Deut.24:16, quoted
later in 2Kings.14:6 and 2Chron.25:4) that children are
not to be punished for the sins of the fathers. How could
Ezekiel later justify chapter 18 of his book, devoted to
that very theme? There are two basic questions:
(a) How could David do such a thing?
(b) How could God stand by and allow it? Nowhere is
David criticised for his action in this instance!
If we do not reject the whole story as morally
degenerate, we are forced to assume that there is
something missing, an important fact that we are not
told. Though normally unacceptable except in midrash,
this is quite possible here, because, as explained above,
the story of Saul and the Gibeonites is not told here,
merely referred to. What we must assume is that while

this idea of ‘ethnic cleansing’ was Saul’s, it was carried
out enthusiastically by, or under the leadership of, his
family. They were to be executed not for their father’s
sins, but for their own. David was fully aware of their
guilt, and since the oracle had implied that the
Gibeonites were to be appeased, he saw their demand as
not unreasonable. He had a responsibility for the entire
population, who would continue to suffer until the
Gibeonites were prepared to pray for them.
Whatever our views may be, David certainly considered
that there were cases (where guilt was not questioned)
where summary execution without trial was justified,
and this was not out of character.
2S 21:7 >K6O% Ḑ 0 K6 ... 0N2 D+K£K)
David took pity, neither because the man was innocent,
nor because he was a cripple, but because he himself
had sworn to Jonathan in God’s name. He could not
expiate the breaking of an oath in God’s name by
breaking another. The implication is that Mephibosheth
was also guilty, supporting the assumption made above.
2S 21:8 > J̧ N% D8 D2
Not the one in verse 7, whom we have also met before.
0K/- H2
For whatever reason it says Michal, it is universally
agreed that it was not Michal but Merab (v. 1Sam.18:19
and 2Sam.6:23).
2S 21:9 1O6- H;N£ K)
Although the Gibeonites were allowed to execute them
and impale or hang them as a demonstration, the
problem is why they were allowed to leave them
hanging and were not required to take them down before
evening (Deut.21:23). This is a legal problem (see
Malbim), but not a serious fundamental moral problem
(like why sons were apparently punished for the father’s
sins, discussed above). It may be that here there were
special circumstances demanding it, such as the degree
of the sin, or it may have been a concession to the
Gibeonites in return for their not making greater
demands, or a reminder to the Gibeonites to pray for
rain now that their demands had been satisfied, or a
reminder to God, a sort of prayer, that his name had
been avenged and could we please have rain! Or it may
even have been wrong, but David felt that he could not
make an issue of it.
1-H<N6 Dµ <- H: D; >K¬H+ D>
The barley harvest began at Pesach time, in the spring.
Israel recognises essentially two seasons: summer and
winter. This is the beginning of summer, during which
there is normally no rain at all. As there had been
virtually no rain for three years, even in winter, even the
late rain that sometimes continues after the start of the
barley harvest would have been absent.
2S 21:10 1H- K2 L¹K( 3 H2 1 J(-I0F6 1H- K2 ¦ KºH4 'K6
The coming of rain, heralding the end of the drought,
indicated that God had been reconciled, implying that
the Gibeonites had prayed to him, which in turn implied
that they were satisfied, so there was no longer any
point in leaving the bodies there. The matter was closed,
so the corpses could be taken down. But this would not
have happened until the autumn, which means that
Rizpah sat out there for six months in the blazing
summer heat. The expression ‘until water was poured
onto them from the sky’ is used because the heavy
summer dew found in Israel did not count. Dew enables
certain plants to grow and stops others from drying up
during the summer, and may even provide a sparse
quantity of food in the winter, but the main crops
depend essentially on vast quantities of winter rain.
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2S 21:13 |8 D5 K$K£K)
They took in (for burial). Cf. Ex.9:19, and > Gen.6:21.
1- H6 L;|® K( >}2 D: K6
The word ¼ß¼D ¼Ó LÛF× means ‘remains’ as used to describe a
dead body, and does not imply that the flesh had all
gone leaving only the bones. Compare ‘the remains of
Joseph’ (Ex.13:19) who had been embalmed and placed
in a coffin (Gen.50:26). It does not imply that Rizpah’s
efforts in keeping away the scavengers had been in vain.
2S 21:14 |< Dx D;H£K)
The point here is to tell you where the remains of Saul
and Jonathan were finally buried. The other seven were
probably buried elsewhere, the site is unimportant.
¼3 I/ ¼- I<F+ K$
Full reconciliation came only after the bodies of the
seven were taken for burial and the chapter could be
considered as closed.

BATTLES AGAINST THE PHILISTINES

2S 21:15

Omitted from Chronicles

The story of David and the Gibeonites may or may not
be in its chronological place, but all the bits and pieces
from here onwards are appendices and fill-ins that really
belong earlier.
2S 21:19 - HºHy K( >L- D0Ly
Goliath of Gath, obviously a different one – the one
David killed at the beginning was long since dead!
2S 21:21 3 L>L4}(D-
He was the brother of Jonadab who gave Amnon the bad
advice that started all the trouble!

DAVID’S EARLY HYMN OF PRAISE

2S 22:3 5 L2L+ I2

Psalm 18 with variations. Omitted from Chronicles

From attack against which there is otherwise no redress.
> Gen.6:11.
2S 22:11 %|< D¤
Although many people thing that they know what this
word means, there is no real supporting evidence. >
Ex.25:18. It is more than likely that the word has
various different meanings, e.g. Gen.3:24.
2S 22:47 ¼1O<L- D)
for ¼ÒÃÝLÎ DÊ.
2S 22:51 0-'&2
In Psalm 18:51 the word is ¼ÑHV DÇ KÓ. Here, for some
obscure reason, the word is pronounced as ¼ÑÃV DÇ HÓ, which
is assumed to mean the same as ¼ÑLV DÇ HÓ because it looks
like it and nobody has any ideas on what else it could
mean. It occurs nowhere else except as the name of a
place in Egypt (or Sinai), Ex.14:2.

DAVID’S LATER HYMN OF PRAISE

2S 23:1 1-H4N<F+ K$L(

Omitted from Chronicles

‘later’ (> 4:8), i.e. the following is a later prayer of his,
in contrast to the previous chapter which represents an
earlier one. It does not mean that these were David’s
last words! Note the similarity in style of the

introduction to Num.24:3 etc.

DAVID’S BRAVE SOLDIERS
AND THEIR HEROIC EXPLOITS

2S 23:16 1 L>N$ ¦ I±K£K)

Told in Chronicles with variations

He did not, as popularly taught, pour out the water onto
the ground, which would have been an insult and a slap
in the face to those who risked their lives to bring it, but
offered it as a libation offering to God.
2S 23:20 & J0 J¹ K( 1}- Dx ... (-H<F$L( > J$ ( L¤ H(D)
(Note the lack of literary style grammar in this section.
We would expect ¼EK[KÊ.) Commentators have queried the
idea that a lion and snow could be found together. Lions
used to live in the Jordan Valley where it was hot. The
explanation usually given is that the lion somehow lost
its way and fell into the cistern, remaining trapped there
when the weather suddenly changed and snow fell.
However, after the winter of 5752, when snow fell in
Tiberias and as far south as Mizpeh Ramon, on the hills
around Elath, and even as low as Beth Shan, it is clear
that generalities about the Israeli weather are not
absolute. In 5752 snow undoubtedly fell in regions
where lions prowled around in biblical times, and over
a short period (a few days). Here we have anyway only
‘the day of the snow’.
2S 23:39 ( L6 D% Ḩ D) 1- Ḩ N0 Ḑ
There are not thirty-seven listed here anyway, but the
point to note is that the group was known as ‘the thirty’
even though there were seven more than that. It is
possible that this was a select group that was limited to
exactly thirty at any particular time, but those who died
were replaced.

THE CENSUS,
& THE PURCHASE OF ARAUNAH’S LAND

2S 24:1

Told in Chronicles with variations

This story provides a background for the building of the
Temple by Solomon, told in the sequel, the book of
Kings. As this part concerns only David, it belongs here
in this book. But the last days of David’s reign belong
more to the story of Solomon, so do not appear in the
book of Samuel but in the sequel, Kings.
( L'|(D- > J$D) 0 I$L< DµH- > J$
David had joined them but not managed to merge them.
2S 24:2 |' D; H8|
Probably ‘and register ...’ From the register he could
count the number of names, but the word itself (unlike
¼ÉIÕ DÓ in verse 1) does not mean ‘count’. > app.A.
2S 24:9 1 L6L( ' K; D8 H2 < K² D5 H2
The word È LÜ DÙ HÓ means the census or the registration,
Ý Lb DÖ HÓ means number. The parallel account in Chronicles
(which gives a higher number) adds that Joab did not
count the tribe of Levi, and, in order to deliberately
confuse things further, did not count the tribe of
Benjamin either.
( L'|(D- ¸- H$ D) ... 0I$L< DµH-
> verse 1, they were even registered separately! This
probably explains how Joab got away with not counting
Benjamin: those who counted Israel left Benjamin to be
counted by those counting Judah, and vice-versa
(deliberately, on Joab’s instructions).
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%J< J+ 7I0Ņ
Only men of military age were taken into account, as in
the time of Moses. The purpose was therefore for
military conscription, not for taxation.
2S 24:10 - H>$ L,L+
It is difficult to see what the sin exactly was. Certainly
there is no explicit instruction in the Torah banning a
census – on the contrary, various censuses were ordered!
Nor was it a question of not collecting the half-shekel
with it (assuming that the collection of a half-shekel was
applicable in such a case, which is by no means certain),
for if so the sin would have been in not collecting the
half-shekel, not in counting! Nor were the Levites
counted in – the account in Chronicles makes this clear.
There seems to have been some oral tradition that the
people of Israel were not to be counted.
For all that, this seems to have been a sin for which
David was punished and was then forgotten. In fact
some good, the purchase of the plot of land, came out of
it. Unlike the incident of Bathsheba, often referred to
later as a nasty blot on David’s otherwise excellent
record, history does not hold this against him, even
though seventy thousand people died as a result (vs. 15).
2S 24:13 <J% Jz
epidemic.
2S 24:16 H1K0 Ļ |<D- ¦ L$ D0 K® K( }'L- +K0 Ḑ H£K)
the agent or agency, > Gen.28:12, 48:16. Here it is a
personification of the agency (some form of disease),
which was about to attack Jerusalem and wipe out the
population.
¦L$ D0 K®K0 < J2¼$M£K)
God’s ‘speaking to him’ means that the disease was told
to stop. Someone in the Jebusite’s threshing-floor was
evidently struck by it, and vs. 17 is an interruption.
2S 24:17 ¦L$ D0 K®K( > J$ }>N$ D<Hx
This does not mean that David actually saw an ‘angel’.
Ý JÓÅÃ[ KÊ here is a sort of pluperfect, ‘David had said’, this

verse being an interruption. David said this as soon as
he saw the disease at work and the people suffering and
dying from it, before it reached the threshing-floor.
- H% L$ >- I% D%|
and against my family, viz. household and descendants,
for whom he is able to carry some responsibility, and
certainly not ‘my father’s house’ (i.e. including his
brothers) for whom he does not. > Num.1:12 and 18:1.
2S 24:21 ¦J0 J® K( ... $Lx K6|z K2
At least one of Araunah’s people had just been struck
with the disease. The king presumably came to express
condolences, but since so many others were suffering,
‘why especially honour me?’ It is indeed surprising why
Araunah was not killed with the rest of the Jebusites,
who were among the seven nations not to be left alive.
2S 24:22 + Ḱ H-
Araunah was only too pleased to let the king have
whatever he wanted and do whatever he wanted to do if
there was any chance that way of stopping the plague
that had just hit his own house.
2S 24:24 1- H¹ H2F+ 1-H0 L; Ḑ 7 J5J/ Dx ... 'H) Lz 3 J́ H£K)
This place eventually became the site of the Temple. It
is certainly no coincidence, though the Jews have been
too blind to notice it, that the Arabs in our day have
made their greatest effort to exclude Jews from three
specific, places each of which was originally acquired
not by conquest but bought for money, and to which we
therefore have the strongest claim: Hebron, where the
cave and Machpelah field were bought from Ephron by
Abraham for four hundred silver shekels (Gen.23:16);
Shechem (Nablus) where Jacob bought the land from the
sons of Hamor for a hundred kesitahs (Gen.33:19); and
the Temple Mount, which David bought from Araunah
for fifty silver shekels. The purpose of trying to exclude
Jews specifically from these sites is to break all Jewish
connection with and claim over the country, and for
Islam to reign supreme. For all that, Judaism will thrive
when Islam is long dead and forgotten.

Chronicles continues with very lengthy details of the
arrangements David made for the conduct of the
Temple services, which his son was due to build.

*
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Appendix to the Book of Samuel

MONARCHY – YES OR NO?

Introduction

Traditionally, the Talmud comes out in favour of the monarchy as an ideal. The permission to appoint a king,
given in Deut.17:15, is taken as an obligation. Samuel’s objection is explained on the grounds that ‘the time was not
yet ripe’. The future rehabilitation of Israel consists of gathering in the exiles and restoring the monarchy (the
Messiah). Which of these two latter is supposed to come first need not concern us here.

Abarbanel, in his commentary on Deut.17, rejects at least the first part of the above. He states very
emphatically that kings are a bad thing and there is no obligation to appoint one. [Incidentally an English translation
by Avner Tomaschoff of a selection of Abarbanel’s commentaries has now appeared, in which this is included.] I find
his arguments so far to be sound and acceptable. His explanation of the background to the dispute between Samuel
and the people I find less satisfactory. But let us start at the beginning.

What was envisaged

Moses, in the Torah, envisages an outline political structure for the new country, but as much of his plan is
not stated clearly but appears implicitly (to allow flexibility) it is not fully appreciated.

The land was to be divided into twelve parts, one for each ‘tribe’. With the exception of Manasseh which he
agreed to split into two parts, and of Levi who would have no land, each ‘tribe’ was to have a section of contiguous
territory. Within each tribal area, the land was to be sub-divided according to clans and families. Each individual had
his own land, which might pass through intermarriage and inheritance from one clan to another within the tribe, but
not from one tribe to another. The tribal division was permanent and fundamental. Why?

One comes to the conclusion that the intention was for a federation of twelve autonomous states, all part of
a whole. But there is no mention of or reference to any central government. This is the key, no central government.

In that case, what was there to hold the people together? In what way was it one country and not twelve
independent states? Autonomous and independent are not synonyms.

Consider the foundations of Canada, Australia, South Africa and what later became the United States of
America. Each of these consisted of a group of autonomous states who managed their own affairs, but they still
appointed a central government, albeit without a king, to hold the group of states together. In the course of time the
central government gradually acquired more and more power which was taken away from the states. (Do not confuse
India, where a central government was imposed on independent states, or Germany where states gave up independence
to form one nation.) But what in Israel could hold autonomous states together as part of one nation without central
government? What did Moses have in mind?

A theoretical basis

First the constitution, common to all the states, which was the Torah that Moses handed to the people with
Divine sanction. No additions to it or reductions from it were allowed, no tampering with the constitution, but within
its framework there would obviously be a need, from time to time, for local by-laws, and at very least the
administration of local affairs. A Town Council was taken for granted (Deut. Ch.21 ¼Ý¼Î H× LÉ ¼ÎIÕ DÜHË), and judges were to
be placed in every town. The latter were to be appointed by the tribe (Deut. 16:18), presumably since if each town
appointed its own judges there was more risk of corruption and of personal feelings intervening in judgements. Note,
though, that the appointments were to be by the tribe and not by any central or federal authority.

However, the Torah, the constitution, gives the theoretical basis for administration but does not administrate.
If all affairs were to be in the hands of the locals, what in practice would hold the people, the states, together?

A practical solution

Here religion comes in once again. It was necessary for the people, for each individual, to be constantly aware
of the Torah and to be repeatedly reminded of its demands, so that its theory would be effected in practice. The centre
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would be the Tabernacle, to which all men would come at least three times a year, reminding them that they are all
part of the same people. [The permanent Temple, which later replaced the portable mobile Tabernacle, at first united
the people, but its location being fixed in one part of the country later divided them.] But this was a cultural centre,
not an administrative one. It was run by the Priests, who would interpret the law and might adjudicate in personal
disputes, as well as consult God directly on major national issues, but were not authorised to interfere in political
affairs. Neither they nor the (other) Levites who assisted them were allocated land ownership which implied power.
The Levites were scattered throughout the twelve autonomous states, where they were fed by the people so that they
would have free time to teach. But their headquarters was the Tabernacle, to and from which they travelled regularly,
so providing and maintaining contact between the people and their religious and cultural centre. They were the
tentacles of the Tabernacle, spread through the land, holding the tribal areas together.

Leadership

Was this sufficient? The Talmud assumes the existence from the start of a supreme court, but there is no
evidence for this, and certainly not as a government to make laws and rule. From time to time a leader would ‘arise’
and deal with national issues, but Moses felt very strongly that he should be a shepherd who would guide and lead
the people and judge disputes, not a ruler. (Observe Samuel as the shepherd who refused to rule.) This judge would
sit in the Tabernacle or in some other suitable central place and give decisions on matters which were beyond the
ability of local judges to deal with. The leaders would ‘arise from among the people’, from different tribes at different
times. If there was no leader, his function as judge could be performed by the hereditary Priest. Beyond that, note,
there would be no central government. This point is generally overlooked by those who study the Torah of Moses.

Monarchy

Now for a king. What in those days was the function of a king? His main duties were to lead the people in
battle against their enemies and to act as supreme judge, but in addition his position was hereditary, thus providing
continuity. In practice he was the ruler, he would make and impose laws, and for Israel that would mean central
government instead of a federation of autonomous states.

Between having no central government and having a king there was a third alternative: a republic, with an
elected central or federal government but without a permanent king. It could have a president who would wield power
for a limited time, or it could have a president who would merely preside over a ruling council. But no such idea
appears to have entered the heads of either Samuel or the people – the choice was between having a king and having
no central authority. The key issue was central government, which the people wanted and to which Samuel was
opposed. In what way did the idea differ from ‘God’s rule’? In what way can God rule the country in day-today
matters? Were they to ask the High Priest to consult the oracle (urim and thummim) on every single issue? It is hard
to believe that even Samuel wanted this – the oracle was for matters that could not be otherwise resolved.

Abarbanel makes two points initially. First he insists, as a man who had travelled, who had lived in different
countries and states, and had often held very high positions in these places, that kings are a bad thing, due to their
permanence and hereditary status. He prefers a republic where the leaders are elected or appointed for a limited
period. Second, he refutes the statement that Deut. 17:15 imposes an obligation (mitsvah) to appoint a king. He
compares the soldier who takes a fancy to a female captive and wants to marry her. With certain conditions applied
he is allowed to, as a concession, but is not obliged to find and marry a female captive, and likewise with certain
conditions the people are allowed to appoint a king, as a concession, but are certainly not obliged to.

His explanation of the desire of the people to appoint a king and Samuel’s objection is complex and deeply
philosophical. The actual dispute was based on far more simple ideas.

The essence of the dispute

We start by asking what was the advantage of central government, and the answer is simply devolution of
responsibility. If every individual has to do everything for himself, life is difficult, and even the sharing of a marriage
partnership does not solve the whole problem. So people live in communities and share the tasks, each person taking
on less tasks but for more people. The community then organises a council which arranges all this and to some extent
allocates tasks. For instance, instead of each person cleaning a section of the road by his house (and the wind then
blowing dirt from someone else’s patch not yet cleaned onto the bit he has cleaned) the council appoints road
sweepers. These spend their time cleaning roads and cannot at the same time grow food, so they have to be paid
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money with which to buy food. Clerks are needed to recruit and organise them and pay their wages, and they too must
be paid. To get the money the council has to impose taxes, and so on.

To some extent this is essential. The individual pays his tax and devolves his responsibility for cleaning onto
the council. But when this leaves the local sphere and enters the national, and a king is appointed with nobody above
him who can control him, the situation changes. He makes and imposes his own laws and he cannot be removed. The
people have no choice but to silently acquiesce in his decisions, good or bad, and if bad they obey and blame him.
Even worse, he can set a bad exmaple, people saying ‘if the king can do it, I can’.

This was the dispute between the people and Samuel. They wanted to devolve responsibility, appoint a king
and let him worry, and let him alone answer to God for what he does and for what they do on his orders and his
responsibility. Samuel did not want God to be asked to make day-to-day decisions about road building and public
sewage, but for each individual to feel responsible to God for whatever happens, insofar as it was within his power
to influence events.

Let us illustrate. Building a road might involve damaging someone’s property to which the owner objected.
The king did not care. Could this have been avoided? If it could have been and was not, who was responsible? Social
welfare could lead to a poor man persecuted by bureaucracy to be refused personal help, on the argument that ‘I pay
taxes for this, and if the authorities will not help that is your problem’. Devolving responsibility meant that God would
no longer rule over the individual, and for God to rule over the people meant that he ruled over each individual.

This was the crux of the dispute. Samuel had spent his life teaching people how to live their lives to their
best advantage and to the best advantage of the people as a whole. This meant that each individual had to make his
contribution by his behaviour in all sorts of ways. That is the Torah of Moses. Without considering the consequences,
they preferred to pay taxes and let someone else worry. The true ruler must be one’s conscience. An organiser and
judge of disputes, who would also lead the people in battle, is a different matter. He decides on issues that are brought
before him, but has no authority to invent them for his own advantage. Appointing a king as ruler, permanent until
he dies when his son, fit or unfit, takes over, tends to push God out of the way.

Evidence

In order to emphasise his point that a king was not needed, Samuel wrote the Book of Judges, down to the
death of Samson. But somebody disagreed with him and wrote the two appendices to the book, the story of Micah
and that of the Civil War, to show the need for a king. One must be fair and point this out, but at the same time
remember that God, while telling Samuel to submit to pressure, gave him right (1Sam.8:7).

Why the permission?

If Samuel was right and the people were wrong, why was permission given in the Torah at all? There are two
aspects to this.

First, where permission is given with very awkward restrictions, as here, with the soldier’s captive, and with
the Hebrew slave, the implication is clearly that what is permitted is still undesirable. The objection to the Hebrew
slave is more to the man who sells himself than to the man who buys him, and we see that there too the motivation
of the potential slave is devolution of responsibility. He works and obeys, but has no worries. His welfare is taken
care of. The second is to give the matter, however undesirable, legal status. Taking and paying interest on a loan is
undesirable and forbidden. If a borrower signs a contract to pay interest on a loan and then refuses to pay it, he cannot
be forced, as the contract has no legal status. But if a king is appointed, or a soldier marries a captive, or an Israelite
sells himself as a slave, in accordance with the conditions, this is legally valid.

In short, the permission given in no way indicates that a monarchy is desirable, it indicates the reverse.

Is there a moral of wider significance?

The fundamental issue of devolving responsibility to ease one’s conscience applies in many cases even today.
Do we allow God, through our consciences based on the Torah, to rule over us, or do we allow some appointed
nincompoop to make his own decisions for us to obey? The republic, if not abused, can be a fair compromise, more
easily controlled by the constitution and with leaders who can be replaced. It has its faults, but is nowhere depicted
as inherently undesirable.

*
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In the sub-headings, kings of Judah are represented as KING, and those of Israel in italics as KING.
Others who deserve a sub-heading but are not kings are not writen in bold type.

I N T R O D U C T I O N T O K I N G S

Structure of the book

There is only one book of Kings. The Septuagint decided that like Samuel and Chronicles it was too long for
them, so they divided it into two. For the reason behind the choice of where to split it, see note on 2Kings 1:1.

The history of the People of Israel continues from where the book of Samuel leaves off, towards the end of King
David’s reign. It starts with an incident leading to David’s abdication, and continues to the destruction of Jerusalem
and the exile. The book is continuous, with no appendices, and not divisible into major sections, though after Solomon
the story alternates between two scenes of action that overlap in time, only occasionally interact, and necessitate short
highly condensed paragraphs that constitute mini-chapters.

However, for our own convenience we have divided it into three parts, because the way in which we have dealt
with each part necessarily differs:

Part 1. Solomon.
Similar in style to Samuel, but adding much detail about the Temple that is outside our scope.

Part 2. The two kingdoms, and down to the death of Josiah.
Alternates between two stories which often overlap. Numerous short paragraphs concern nearly forty kings.
As it all tends to be complicated and difficult to remember, we have included summaries to help for
reference. Attention is drawn to significant differences in the parallel account in Chronicles.

Part 3. After the death of Josiah (including a very short epilogue).
Gives more detail about a short period, on which we also have other Biblical sources of information to which
attention has been drawn for comparison, especially on dates that are relevant to the story.

Purpose of the Book

The book of Kings, like Judges, aims at stressing one particular aspect of the history of the people of Israel,
namely the relevance of the people’s behaviour towards God. When they behaved well, all went well, when they did
not it went badly. And it adds that the people were influenced in this respect most of all by their king, for good or
for bad. For further details of other events the reader is referred internally to other sources, which alas no longer exist.
National events are augmented by interesting stories, told at length, about Elijah and Elisha, incorporated presumably
from a reliable document written at the time, probably by Gehazi (see 2Kings 8:4).

The book differs in character from the book of Samuel, especially after the death of Solomon, in two ways:
1) In the period of the book of Samuel there were wars with various enemies, but events were mainly dictated by the
internal situation. With the ascent of Solomon to the throne, Israel began to have a foreign policy, and from then on
what happened was often affected by external events. The split into two kingdoms accentuated this, adding the effects
of interaction between them.
2) The book is far more condensed, and does not enter into details of internal politics and court intrigue, still less into
details of external affairs that had a bearing on the relation of other powers towards Israel and Judah. How such
background details affect trying to understand the history told in the book can be seen by reading the last section
(2Kings 23:31-25:26) and trying to form a picture of what happened from that alone, then reading Jeremiah, where
a new picture emerges from more historical detail and from pieces Jeremiah gives as a background to his messages.

Any good modern commentary fills in much of the relevant background, enabling the reader to understand what
happened, but that is not the way to begin to study history. The stories are complicated enough as it is, every chapter
brings in a new set of characters, and it is extremely hard to keep track of them or where you are up to. There is no
need at first to understand the background to the events, nor even to remember all the events themselves, just to
remember a few of them, roughly, and get some sort of framework of events fixed in the mind. This can be achieved
by reading the book a few times as it is, without additional background, getting an idea of what happened, and not
worrying about why. Only then is it time to complicate the issue with other material from inside or outside the Bible.
Good modern commentaries help here and even provide diagrams to help the student keep track of the kings. It is not
the function of this commentary to enter into such matters, but to help the reader to get the translation correct and
understand what the book actually says. This comes first.

To drive home the point, remember that the teaching of English history used to be based on the system used in
the book of Kings, or perhaps worse, Chronicles, told in a far less interesting style, with the addition of dates, and
we were expected to memorise masses of meaningless facts. Along came Sellars and Yeatman, who, in their humorous
book ‘1066 and All That’, ridiculed the system. So education swung to the other extreme, children were taught to
forget the names and dates but understand the background, social conditions and development, and so on. Never mind
what actually happened, the important thing is why.

History cannot be learned that way either. Start by learning and remembering a few basic facts, including some
dates, to form a rigid framework which can then be filled in. As the picture begins to fill you can start to worry about
understanding it, the psychology and social factors, external conditions and so on. As long as you make no attempt
to remember everything as you learn it, the book of Kings is not boring.
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******* PART 1 *******

DAVID’S ABDICATION
SOLOMON ANOINTED KING

1K 1:1

Chronicles omits the story of Adonijah’s revolt, and
merely states (1Chr.23:1) that when David became
old his son Solomon reigned. It also omits David’s
last instructions to Solomon regarding punishments.

The main story here is not directly connected with
anything that happened previously, though we have met
most of the characters already, but with what comes
later. It is an integral part of Solomon’s reign, and
though in the story itself Solomon is merely there in the
background, he is about to emerge into the foreground,
while David is fading out. For this reason the story
belongs here, at the beginning of the book of Kings,
showing how Solomon’s reign begins, rather than at the
end of the book of Samuel with David’s abdication.
1K 1:3 ¼0¼|¼% Dy
territory of.
¼& Ķ ¼- H%F$
Abishag the Shunamite is introduced here, because she
(passively) plays a very important part later.
1K 1:5 $ I¶K4 D> H2 ... (L£H4N'F$K)
Lit. ‘Adonijah ... elevating himself’, i.e. ‘Meanwhile,
Adonijah ... was elevating himself’. The word implies
pushing himself up politically to gain authority.
1K 1:6 <K$Nº %}, ¼$¼|( 1K& D)
Like Absalom he was good looking and able to make an
impression on the population.
¼1¼}0 Ļ D% K$ ¼- I<F+ K$ ( L' D0L-
See 2Sam.3:2-4. Amnon the eldest and Absalom were
dead and Adonijah was the next in line. But as we see
later, David had decided otherwise.
1K 1:7 %L$}-
It becomes clear in the story that the rebellion was not
directly against David but against Solomon. Unlike
Absalom, who wanted to replace his father, Adonijah’s
main purpose was to succeed his father, against a rival.
Joab was perfectly loyal to David, but at the same time
he had gained an ascendancy over David and was able
to manipulate him and thus keep control – not because
David was too stupid to see this but because he was too
weak to deal with it (2Sam.3:39). Apart from all else,
he owed a lot to Joab, who exploited his obligation, and
who had managed to entrench himself. Solomon was
going to be a different proposition. On coming to the
throne he would appoint new people and where he felt
it was time would throw out or pension off the old
guard. Specifically he was not the sort of person Joab
could get his own way with. Adonijah, on the other
hand, was (like Absalom) spoilt, conceited and of
comparatively low intelligence. Joab could manipulate
and control him easily, especially if he obligated him by
first putting him on the throne (dealing with him much
as Abner had done with Ish-bosheth). Hence Joab, who
always put his own interests first and foremost,
supported Adonijah. No reason is given or implied as to
why Abiathar joined, especially as Zadok refused.
1K 1:8 ¼- H6 D2¸D)
One of David’s friends or supporters.
1K 1:9 $-H< D2|
The reference here, as well as in verses 19, 25 etc.,

certainly suggest that this animal was included neither
in cattle nor in sheep-and-goats. What was it?
1 H6
alongside > Gen. 25:11.
0I&N< 3- I6
This has been located (if correctly) a mere quarter of a
mile from the 3-way junction where the Hinnom Valley
meets the Valley of Jehoshaphat, just outside the (then)
walls of Jerusalem. ‘Within shouting distance.’
1K 1:12 - H, D¬ K2|
Joab would teach Adonijah the importance of
eliminating all potential opposition, even if the latter
had not already intended doing so.
1K 1:14 - H>$I¬ H2|
If it was not to be seen to be arranged, there would have
to be differences of wording or order, perhaps different
names mentioned, but essentially the same message.
1K 1:15 'N$ D2 3 I;L*
David was only seventy when he finally died, but was
apparently very old before reaching that age. These two
verses present a tragic picture of old age punishing the
sins of youth. David the man of hot blood, who despite
all his women could not control himself from taking one
of someone else’s, now so cold that blankets are not
enough, and he has to have a nurse to keep him warm.
Bathsheba, the great beauty for whom the king
committed murder, having to witness her husband being
kept warm no longer by herself – she too had grown old
– but by a young and exceptionally beautiful girl in
whose presence she has to bow down to her husband!
>K< Ļ D2
For ß JßJÝ LI DÓ. Not a mistake. A contraction in speech.
Lº D6 L'L- $N0
do not know, lit. have not found out > Gen.4:1.
1K 1:21
You are about to die, while I will still live. However
tactless, she had to say this, with no alternative.
1K 1:25 6K% Ļ >K% D0 -H0 |$ D< H;
‘Removed’ when Nathan arrived, now called back.
1K 1:31 1L0}6 D0 ... - H+D-
> vs. 21 and contrast.
1K 1:33 - H0 < J̧ F$
the king’s personal mule, which only the king rides on.
1K 1:35 ¼- Lº D+ Kº ¦W0 D2H- $|(D)
To make quite sure that there would be no problems
after his death, David decided to abdicate and put
Solomon on the throne in his own lifetime.
After the event he is no longer called King David but
merely David, while Solomon is called King Solomon.
( L'|(D- 0 K6 D) 0 I$L< DµH- 0 K6
still thought of as two entities, joined but not merged.
1K 1:38 ¼- H>I0 D² K(D) ¼- H>I< D¤ K( D)
The mercenaries, who remained loyal to David during
Absalom’s revolt.
1K 1:41 0N/E$J0 |¬ H¤ 1 I(D)
they had finished eating (pluperfect).
1K 2:3 ¼)¼- L>M)U' I6D)
This is the normal Biblical Hebrew plural of ¼ß¼X¼È I× (the
form ¼ß¼D¼[ OÈ I× is post-biblical), and is not be confused
with the form ¼Ê¼Î Lß¼D ¼È I× which is the plural of ¼É LÈ I×,
though admittedly there is little, if any, difference in
meaning.
1K 2:6 'I<}> $W0
instead of ¼È¼ÎVÝÃß ¼ÅWÑ
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1K 2:9 ¼| ¼( Í K4 Dº 0 K$
David spared his life but did not forgive him.
1K 2:12 % Ķ L- (N2W0 Ḑ |
Solomon had sat, before David died.

SOLOMON

1K 2:13 1}0 Ļ F(
she was scared.
1K 2:17 & Ķ ¼- H%F$ > J$ ¼- H0 3 JºH- D)
He wanted one of his father’s women, and as David had
not consummated the relationship (see 1:5), he felt he
might ask for this one. She did not realise his true
motive > Gen.35:22, 2Sam.3:7, 12:8, 16:21.
1K 2:22 (L/|0 D® K(
English distinguishes beteen (a) ‘the crown’ replacing
the old word ‘kingship’, (b) ‘reign’ implying a period of
time, and (c) ‘kingdom’, a geographical area. Originally
the Hebrew ¼ÉLÐ¼X ¼Ñ DÓ and ¼É LÐLÑ DÓ KÓ may have made some
such distinction, but are used interchangeably in the
Bible. They are also used after a ‘construct’ noun to
denote the adjective ‘royal’. In the later books, under
Aramaic influence, the single word ¼ß¼X ¼Ð DÑ KÓ is used, but
we also find ¼ß¼X ¼ÐLÑ DÓ KÓ. Here we have (a) above.
Bathsheba saw the request from a purely sentimental
point of view. Solomon was on the throne, Adonijah had
fallen in love with the girl, why not allow it? Solomon
immediately saw through it as a first stage, useful in a
later rebellion when an opportunity might arise.
1K 2:26 ¼¦¼- J' Lµ
your land. singular, from ¼Î KÈ LK > Gen.23:9.
1K 2:28 %L$}- 5L4L£K)
Joab and Abiathar both deserved death for joining in
(and Joab for more likely instigating) Adonijah’s
rebellion in the first place. Solomon had wanted to give
his brother Adonijah a chance, and spared his life until
he showed signs of intending another revolt. He could
hardly execute Joab or Abiathar while sparing Adonijah,
but with the latter dead, while there was a good reason
to show mercy to Abiathar, there was no reason to spare
Joab. Furthermore, Adonijah’s requesting Abishag was
almost certainly Joab’s idea. Joab knew who he was
dealing with, and realised that his number was up.
1K 2:29,31 }x 6K& D²
Solomon had been told by his father to look for an
excuse to have him executed anyway, for other reasons,
and he now had one. See also Exod.21:14.
1K 2:32 ¼|¼̄ J® H2 ¼1¼- H%N,D)
It is not so certain that Abner was a better man than
Joab, but one does’t quibble in a matter like this.
1K 2:34 <LxU' H®Kx }>- I% Dx
uncultivated land. But see 2Sam.14:30.
1K 2:36 ¼- H6 D2 Ḩ D0
As in 1Kin.2:8, NOT the one in 1Kin.1:8.
1K 2:37 ¼3¼}<U' H; ¼0K+K4
also known later as the Valley of Jehoshaphat, which
bounded Jerusalem on the east. It may, here, have also
included the Valley of Hinnom, which bounded it on the
south and west. Perhaps there was no exit on the north.
1K 3:1 (N6U<K² >Kx
(to seal an alliance). Solomon’s first mistake.

Chronicles omits this, but describes the dream.

1K 3:28 > K2 D/ L+
skill. This, rather than ‘wisdom’, is the usual meaning
of the word. It was his ability to handle the situation.

1K 4:4 < L>L- D% J$ D)

Chronicles mentions Solomon’s wealth but omits the
story of the prostitutes and his famous Judgement.

But see 2:27.
1K 4:7 ¼1¼- H% L³H4 < Lµ L6 ¼1¼-I4 Ḑ
These were local governors, who supplied wealth to the
king, presumably by bleeding the population with taxes.
Solomon divided the country into twelve administrative
regions, but not strictly according to tribe. He thus
broke down the tribal system, but in verse 20 we still
find ‘Judah and Israel’.
1K 5:2 'L+ J$ 1}- 1J+J0
He certainly did not eat all that. This would be for him,
his family, his staff and servants, his visitors, and all
who ‘ate at his table’. The latter must have been many!
1K 5:4 <L(L̄ K( <J% I6
Beyond the Euphrates, but beyond from the east, i.e. the
area to the west of the River. We find it mentioned in
the book of Ezra as a province of the Persian Empire,
but apparently the name had been given much earlier by
the Mesopotamians and was in general use.
1K 5:14 > K2 D/ L+
Here apparently wisdom and knowledge.

1K 5:20 ¼1¼-H4N' H³K¤

Chronicles gives details concerning the building of
the Temple, in some case more than, in some cases
less than, and in some cases different to, but on the
whole similar to, those given in Kings, as well as
his long prayer with very minor variations. Numbers
such as quantities and measurements often differ.

A general term for the Phoenicians (Jud. 18:7). Hiram
was king of Tyre (vs. 15) but Tyre and Sidon went
together.
1K 5:22 ¼1¼- Ḩ }< D%
cypresses? not certain.
1K 5:26 1W0 Ļ
Often, as here, it does not mean simply ‘peace’ but an
alliance, as it then explains.
1K 5:27 5 K2
> Exod.1:11. a levy of forcibly conscripted labour.
The use as ‘taxes’ is post-biblical.
1K 5:30 (L/$L0 D® K(
The products, not the labour but what it produced.
1K 5:32 ¼1¼- H0 D%Hy K( D)
Those from Tripoli, north of Tyre and Sidon.
1K 6:1 SSS ¼>¼- H6¼- H%U< L( (L4 L¹Kx
Note very carefully the punctuation. ‘In the fourth year
(in the month of Ziv which is the second month) of the
reign of King Solomon.’ Remove the brackets and you
are in trouble. In English we would have avoided the
problem by changing the order ‘In the second month,
Ziv, of the fourth year of the reign ...’ The point of this
note is not to prevent a mistake – after thinking about it
you would sort it out, the other way does not make
sense – but to show how important it is to pay attention
to the punctuation, as in another case it might make
sense either way and it is easy to get it wrong.
NOTE: It is not the purpose of these notes to explain
the building of the Temple, or difficult words, only
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words, phrases and grammar liable to be misinterpreted.
1K 6:7 ¼( L2 I0 Ḑ ¼3 J% J$
There is a lot of confusion in interpreting this. The
instruction in Exod.20:21 to use only complete stones
and not hewn stones applies only to the altar, not to a
building. An altar is solid (not hollow), with sloping
sides and not very big (relatively), and the stones need
not be big. They need not be of perfect shape, because
‘holes’ can be filled up with small stones and the whole
is covered with a metal covering. A temporary altar (not
covered) need not be of a beautiful shape anyway. If
this building was covered in cedar wood (verse 18), the
ugliness of large uncut stones filled in with pebbles
would not be visible, but the structural strength would
depend on the stones being large and of the right shape,
fitting onto and into one another. Anyway suitable large
stones are normally hewn out of the rock to
approximately the required size or bigger, and then cut
and ‘trimmed’, not just found and used unhewn.
More likely the meaning is not that the structure was of
unhewn stones, but that the stones were cut to shape in
the quarry and brought ready made to size – to fit in
with the words that follow, that there was no chiselling
and stone breaking on site. (Kimchi).
SSSSS >}% Ĺ K2|
Out of respect, there was no sound of metal tools to
disturb or annoy the neighbours. This does not preclude
metal tools being used in the quarry. (The midrashic
explanation is that the stones were miraculously cut by
a diamond, shamir, but that is not necessary to explain
the text, unless the text is first distorted.)
1K 6:12 ¼¦I0 Iº ¼1 H$ SSS ¼>H-Kx K(
and if not? The implication is that if not, the Temple is
not worth anything at all.
1K 6:16 ¼<¼-H%U'
In the Tabernacle, two thirds were called ‘the Holy
Place’ and the other third ‘Extra Holy’. In his Temple
Solomon called the part corresponding to the latter ¼Ý¼Î HÆUV
and the rest ¼ÑLÐ¼Î IÉ. A third part, a sort of porch built at
the entrance, he called ¼ÒLÑ¼X ¼Å.
1K 6:23 ¼3 J2 J̧ ¼- I:F6
This is easily confused. Wood from a tree that was
called ¼Ô JÓ JJ KÉ ¼Ú I×, the ‘oil tree", which is NOT the olive
from which oil is produced (see Neh.8:15).
1K 7:9 ¼>¼}¼< L;D- ¼1¼-H4 L%F$
precious stones.
1K 7:13 ¼<N³ H2 ¼1L<¼- H+
Here again there is room for confusion. In 5:15 we met
David’s old friend ¼Ý¼D ¼Û ¼E JÑ JÓ ¼ÒLÝ¼Î HÌ Hiram king of Tyre,
sometimes spelt ¼Ò¼D ¼Ý¼Î HÌ (5:24) but the same person. He
supplied materials and labour to assist, for the building
of the Temple.
Here we meet another Hiram, same name, also from
Tyre, who was not the king but an artisan, who filled a
position in building the Temple that was in some ways
parallel to that of Bezalel in building the Tabernacle. He
was a specialist in work of ¼ß JIÃÌ DÕ, generally translated
as copper but possibly brass (an alloy of copper and
zinc) or bronze (an alloy of copper and tin), or perhaps
two of them or even all three.
1K 7:14 > J̧ N+ D4 ¸I<N+
It is not clear whether it just means that he was a
coppersmith or that his father was (and he too implied).
A grammatical construction like this often leaves doubt.
1K 7:21 ¼$L< H;H£K)
Apparently Hiram, not Solomon, named the pillars.
1K 7:22 3 Ļ }¸
a lily. (In verse 19 ¼Ô KI¼X ¼I may or may not be a variant.)

1K 7:23 ¼1L£ K(
the pond. Not a ‘sea’. The word means a large
collection of water, a sea, a lake, or even a pond.
How a circular item can be ten cubits in diameter and
thirty in circumference is a problem that has puzzled
generations. Various interpretations have been offered.
1K 7:25 ¼< L;Lx
Images (pesumably stone) of cattle, not contrary to the
second of the Ten Commandments? And later lions!
1K 7:46 1 L;L:D- ¼3 IzU<K£ K( < K¤ H/ Dx
Solomon had them moulded in the Jordan Basin, the site
of Sodom and Gomorra, in the ground. Presumably the
soil there, unsuitable for any growth (see Deut. 29:22),
was suitable for moulding large heavy items like these
made of copper (or bronze or brass).
This verse is important as it confirms where the Basin
(and hence the site of Sodom) was: between Succoth in
Transjordan (Gen.33:17, Jos.13:27, Jud.8:5, 6, 14 etc.)
and Zarethan which was near Adam (Jos. 3:16) where
the Damya Bridge is today, roughly facing Shechem.
The Basin was on the east bank of the Jordan, > Gen
13:12. How can anyone against all this evidence still
maintain that Sodom and Gomorra were to the south-
west of the Dead Sea? > Deut.29:22, 34:3, 2Sam.18:23.
1K 8:1 0 I( D;K- * L$
After Ë LÅ the imperfective is normally used.
1K 8:2 & L+Jx
Succot was known as The Festival.
1K 8:9 ¼;K< ¼3¼}¼< L$Lx ¼3¼- I$
Other things, which may not still have existed, had been
placed next to the Ark – the jar of manna (Ex.16:33-34),
Aaron’s stick (Num.17:25), and the Torah manuscript of
Moses (Deut.31:26).
1K 8:37 ¼0¼- H5 L+ (JxU< K$
For the difference > Joel.1:4.
1K 8:66 ¼1 J(¼- I0G(L$ D0
to their homes (not ‘tents’). > Deut.16:7.

1K 9:26 ¼-H4G$L)

1Kings 9:11-13 says that Solomon gave towns to
Hiram, but 2Chron.8:2 says instead that Hiram gave
towns to Solomon who settled Israelites there.

It seems that the masculine form ¼ÎHÕGÅ means a fleet, and
the feminine ¼ÉL[HÕGÅ (next verse) is a single ship.
1K 10:18 ¼3 I̧
ivory.
1K 10:22 ¼̧ ¼- Ḩ U< K> ¼-H4G$
Tarshish was at the end of the Medit¼erranean (Jonah
boarded a ship going there at Jaffa) and Solomon’s fleet
was in the Red Sea, but ships that sailed at sea (as
against local boats) were probably called ‘Tarshish
vessels’ (something like our expression ‘ocean-going
vesses’ which perhaps reached the Indian Ocean).

1K 11:5 ¼- I(W0E$

Chron. omits the sins of Solomon and all about his
women, and about the rebels (including Jeroboam).

the goddess of. Unlike Greek there is no feminine form.
1K 11:8 ¼(J4 D%H- * L$
Solomon had two great loves with which he eventually
became obsessed: collecting and building. He collected
gold, servants, chariots, proverbs, women, horses and all
sorts of wealth, and after building the Temple he could
not stop building – if not for God then for himself, his
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wives, and eventually for idols! All his knowledge,
wisdom and proverbs did not save him from his women.
¼>¼} ¼+ DxK* D2
For a repeated action the imperfective is normally used,
but sometimes as here the earlier usage is employed,
namely to use the intensive (pielpualhitpael) form for
a regularly repeated action.
1K 11:12 ¼3 L, Lµ
Strictly an accuser or prosecutor, but came to mean an
adversary, one who causes trouble.
1K 11:19 (L<-H% Dy K(
the queen dowager, i.e. widow of the (late) king, who
is normally but not always the queen-mother (‘queen
dowager who is mother of the sovereign’ – Oxford
English Dictionary), and it is never found with any
other meaning. The ‘scholars’, finding difficulties in this
case (only), decided that here it must mean ‘queen’, but
that does not make sense: it does not say ‘the sister of
his wife Tahpanes’, it says ‘the sister of his wife, the
sister of Tahpanes’! Pharaoh’s wife was the queen,
Tahpanes was the ÉLÝÎ HÆ DU. Custom frequently required a
Pharaoh to enter into an incestuous marriage, usually
with his sister, and if she died then with his daughter.
When such a state of affairs exists it can be hard for a
man to be sure that he is not his own grandfather!

Here, if Tahpanes was the queen-mother, Pharaoh
married his aunt. However, even without incest,
Tahpanes could have been Pharaoh’s step-mother and
thus the queen-dowager. Either way, Pharaoh married
one of her sisters and gave another in marriage to
Hadad. Tahpanes possibly had no children of her own,
so she adopted and brought up the son of her sister
(who may have died in childbirth). The details are given
to show the degree of support and backing Hadad and
Genubath could rely on from the Egyptian court: they
were in a position to annoy Solomon with impunity.
The purpose of this note is not to explain the Royal
House of Egypt, but to show that ÉLÝÎ HÆ DU is a title
reserved for the queen-dowager, and has no other
meaning in the Bible. (See 1Kings.15:3 and
2Chron.15:16; 2Kings.10:13; Jer.13:18 and 29:2,
comparing the latter with 2Kings.24:12. The word does
not occur elsewhere.) Israelis, based on a mistake,
hopelessly confuse the plural of this word with the
plural of ßJÝ JÆ DU (‘mistress’, feminine of ÔDÈLÅ ‘master’).
1K 11:29 ( J±K¤ D> H2
It is not clear who was wearing the new cloak.
1K 11:31-32
Ten plus one does not equal twelve.

*
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******* PART 2 *******

GENERAL COMMENT. Chronicles describes the
story of the split more or less as in Kings, with the
significant omission of the statement that the people
appointed Jeroboam as king. Subsequently it does
not as a rule mention matters concerning the
Kingdom of Israel except where these impinge on
Judah. Such omissions will not be referred to in
these notes.

REHOBOAM 1L6 D% K+U<

Summary: Solomon’s son. Age 41. Reigned 17 years.
Stupid and obstinate, refused to ease up on the people,
leading to a split in the kingdom. Allowed laxity in
religion. Many women. Died.

1K 12:1 1J/ Ḑ
This was Joshua’s capital, and was the natural capital of
Israel. David chose Jerusalem for strategic and political
reasons, and it served Solomon for economic ones, but
if ‘Israel’ wanted to rebel against Judah, Shechem was
the place to assemble.
1K 12:11 ¼1¼-HxK< D; K6Lx
scorpions, either figurative or a type of whip.
1K 12:16 ¼0 I$L< DµH-
(Three times.) Israel, not Judah.
¼'H) L' Dx
He was from Judah, and there had always been ups and
downs about accepting him.
¼ª¼- J0 L(N$ D0
go home! The phrase ‘To your tents, O Israel!’ is often
wrongly quoted as meaning ‘prepare for war’.
1K 12:17 ¼0 I$L< DµH- ¼-I4 D%¼|
The people of Judah were still Israelites even though
they did not call themselves part of ‘Israel’.

JEROBOAM 1 L6 D%L<L-

Summary: A former rebel against Solomon, appointed
king by the people. Reigned 22 years. Extremely bad.
Set up the golden calves in Dan and Bethel, changed
traditional customs to make the people sin. Died.

1K 12:25 1J/ Ḑ > J$ SSS ¼3 J%H£K)

Chron. adds that the priests and Levites, deserting
Jeroboam and the north, came south to Jerusalem. It
enlarges on Rehoboam, paints a better picture of
him, and gives more details of Pharaoh’s attack.

He built it up to make it the capital city.
It was anyway more suitable for a capital than
Jerusalem as regards location, but Jerusalem was chosen
by David mainly for political reasons – on the border of
Israel and Judah – and for strategic reasons. It was
defensible, which Shechem was not.
0 I$|4 D²
In Transjordan (Gen.32:31-32)? Or a different one?
1K 12:27 ¼|¼% Ļ D) ¼-H4O& L<F(K)
The fickleness of the people had been demonstrated
many times. He did not trust in God.

1K 12:28 %L(L* ¼- I0 D& J6
golden calves. One can understand (without justifying)
his fear of treachery by the people and his failure to
trust in God, but this – not just any idols but
specifically golden calves after what happened at Sinai
– seems to have been a deliberate act of spite against
God. Why, is not even hinted at. Not enough to present
the people with an alternative to Jerusalem, he had to
persuade them to abandon God altogether!
1K 12:29 ¼0 I$ ¼>¼- I% Dx
The city was on the northern border of Benjamin, the
tribe that was split, the north going to Israel and the
south to Judah, so near the southern border of the
kingdom. It already had religious connections, and was
a destination for pilgrims. At one time the Tabernacle
and Ark were there (Jud.20:26-27).
¼3 L' Dx
In the far north, it was already a religious centre
(Jud.18:29-31). It seems that after the destruction of
Shiloh, Micah’s image was also removed but Jonathan’s
descendants remained priests of the tribe. Under David
and Solomon, Jerusalem was recognised, but Jeroboam
was easily able to restore Dan as a religious centre, with
new idols.
In brief, he did not need to create new religious centres,
simply to restore earlier ones for his new religion, and
these happened to be very conveniently situated at the
extremities of his kingdom.
1K 12:30 >¼$ L¢ K+ D0
sin. The same word is used for sin (or goodness) as for
the reward or punishment or atonement (e.g. sacrifice).
1K 12:32-33 0K6K£K)
twice ‘he ‘offered’ up (sacrifices, implied) or perhaps he
‘went’ up, the third time almost certainly ‘he went up).
1K 12:32 ¼0 I$ ¼>¼- I% Dx ¼'¼- H2E6J(D)
He used to set up his priests in Bethel. But not in Dan
where Jonathan’s family was already established.
1K 12:33 ¼<¼- H, D; K( D0
to smoke (the fats of) the offerings (not incense).
1K 13:1 ¼1¼- H(W0E$ ¼̧ ¼- H$
A ‘holy man’ who dedicated his life to God, perhaps as
a teacher or preacher, but not one who received God’s
word directly. He was probably a disciple of one who
did, and received instructions (see verse 9).
1K 13:2 ¼'K0¼}¼4
‘will have been born’ (future perfect).
+F%L* D)
The word normally means slaughtering for food, but
was used here in preference to ¼Í KÌ LI DÊ because of KÌ IT DË HÓ.
1K 13:11 ¼$¼-H%L4 D)
a preacher who received direct messages from God.
1K 13:18 ¦L$ D0 K2|
a messenger, could be a person, need not be an ‘angel’.
¸I+H¤
he ‘deceived’ him. But he was not a charlatan, he later
confirmed the prophecy. He was told in God’s name
simply to bring the man home and feed him, but not to
tell him that he was told by God to do this and tell him
(again in God’s name) to accept. What was the point?
Presumably to test him, that he should stubbornly
refuse, just as Jeremiah was later told to get the
Rechabites to drink wine (Jer.35:2). Receiving two
apparently conflicting instructions in God’s name, the
visitor accepted the word of an unknown stranger
against that of whoever had instructed him in the first
place, and in a moment of weakness took the course that
appealed to him, to eat and drink.
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1K 13:25 SSS < J̧ F$ ¼<¼- H6L%
and again in verse 29 ¼Å¼Î HÆL̀ KÉ ¼Ý¼Î H× but we are told in v.11
that that was Bethel. Why not say so?
1K 13:29-31
He had a bit of a conscience.
1K 14:5 < K2L$ *(K)
God had said.
(rL$L% SSS (Ī H(
is about to come. > Gen.6:17.
1K 14:10 %|* L6 D) <|: L6
‘all is lost’, ‘there is nothing left’ > Deut. 32:36.
1K 14:12 > I2|
will die (not ‘is dead’).
1K 14:15 1 J(¼- I< I̧ F$
This particular form of idolatry is mentioned as a hint
that the punishment would come via ¼Ý¼X ¼J KÅ, Assyria.
1K 14:17 > I2
had died, i.e. was already dead.

REHOBOAM (contd.) 1L6 D% K+U<

1K 14:21 ¼>¼-H4N® K6L(
See 11:1-2. Reminded in verse 31.

Chron. enlarges: in the family tradition he had lots
of women. His favourite, Maacah, whose son Abijah
succeeded him, caused a lot of trouble with idolatry.

. . . . ABIJAM (ABIJAH) [(L£ H%F$] 1L£ H%F$

Summary: Rehoboam’s son. Reigned 3 years. Bad.
Constant wars with the North. Died.

Chron. calls him Abijah and enlarges. Also, that (in
the family tradition) he too had lots of women.

ASA $ L5 L$

Summary: Abijam’s son. Reigned 41 years. Good.
Cleaned up. Trouble from Baasha. Died.

1K 15:5 ¼(L£V<¼| ¼$ ¼<K%U'Hx ¼; K<

Chronicles enlarges considerably on Asa, on his
defeat of an invading army from Sudan, and on his
clean-up of idolatrous influences.

But he commited other sins. The census led to
thousands dying, and he made a treaty with the king of
Ammon, contrary to Deut. 23:7.
1K 15:6
Repetition of 14:30.
1K 15:10,13 ¼} ¼® H$
She was his grandmother. > 2Chr.15:16.
1K 15:13 ¼(L<¼- H% Dy H2
> 1Kin.11:19.
1K 15:17 ( L2L< L(
Just north of Jerusalem (Jud.19:13), to seal the road.
1K 15:22 L(¼- J: I6
its wooden structures (trees are not built). See Targum
(‘trees’ and ‘wood’ are different words in Aramaic).

1K 15:23 ¼)¼- L0 D&K< > J$ (L0L+

Chron. adds that Asa was told off for turning to
Syria instead of God for help. He put the navi who
told him off in the stocks, & turned bad in the end.

It does not say why, but Chronicles (see note above)
implies that it was a punishment.

NADAB %L'L4
Summary: Jeroboam’s son. Reigned 2 years. Bad.
Killed by Baasha.

BAASHA $ Ļ D6 Kx

Summary: Killed Nadab. Reigned 24 years. Bad. Wiped
out the House of Jeroboam, wars against Judah. Died.

ELAH (L0 I$

Summary: Son of Baasha. Reigned 2 years. Bad.
Murdered while drunk by Zimri.

ZIMRI -V< D2H*

Summary: Killed Elah and wiped out all Baasha’s
family. Reigned 7 days. Bad. Attacked by Omri. Suicide.

1K 16:9-15
It seems that Zimri managed to do quite a lot (verses
11, 19) in his seven days’ reign.

OMRI -V< D2 L6

Summary: Appointed king by the army on the death of
Elah. Eventually got more support than his rival Tibni,
and became full king. Reigned 12 years. Bad. Built
Samaria. Died.

1K 16:16 ¼0 I$L< DµH- ¼0L/ ¼| ¼/¼- H0 D2K£K)
‘All’ as usual not to be taken too literallly. We see that
half the population were initially against him (verse 21).
1K 16:22 ¼-H4 D% Hº > L2L£K)
After 4 years Tibni died conveniently, we are not told
how. We know nothing about him.
1K 16:24 ¼1H-K< D¤ H/ Dx
Twelve thousand shekels.
¼3¼}¼< D2W̧
Samaria was, like Jerusalem and unlike the previous
capitals of the kings of the Northern Kingdom,
defensible and thus of strategic value. The Talmud
regards Omri’s purchase of the land and building a new
city in the Land of Israel as a great virtue not
completely drowned by all his wickedness.

AHAB % L$ D+ K$

Summary: Son of Omri. Reigned 22 years. Very bad,
especially under the influence of wife Jezebel. Naboth’s
vineyard. Killed in battle on orders of Syrian king.

1K 16:31 ¼0 I;L4F(
was it a small thing? (i.e. as if it was not enough).
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¼0 K6Kx D> J$
Probably the same name as Saul’s son ¼Ñ K× KT DI¼Î HÅ (with the
common change of = to ß in Aramaic), but here the
‘baal’ part was certainly not accidental, and there was
no point in trying to hide the stink by changing it to
‘bosheth’. The stink was there, and the reader is meant
to feel it, as explained later in the verse and in the next.
1K 17:1 ¼' L6 D0H& ¼- I% Ļ Nº H2 ¼-Hx Ḑ Hº K(
There are two words for a resident – an inhabitant is
normally ¼Æ IIÂÎ while ¼Æ LI¼D ¼f is a settler. ¼Î IÆ LIÃf HÓ means
that he was one of the settlers, called ¼Ò¼Î HT DI Hf as an
abbreviated or local dialect form, but some suggest that
he came from a place called ÆÞß (vowels uncertain as
it is not mentioned anywhere), so he was called ¼Î HT DI Hf,
and referred to as one of the residents using ¼Î IÆ LIÃf
because the word is similar, or he was one of the
settlers and came from that town, and your attention is
drawn to the coincidence. [Some try to connect it with
those who settled in Jabesh Gilead after the massacre,
but it would have said the settlers of Jabesh Gilead, not
the settlers of Gilead.] The most likely is the first.
Elijah came from Gilead in Transjordan and was known
as The Tishbi. His father’s name is nowhere mentioned,
and there is a lot of evidence pointing to the possibility
of his not being of Israelite ancestry. He was very firm
in his faith in God and especially as the God of Israel,
which would then have been his adopted family and
people. The following points are worth noting.
1) Neither his father’s name nor his tribe is anywhere
mentioned. (This on its own admittedly means nothing.)
2) His introduction as one of the settlers in Gilead.
3) His later remark ‘I am no better than my ancestors’
(1Kin.19:4).
4) Most important, his intolerance of sinners and strong
criticism of Israel as a whole because they do not come
up to his standard (for which he is criticised in the
Talmud, which finds God’s criticism of him in the text).
Two instances will be pointed out in these notes. This
attitude is common among many [certainly not all] of
those who enter from outside, and likewise often among
those who ‘return’. They learn and accept the standards
they are expected to keep, become meticulous and even
fanatic about them, and become intolerant of those
among the people they have joined who themselves fail
to fully and consistently observe those standards. They
are sincere, but, like Elijah, tend towards fanaticism.
These four points together suggest that he was among
the settlers of Gilead who adopted the Faith. If, as often
claimed, Obadiah was a proselyte, why not Elijah?
1K 17:3 LºU< Kº D5H4 D)
and hide. Ahab wanted to kill him.
1K 17:7 ¼1¼- H2L-
a year. > Gen.4:3.
1K 17:9 ( L> K8U< L:
A place in Lebanon. ‘France’ is post-biblical.
1K 17:10 ¼> J̧ J̧ N; D2
Probably chopping, but some say collecting.
1K 17:15 ¼1¼- H2L-
again, a year.
1K 18:17 ¼0 I$L< DµH- ¼< I/N6
When Elijah and Ahab met, they first exchanged insults.
1K 18:19 ¼0J%J*¼- H$ ¼3 K+ D0 O̧ ¼- I0 D/N$
Nobody will suggest that eight hundred and fifty men
sat round one table! The expresion is an idiom meaning
eating at the queen’s expense.
1K 18:21 ¼1¼- H+ D5N²
skipping. (cf. Ex.12:27.) Hopping from one to the other.

1K 18:29 ¼( L+D4 H® K( ¼>¼}¼0F6K0
A peculiar way of defining a time (how many people
knew when that was?), in the afternoon here but in the
morning in 2Kin.3:20.
1K 18:31 ª J2 Ḑ ¼(J- D(H- 0 I$L< DµH-
‘Israel’ was twelve tribes, not just ten in the north!
1K 18:34 ¼1H- K2
Carmel was near the sea and there was plenty of water,
for washing and so on, if not fit for drinking.
1K 18:42 ¼(L0 L6 ¼| ¼(L£ H0 I$D)
contrast, not pluperfect.
1K 19:3 ¼1 L;L£K) $U<K£K)
Elijah, afraid only of God, stood out against the king
and eight hundred and fify ‘prophets’, and killed the
latter, but was afraid of Jezebel.
1K 19:4 ¦K0 L( $|(D)
he had gone
¼- L>N%F$ I2 ¼- H/M4 L$ %}, $W0 ¼- H¤
Were his ancestors Israelites? > 17:1.
1K 19:5 'L+ J$
The indefinite article, ‘a(n)’. As in French and German,
the word for ‘one’ is used, but in Hebrew it is not
normally used at all. On rare occasions it is, e.g. 22:9.
1K 19:8 ¼% I<N+ SSS 'K6
It took him forty-one days from Beersheba to Horeb,
which was in Midian (North-West Arabia), and not in
what we call nowadays the Sinai Peninsula.
1K 19:10 ¼- H>$Ī H; $M̄ K;
On the basis of this phrase, the midrash identifies Elijah
with Phinehas ( ¼Î Hß LÅ DÕ HÜ ¼ß JÅ ¼D ¼Å DÕ KÜ DT, Num.25:11). My father
(who explained the whole story to me) told me the
difference. Phinehas acted quickly in an emergency on
his own responsibility, and God called him a zealot.
Elijah called himself one, boasting of ‘what I have done
for you!’
¦ D>¼-V< D% ¼| ¼% D* L6
Traditionally he was punished for slandering Israel by
having to attend every ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT until the Messiah.
¼-VzK% D0 ¼-H4F$ ¼< I>L| H$L)
I am your last supporter, if they kill me you will have
nobody left!
1K 19:11 $ I:
There was a lot wrong with his attitude. He was told to
go out and see certain things that might change him.
God was not in the tempest, the earthquake or the fire.
¸K6K<
an earthquake (see Zech.14:5).
1K 19:12 ( Ĺ K' ( L2 L2Uz 0};
a thin, calm voice. (NOT ‘silent’.) Miracles like fire
from heaven burning up the altar might impress people
for a moment, but do not get people to follow God. The
miracle will make people stop and listen, but that is the
time to then speak to them calmly and quietly. In the
voice Elijah recognised God who had not been in the
hurricane, earthquake or fire, and covered himself.
1K 19:14 < J2$M£K)
He was asked the same question as before and repeated
the same answer. He had not got the message, had not
learnt from the experience.
1K 19:16 ¼ª¼- Jº D+ Kº ¼$¼- H%L4 D0 + Ķ D2 Hº
My father explained: Elijah was worried what God
would do if he, the last supporter, was killed. The reply
was ‘You are not indispensable. Believe it or not, I can
manage without you. If that is your attitude I do not
want you. Go and appoint your successor.’
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1K 19:18 ¼1¼- H8L0F$ >K6 D% Ḩ
You are not the last one. Seven thousand people who
perhaps did not observe all God’s laws – they were
under tremendous pressure and had families to look
after – still drew the line and refused to worship Baal.
This was a tremedous thing to their credit, and from
those people there was hope for Israel.
Elijah was a great man who did everything correctly and
put his heart and soul into serving God, but in his
attitude to people he had much to learn, starting with
humility. In this respect he may be compared to Job,
rather than Phinehas.
1K 20:15 ' K;L² SSSS 'N; D8H£K)
the word means (here) mustered. It then tells you how
many there were. The word itself does NOT mean
‘counted’ though it might include that. > app. A.
1K 20:24 ¼1¼- H/ L0 D®K( < I5 L(
It seems that the satellite kings who had joined him in
the first battle were unreliable, turning coward at the
sign of battle, and leading their men in retreat. Replace
them with ‘governors’, i.e. appoint your own men in
their place in charge of their armies. [The rest of the
advice is clear: replace all your losses in men and
equipment and fight them in the plain. Sound advice,
but still with the superstitious belief that in the hills the
God (or gods) of Israel would win, while in the plain
the stronger forces of Syria would easily prevail.]
1K 20:26-27 ¼| ¼' D; L² D>L( SSS 'N; D8H£K)
mustered .> app. A. (If the word meant ‘counted’ it
would then have to tell you how many there were.)
1K 20:32 $|( ¼- H+ L$
After all that! And in the next two verses we see even
worse. Ahab set an example to the modern Israelis, but
they did not bother to read the rest of the story. The
expression is ‘How mad can you get?’
1K 20:39 ' I;L²H- ' I; L² H( 1 H$
if he is missing. > app. A.
1K 20:42 Lº D+K¬ Ḩ
you released. > Gen.8:7.
¼} ¼̧ D8K4 > K+ Kº ª Ḑ D8K4
Ahab was later killed on the direct orders of Ben-Hadad.
1K 21:9 ¸$N< Dx ¼>¼}¼%L4 > J$ |%¼- Ḩ N( D) 1}: |$V< H;
Proclaim a fast, and put Naboth in the top position, so
that it looks as if he is inciting a revolt.
1K 21:10 Lº D/K<Ix
‘blessed’, a euphemism for ‘cursed’. Not God, since
Jezebel rejected God anyway, but ‘the gods’.
1K 21:14 ¼0 Ḱ O5
An example of the use of the pual instead of the nif’al
to replace the missing passive of the kal. See
Introduction to Genesis ‘The Hebrew Verb’.
1K 21:17 ¼| ¼(L£ H0 I$
After Horeb, he was still around. He knew Ahab and
was the best man to deal with him.
1K 21:20 ¼- H%D-N$
As usual they began by exchanging insults. > 18:17.
ªU< J¤ K2 D> H(
You have sold yourself. Explained later in verse 25.
Jezebel was the source of all the evil, and he had sold
himself to her. (In mediaeval terms, he had sold his soul
to the devil.)
1K 21:21 ¼- H% I2 -H4 D4 H(
I am about to bring. (For ¼Å¼Î HÆ IÓ).
¼%¼|¼* L6D) ¼<¼|: L6D)
‘nothing left’, ‘all is lost’, > Deut.32:36.

1K *( ¼<JxVz ¼0 J%J*¼- H$ D0
God certainly did not speak to Jezebel, but had spoken
concerning Jezebel, > Gen. 20:2.
1K 21:25 <I¤ K2 D> H(
> vs.20 above. This was more effective than direct
blame. Tell a man he is wicked, he laughs at you, but
tell him that he has let his wife rule and mislead him
and you humiliate and hurt him, provoking him to assert
himself, or at very least to make him feel he was wrong.
Verse 27 shows that it was effective, but verse 29 shows
that Elijah had not expected this.
1K 21:29 L>¼- H$L<F(
In this one word ‘did you notice?’ there is a wealth of
teaching. It is a reproach to Elijah, who had accused all
Israel of wickedness beyond redemption and considered
Ahab as the worst of the lot. He has been shown that
even in Ahab there was a spark of good remaining, that
his bitter enemy was given a small reprieve, and that in
himself there was a touch of the not-so-good in thinking
Ahab unredeemable.
For all that there is never anywhere a tiny word of good
or kindness regarding Jezebel.

(JEHOSHAPHAT AND AHAB)

1K 22:2 0 I$L< DµH- ¦J0 J2 SSS (L'|(D- ¦ J0 J2 ,L8 Ļ }(D-
Throughout the whole of this story, one of the most
interesting and certainly the most amusing in the entire
Bible, we find that the former is always referred to
either as ‘Jehoshaphat, King of Judah’ or as just
‘Jehoshaphat’ (never ‘King of Judah’ alone), whereas
Ahab is, with one exception, never referred to by name,
only as ‘the King of Israel’ or just ‘the King’. The
exception is in Micah’s vision, when God calls him just
Ahab (verse 20).

1K 22:4 ª}2L/ ¼-H4}2 L¤

Chronicles mentions his name Ahab as well.

Jehoshaphat, basically a very good and just man, whom
we have not yet met, was fed up with decades of war
and strife between Israel and Judah. He wanted to make
a great effort to achieve peace, love and friendship
between the two. His visit to Ahab in the first place was
undoubtedly part of that policy, and he wished to stress
that the two peoples were active allies in all wars
against outsiders, no longer fighting against each other.
We will see that the neviim, even if they did not always
say so, were not too pleased with his friendship with
such a wicked man, and in fact some results of his
policy were far from beneficial to Judah.
1K 22:5 $L4 ¸L<Uz
Jehoshaphat’s only condition was God’s approval. He
mentions God by name.
1K 22:6 ¼1¼- H$¼- H% D̄ K(
Those of God had been murdered by Jezebel, except for
a hundred that had been hidden by Obadiah, and these
would not be welcome in Ahab’s court. Those of Baal
had been killed by Elijah. These four hundred or so
were a new lot, who would want to please the king.
0Lz D+ J$ 1 H$ SSS ¦I0 I$ K(
He simply asked ‘should I go or not?’
¼3 IºH- D)
Here the use of the optative is very significant. They did
not state a fact, as they did later. There are two uses of
the optative, so here it can be interpreted in two ways:
(a) a desire: ‘May he deliver it!’ A blessing or wish.
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(b) consecutive: ‘so that he may deliver it’. They still do
not say that he will deliver it.
Note also that they use the form of ‘My Lord’ but do
not mention God by name.

1K 22:7 'L+ J$ SSS '}6 SSS ¼3¼- I$ K(

Chron. giving the story in full, says they said
ha’elohim which could mean either God or the gods.

Four hundred were not enough? No, too many. One,
honest one, is enough. He again mentions God by name.
1K 22:8 ¼| ¼(D- L/¼- H2
Micah was not afraid to tell Ahab the truth, and was
therefore genuine. Elijah had complained at Horeb that
all the neviim had been killed and he alone remained,
but we see that Micah had survived. He need not have
worried about God, who could look after himself even
without Elijah! (Elijah was not consulted, presumably
because he was not around in the area at that time.)
1K 22:9 'L+ J$
Not stressed as in verse 7, but used as an indefinite
article. > 1Kin.19:5.
1K 22:10 ¼1¼- H$ DxK4 D> H2
Going through the process normally associated with
receiving a divine message, such as entering a trance.
1K 22:11 *( < K2L$ (N¤ SSS 0J*U< K% ¼-I4U< K;
Zedekiah was familiar with the style of the neviim of
Judah and realised what Jehoshaphat would expect. Take
something in your hands and display it, and explain the
symbolism – we see this a few times with Ezekiel and
Jeremiah – using the expression ‘Thus says God:’. The
rest he invented, but he was too late: Micah had already
been sent for. Had Zedekiah come out like this in the
beginning, Jehoshaphat might have accepted it.
1K 22:12 *( ¼3 K>L4 D)
They became bolder. They used God’s name, and used
the imperfective (as a future) stating a fact, that God
would indeed deliver his enemies into his hands. It is
important to contrast this verse with verse 6.

1K 22:13 ¦L$ D0 K® K( D)

In the Chron. version they just said ‘go and succeed,
and they will be delivered into your hand.’ It seems
that the author of Chronicles did not want to have
God’s name taken in vain, even in a quotation.

the messenger, nothing more.
1K 22:14 < J2$M£K)
Micah was angry, he was used to all this, but he would
only tell the truth, damn the consequences.
1K 22:15 ¼)¼- L0 I$ < J2$M£K)
He had second thoughts. If he told the truth Ahab would
not take any notice, so the best thing was to indeed say
exactly what all the others were saying, in a way that
made it clear that he was making fun of them.
1K 22:16 > J2E$ ;K<
Ahab’s hypocrisy – he had never wanted to hear the
truth from Micah, see verse 8 above. Micah’s trick had
worked, he had annoyed the king!
1K 22:17 ¼- H>¼- H$L<
The project would fail, the king, and the king alone,
would die there.
1K 22:18 ¼- HºU< K2L$
Confirming verse 8, contrary to verse 16. Against a man
like that you cannot win.

1K 22:19 < J2$M£K)
Why did Micah continue? To say any more to Ahab was
clearly a waste of time. There was a chance that
Jehoshaphat might listen and take note, but we see
Jehoshaphat as a good, sinple man with good intentions,
only not too clever and somewhat weak.
The picture of God holding a Council meeting, with the
deep sarcasm directed against Ahab and at the same
time hitting at his suppporters, is a magnificent piece of
description, hitting deep. He managed to infuriate them
all, yet Jehoshaphat, who had asked for God’s word in
the first place, sat by unimpressed and took no notice!
1K 22:20 % L$ D+ K$ > J$ ( Jº K8D- ¼- H2
The only mention of the name of Ahab in the entire
story. > vs.2.
1K 22:24 ( J¤K£K)
Had Zedekiah been genuine, he would not behave that
way. God’s preachers attacked their opponents verbally,
never physically, yet Jehoshaphat accepted his version!
1K 22:25 ¼( J$N< ¼ª D̄ H(
you are about to see, i.e. you will see.
$I% L+ I( D0 < J' J+ Dx < J'J+ $N% Lº
I am no coward, but you are!
1K 22:27 SSS |(O0 H/F$K(D) B$J0 J¤ K(
Ahab was so furious as to become spiteful. Had he not
taken Micah seriously he could simply have laughed at
him and sent him away as a madman to be ignored.
1K 22:28 ¼1L¬O¤ ¼1¼- H® K6 ¼| ¼6 D2 Ḩ
This seems to have been an idiomatic phrase that Micah
quoted, also used by a different Micah (Mic.1:2).
1K 22:29 ,L8 Ļ }(¼-H)
He did not learn, but still accompanied Ahab.
1K 22:30 µI²K+ D> H(
dress up (for battle) i.e. put on your armour and so on.
The word has been misunderstood by both translators
and commentators as meaning ‘to disguise’ – Jonathan
in his Aramaic Targum translates it as if it was ¼K Ib KÌ Dß JÅ
(I will disguise myself, while you wear your royal
garments) – and understand that at Ahab’s suggestion
they changed clothes, but there is nothing to support
this. > 2Chron.35:22.
1K 22:31 ¼(L| H: 1L<F$ ¦ J0 J2|
pluperfect. The king of Syria had commanded his
chariot commanders not to attack any of the Israelite
soldiers, but only the king – Ben Hadad’s thanks to the
man who had spared his life (see 1Kin.20:32 ff.).
Possibly Ahab had heard of this instruction, and for this
reason cunningly told Jehoshaphat to put on his royal
clothes (but not Ahab’s, they did not change clothes) so
that the enemy troops would think he was Ahab and kill
him instead. He would return alive, having thwarted
both Ben Hadad and God.
1K 22:32
The enemy in fact did at first think he was Ahab and
were about to attack him, when they suddenly realised
their mistake. Jehoshaphat had a very close escape
which he scarcely deserved after ignoring Micah’s
message. Yet he learned nothing from all this.
1K 22:34 > J̧ J́ Kx + Ķ L2 ¼̧ ¼- H$D)
They were apparently expecting hand-to-hand fighting
with swords and spears, but an archer shot from some
distance (which is why it says that he drew his bow
fully ¼D ¼_ Oß DÑ) and scored a direct hit. It does NOT say that
he drew the bow ‘at a venture’ i.e. at random, as we
were taught as children. (We understood that he drew
the bow at a venture, missed the venture and hit Ahab!)
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¼- H>¼- I0G+L(
I am wounded. Biblical Hebrew uses the same verb to
describe someone who is wounded, injured, or sick.
1K 22:38 7N, Ḑ H£K)
he rinsed. Who did? Whoever did it. (Impersonal).

JEHOSHAPHAT , L8 Ļ }(D-

Summary: Son of Asa. Age 25. Reigned 25 years.
Good. Wanted peace and made friends with Abab,
nearly killed at Ramoth Gilead. Reforms in education
and justice. Died.

1K 22:49 ¼̧ ¼- Ḩ U< Kº ¼>¼}¼£H4G$

Chronicles enlarges on Jehoshaphat, his educational
efforts and his wars. But it omits the story of his
joint attack with Joram against Moab.

These were initially stationed at Ezion Geber (alongside
modern Akaba and Elat) to travel down the Red Sea to
wherever Ophir was. Yet we find Jonah boarding a ship
to Tarshish at Jaffa in the Mediterranean (Jonah 1:3),
and there was no Suez Canal. It seems that Tarshish was
very far away, most ordinary people had no idea where
it was, and the expression ‘Tarshish ships’ was used as
we use ‘ocean-going vessels’ (they probably reached the
Indian Ocean, though keeping near to the shore), much
as people today say ‘Go to Timbuctu!’ without having
the faintest idea where the place is. Since the Jonah
story says that the ship was actually going to Tarshish
and Jonah wanted to go there, it was probably at the far
end of the Mediterranean, near Gibraltar or in Spain.
¼(L< Dx Ḑ H4
The archaic form of the feminine plural, changed into
the masculine ¼X ¼Ý DT DIHÕ by ketiv ukeri. > Deut.21:7.

AHAZIAH (L- D* K+F$

Summary: Son of Ahab. Reigned 2 years. Bad. Failed
in attempt to kill Elijah. Ill & died childless.

2K 1:1
Why did the Septuagint, who translated the Bible into
Greek and split the Book of Kings into two parts
because it was so long, pick this spot in the middle of
a paragraph and a story to split the Book? Rabbi Aryeh
Carmell gave the only satsifactory explanation I have
ever heard: ‘That is where they adjourned for lunch’.
2K 1:2 0K+L£K)
and was injured. > 1Kin.22:34.
¼- H0G+
same. Injury, wound, sickness.
2K 1:5 ¼)¼- L0 I$
To Ahaziah, not to Elijah.
2K 1:7 ,F² Ḑ H2
the description of. The word has various meanings,
including an allocated portion, besides justice, decision
and judgement.
2K 1:8 $|( SSS (L£ H0 I$
From this brief description the king recognised Elijah?
Certainly not. He asked the question because he
suspected who it was, and the description was enough to
satisfy him that his guess was correct.
2K 1:13 ¼1¼- Ḩ H0 Ḑ ¼1¼- H¹ H2F+ < Kµ
Either it means the officer of a third group of fifty,

which goes against the punctuation (teamim), or it
means a third officer of a group of fifty, in which case
the final mem should not be there. Jonathan’s Targum
accepts the former, it is a plural and the mem is therfore
correct, so presumably the punctuation is not, but the
other looks more likely from the text.
2K 1:17 ¼3 Ix }0 (L- L( $W0
Jehoram (or Joram) was his brother.

(ELIJAH’S DEPARTURE AND ELISHA)

2K 2:1 0Ly D0Hy K(
Evidently above Bethel. Not the usual one nea Jericho.
2K 2:4 ¼} ¼+¼-V<D-
It had been re-built, 1Kin.16:34.
2K 2:9 1H-K4 Ḑ - H²
two thirds. (It does NOT mean ‘double’, which makes
no sense here.) The expression occurs only twice more
in the entire Bible. In Zech.13:8 it can only mean two
thirds. Deut.21:17 deals with a case of a man who dies
and leaves two sons, one a firstborn who does not get
double what the father leaves, but two thirds! In effect
he gets double what his brother gets; that is implied, but
not what the text says. [One can argue that it really
means ‘two parts’ not necessarily two thirds. In the
other two cases it must mean two thirds, and here if it
means two parts, what is more reasonable than two
thirds?] Elisha was modest and could not ask for the lot.
2K 2:10 L>¼- Ḩ D; H(
Elijah did not ask Elisha ‘What can I give you?’ but
‘What can I do for you?’ What Elisha asked for was not
in his (Elijah’s) power to give, both knew this, but he
could ask, and this is what Elisha wanted. It seems that
he did pray, and was given this answer. If Elisha stuck
to Elijah until the very very end, he would receive the
spirit, but not otherwise.
2K 2:12 ¼)¼- Ļ L< L8¼| 0 I$L< DµH- ¼% J/J<
the carrier of Israel and its drivers. ¼ILÝLb translated as
‘horseman’ was not a horse rider, but the driver of the
chariot, the man who drove the horses. In battle he was
joined by an armed soldier, and sometimes by a third, a
soldier who fought attackers from the rear, ¼I¼Î HÑ LI.
2K 2:16 *( K+¼|< ¼} ¼$ LµD4 ¼3 J²
cf. 1Kin.18:12.
2K 2:22 ¼| ¼8L<I£K)
for ¼X ¼Å DÙLÝI[KÊ.
2K 2:24 ¼1¼- HxOz ¼1H- Kº Ḑ
The feminine here means they were she-bears.

JORAM 1L<}-

Summary: Son of Ahab, after Ahaziah. Reigned 12
years. Bad, but less than others. Killed by Jehu.

2K 3:1 Two kings (one each in Israel and Judah) were
called Jehoram or Joram, and later two (again one each
in Israel and Judah) were called Jehoash or Joash. In
these notes we use the shorter form, Joram and Joash.

Since the whole thing gets a bit complicated, we
will try to set it out clearly.

1. Ahab, king of Israel, had (at least) three children: two
sons Ahaziah and Joram, and a daughter Athaliah.
2. When he died, Ahaziah became king of Israel.
3. Ahaziah died without children and his brother Joram
succeeded him as king of Israel.
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4. Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, also had a son named
Joram, who succeeded his father as king of Judah.
5. Joram of Judah married Athaliah, daughter of Ahab.
6. So the two Jorams who reigned at the same time were
brothers-in-law.
7. Joram and Athaliah, then king and queen of Judah,
had a son whom they called Ahaziah (presumably after
his mother’s brother), who (later) succeeded Joram as
king of Judah.

This may help.
NOTE: Later there were two other names, each of which
was among the kings of both Judah and Israel, but leave
those for the moment till we come to them.
2K 3:5
Repetition of 2:1.
2K 3:6 ¼'N; D8H-K)
mustered. > app.A.

2K 3:9 ¼1¼} ¼'E$ ¼¦J0 J2

The story is not told in Chronicles, although it
concerns Jehoshaphat.

This was either a governor or a puppet king appointed
by Israel. See 1Kin.22:48.
2K 3:13 *( ¼$L< L; ¼- H¤
The attack on Moab had been Joram’s own idea, but
when things went wrong on the way he blamed God,
instead of accepting responsibility for bad planning.
2K 3:20 ¼(L+ D4 H® K( ¼>¼}¼0F6K¤
A strange expression to indicate a certain time of day.
In 1Kin.18:29 it was in the afternoon, here morning.
2K 3:27 ¼)¼- L0 L6 I2 ¼| ¼6 D5H£K) SSS ¼7 J: J; ¼- H(D-K) SSS ¼(L0N6 ¼| ¼(I0F6K£K)
King Mesha of Moab sacrificed his son on the wall,
there was anger against Israel, and they (the three kings)
left and went home. One has a feeling that there was
something more to the story here, which the author is
hiding from us.
[A suggetion that the king of Moab sacrificed the son of
the king of Edom, not his own, has much against it.]

(ELISHA) (¼× LI¼Î HÑEÅ)

2K 4:2 ¼¦¼| ¼5 L$
The word occurs nowhere else, but is generally agreed
to mean a jar or other container in which oil is kept.
Small or large? The usual assumption is that Elisha was
doing miracles all the time, so this was one – a small jar
miraculously produced a large amount of oil.
Perhaps this was not a miracle, but a lesson. Assume
that the jar was in fact very large, what use was it? One
cannot live on olive oil when there is nothing else. Nor
could she sell it – nobody wanted to buy a large
container full of oil. Elisha gave her practical advice.
Split up the oil – borrow small jars and containers if
you haven’t any – and sell it retail in small quantities.
This was no problem. The message was that before you
complain that you have nothing, make sure that you
really have nothing.
2K 4:13 L(¼- J0 I$ ¼$L4 ¼< L2E$
Elisha was not afraid to speak directly to a woman, as
some have suggested. In the previous story he spoke
directly to the widow. He could anyway have spoken to
her husband. There appears to have been some problem
about the local dialect or the language.
2K 4:19 ¼< K6K̄ K(
The word is used in this story for four different people.

(1) here, the one who took the boy home, (2) the
donkey driver in verse 24, (3) Gehazi in verse 25, (4)
the boy in verse 29 ff.
2K 4:27 ¼)¼- L0 D&K< Dx ¼;I*F+ KºK)
she attacked him.
{L0 ¼(L< L2 ¼{ Ļ D8K4
She would not normally behave like this. She is upset
about something very serious and blames me. Let her
get it out of her system.
¼- H0 ¼'¼-Hy H( ¼$W0 D) ¼-H̄ J® H2 ¼1¼- H0E6 J( *(K)
God has hidden from me that she is in trouble and did
not tell me what it is. [The first verb is present perfect,
subject before verb, the second is a simple past.] Or
possibly the reverse – has hidden from me what the
trouble is and did not even tell me she was in trouble.
Elisha still does not know what it is all about.
SSSSS ¼3 I% ¼- Hº D0 K$ Ļ F(
Then he understood that the boy was dead or dying.
2K 4:33 ¼0 I¬ K² D>H£K)
Elisha did not perform a miracle but asked God to.
2K 5:9 ¼>H-Kx K( ¼+ K>J² ¼'N2F6K£K)
The ¼Ì Kß Jb was like a front garden, outside > Gen.18:1.
It was beneath his dignity to go inside, he would wait
for the man to come out to him (see verse 11).
2K 5:10 ¼¦ L$ D0 K2 SSS ¼+K0 Ḑ H£K)
Two can play at that game. Elisha kept his dignity by
staying inside and sending out a messenger.
2K 5:15 ¼)¼-L4 L8 D0 ¼'N2F6K£K)
His attitude changed.
2K 5:18 ¼- H>L-L)F+ Kº Ḑ H( Dx
An Aramaic form. Naaman came from Aram. The
Hebrew would have been ¼Î Hß¼D¼ÊFÌ Kf DI HÉ DT.
2K 5:19 ¼9J< L$ ¼>K< D% H¤
> Gen.35:16.
2K 5:21 ¼0N²H£K)
he alighted (not fell). cf. Gen.24:64.

JORAM (contd.) 1L<}-

2K 6:2 ¼3 IzU<K£ K( ¼'K6
This would be when they were at Jericho, either earlier,
or he returned there later.
2K 6:8 ¼- H>M4F+ Kº
An unusual grammatical form. Singular, for ¼Î HßLÕFÌ Kf ? Or
an Aramaic plural instead of Hebrew ¼Î LßÂÕFÌ Kf ? >5:18.
2K 6:9 ¼1¼- H(W0E$L( ¼̧ ¼- H$
Only in verse 12 does it become clear that this is Elisha.
¼0 I$L< DµH- ¦J0 J2
> 1Kin.22:2, only here it presumably refers to Joram.
His name is not mentioned at all. Note how Elisha’s
attitude has changed since 2Kin.3:14.
¼1¼- HºH+D4
Another unusual grammatical form of controversial
precise meaning. The overall meaning is clear.
2K 6:10 ¼(N<¼- H(D* H( D)
and had warned him. The subject is the man of God, not
the king, note carefully the punctuation.
2K 6:14 ¼% J/ J< D)
The word is collective, so plural ‘chariots’.
2K 6:18 ¼1¼-V<I) D4 K±Kx
Probably things that cause blindness > Gen.19:11.
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2K 6:25 ¼6K%N<
The only instance where it means a quarter (for ¼× KÆJÝ).
Contrast Num.23:10 and > there.
2K 6:26 ¼0 I$L< DµH- ¼¦ J0 J2
> verse 9, and 1Kin.22:2. Again presumably Joram, here
sometimes called ¼E JÑ J_ KÉ but never named.
2K 6:27 ¼¦ I6 Ḩ ¼}¼- ¼0 K$
A peculiar way of saying ‘if not’. (NOT ‘may he not’.)
2K 6:32 K+ I³K< D2 K(
Note the piel form, in its original meaning of repeated.
KÌ IÛÃÝ is a murderer (once), KÌ IcKÝ DÓ a regular murderer.
2K 6:33 ¼< J2 ¼$M£K)
The messanger said.
2K 7:2 ¼3 K6K£K)
It appears that he did not simply utter disbelief as to the
likelihood of its happening but said it with a sneer at
God’s power, for which reason he was punished.
¼( J$N< ¼(L/ D̄ D(
you are about to see (you will see) > Gen.6:17.
2K 7:3 ¼+ K> J²
at the entrance – outside (> Gen. 18:1).
¼< K6 K¹K(
The large area at the town entrance.
2K 7:4 ¼(L0 D²H4 D)
and let us desert. > 1Sam.29:3. Normally food would be
brought out to them, but there was none to bring out.
2K 7:6 K6¼- H2 Ḑ H(
pluperfect ‘had made [them] hear’. Before the four
men arrived.
¼|¼< D2 ¼$M£K)
the enemy soldiers (not the four men) said.
2K 7:12 ¼(I% L+I( D0
for ¼Å IÆ LÌ IÉ DÑ.
2K 7:17 ¼| ¼( O5 D2U<H£K)
not from spite but in the stampede.
2K 8:1 ¼<JxVz ¼6 Ļ ¼- H0E$J)
pluperfect: Elisha had told the woman. Her husband,
who was an old man, had it seems died in the meantime.
2K 8:3 0 J$
as often, interchanged with ¼Ñ K×.
2K 8:4 ¼6 Ļ ¼- H0E$ ¼( LµL6 ¼< J̧ F$
This took place much later. It appears that Elisha had
died during those seven years. The king would either
have been Joash, who visited Elisha when the latter was
dying (13:14), or his son Jeroboam.
2K 8:6 ¼' L+ J$
Not stressed. An indefinite article ‘a’. > 1Kin.19:5.
2K 8:13 ¼-H4 K$U< H(
In 1Kin.19:15 Elijah was told to anoint Hazael. It seems
that he left the job to Elisha. The anointing evidently
did not have to be literal, it was enough to tell him. It
was all necessary because he was not the king’s son.

JORAM 1L<}-

Summary: Son of Jehoshaphat. Age 32. Reigned 8
years. Bad. Married (by his father?) to Athaliah,
daughter of Ahab and Jezebel. Died.

2K 8:16 ¼, L8 Ļ ¼} ¼(¼-H)
Not the fifth year of Jehoshaphat’s reign, but the fifth in
which he reigned simultaneously with Joram of Israel.
To sort out which Joram was which > 2Kin.3:1.

2K 8:18 % L$ D+ K$ >Kx
Athaliah.
2K 8:20 ¼¦J0 J2 SSS ¼| ¼/¼- H0 D2K£K)
> 2Kin.3:9 (and see 1Kin.22:48).
2K 8:21 ¼)¼- L0 L(N$ D0 1 L6 L( 5L4L£K)
The next verse casts doubt on which side fled home.

Chron. omits these three words but adds a bit more
about Joram, including a mysterious letter from
Elijah – mysterious because Elijah had long since
departed from this world – and a horrible death.

AHAZIAH (L- D* K+F$

Summary: Son of Joram. Age 22. Reigned 1 year. Bad.
Killed by Jehu.

2K 8:26 ¼-V< D2 L6 >Kx
Actually Omri’s grand-daughter, Ahab’s daughter. In
genealogies a generation or more is often missed out.
2K 8:29 ¼(J0N+
wounded (not just ill).

2K 9:1 $L< L;

Chronicles adds a few words to elaborate.

Meanwhile, Elisha had called.
¼>N2L<
Where the battle was on (from previous and vs.14).
2K 9:2 ¼, L8 Ļ ¼} ¼(D- ¼3 Jx
Not the king of that name.
2K 9:5 ¼0H- K+K( ¼- I< Lµ
the officers of the army.
2K 9:11 ¼$ L:L- ¼$¼| ¼(I- D)
Contrast, not pluperfect. The man fled, and Jehu went
out.
< J2$M£K)
one of them said.
¼6Ly O̧ D2 K(
the madman. Either because the pupils of the neviim
dressed in a peculiar way, or because he called him out
to speak to him privately and then ran away.
2K 9:13 ¼| ¼<F( K2D-K)
It seems that Jehu did not take the man seriously, but
the others (who had previously thought him mad) did.
2K 9:14 ¼>N2L< Dx ¼< I2W̧ ¼(L- L(
had been guarding (or waiting?) in (or at?). The
expression seems to imply (but not necessarily) that
Israel had recaptured Ramot, either at the time or
previously, and Hazael was counter-attacking. The army
of Israel was then inside Ramot. This would explain
Jehu’s order in the next verse.
2K 9:15 ¼<¼- H6 L( ¼3 H2
Jehu was concerned that nobody should leave Ramot
and reach Jezreel ahead of him, telling them of the
conspiracy that they blew the horn and declared Jehu
king. This makes sense if they were inside the town and
Aram was attacking from outside, hence the word ¼Í¼Î HÑ Lb,
one who escaped, who would have to run the gauntlet of
the enemy. For this reason Jehu went alone (with a
soldier in his chariot, vs.25), and did not take his
friends with him. Were the army outside attacking, he
would have asked his friends to see that nobody left the
camp, not the town, and this would have been difficult.
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2K 9:17 ¼% L¤K<
a charioteer.
2K 9:18 ¼5¼| ¼±K( ¼% I/N<
This is the same as ¼ÆL]KÝ in the previous verse, and
means the man in the chariot who drove the horse(s).
They did not ride on horseback.
2K 9:20 ¼- Ḩ D2H4
Genealogies often skip generations – see vs. 2.
¼& L( D4H- ¼3¼} ¼6Ly Ḩ D% ¼- H¤
Mad drivers (today) are nothing new.
2K 9:23 ¼)¼- L'L- ¼1L<¼} ¼(D- ¼¦N8F(K£K)
He pulled the reins so as to turn the chariot round and
flee.
2K 9:24 ¼}¼xH¬ H2 - H: I+ K( ¼$ I:I£K)
The arrow struck him ‘between his arms’ in the back,
and emerged from his heart, i.e. in the front.
¼6K< D/H£K)
lit. he knelt, i.e. he collapsed.
2K 9:25 ¼<N/ D* ¼- H¤
The syntax is a bit difficult. ‘Remember how you and I
rode as a pair following his father Ahab, when ......’
Probably the fuller version of what Elijah said, see
1Kin.21:17 ff. Jehu and Bidkar were there and heard it.
2K 9:27 <|& ¼(I0F6 K2 Dx
Missing words are implied: ‘he caught up with and shot
him’ at Ma’aleh-Gur. The shot was not instantly fatal.
2K 9:29 ¼(I< Dµ J6 ¼> K+K$
cf. 8:25. The verse is anyway superfluous here.

Chron. drastically curtails the whole business about
Jehu to a few words, with a different version of the
death of Ahaziah.

JEHU $|(I-

Summary: Anointed on Elisha’s orders, killed Joram.
Reigned 28 years. Not so good. Died.

2K 10:1 ¼1¼- H6 D% Ḩ
As usual, probably an approximation.
2K 10:4 ¼| ¼$U<H£K)
They were scared of Jehu.
2K 10:13 ¼$ L: L2 ¼$¼| ¼(I- D)
had met (not ‘found’), before he reached Samaria (see
later), so they were on their way north to Jezreel.
¼(L<¼- H% Dy K( ¼-I4 D%¼| ¼¦ J0 J® K( ¼-I4 Dx
There are two possibilities:
(a) They knew the king (Ahaziah) was dead, and came
to enquire of the welfare of the sons of the king and of
the queen-mother (Athaliah), some of whom may have
accompanied Ahaziah on his visit to Joram. Ahaziah’s
brothers would have included the sons of Athaliah, but
‘brothers’ and ‘sons’ might not be literal.
(b) The commentators claim that they knew of the death
of Joram but not of Jezebel. (But what if they did?)
They assume that the queen-mother was Jezebel, to
whom the title belonged after the death of Ahab, (their
assumption that ¼ÉLÝ¼Î HÆ DU means a queen in her own right
is not aceptable, > 1Kin.11:19.), so the ‘sons of the
king’ were those of the last king, Joram of Israel, and
those of the queen-mother were his brothers. Were they
were all so concerned about them as to travel down
from Jerusalem to Jezreel specially?

2K 10:14 ¼1¼| ¼, L+ Ḑ H£K)
Descendants of Athaliah were all part of the House of
Ahab, which he set out to destroy completely. (But he
did not manage to get Athaliah.)
2K 10:15 ¼| ¼(I0F6K£K)
Jehu gave Jonadab a lift in his chariot. Jonadab was not
scared to travel with a mad driver (see 9:20).
2K 10:16 ¼- H> L$D4 H; Dx ¼( I$U<|
> 1Kin.19:10.
2K 10:19 ¼' I; L²H- 0 K$
> app. A.
2K 10:24 ¼̧ ¼|¼% D0
It seems the Baal worshippers wore special garments at
their festivals, and Jehu was particular about this,
perhaps so that they could be recognised.
2K 10:25 ¼(L0N6 L( ¼>¼} ¼µF6K0
Jehu simply pepared a sacrifice to Baal. He did not
offer it up, or it would have said ¼ß¼D ¼ÑF× KÉ DÑ.

ATHALIAH (L- D0 K>F6

Summary: Mother of Ahaziah, took over when he died
and massacred the family. Daughter of Ahab & Jezebel.
Very bad. Reigned 6 years. Killed on Jehoiada’s orders.

2K 11:1 ¼(L- D0 K>F6K)
Athaliah, daughter of Ahab and Jezebel, and widow of
Jehoshaphat’s son Joram.
¼(L/L0 D2 K® K( 6K<J*
the royal family. > 1Kin.2:22. The words ¼É LÐ¼X¼Ñ DÓ, ¼ÉLÐLÑ DÓ KÓ
and ¼ß¼X ¼Ð DÑ KÓ are sometimes used after a ‘construct’ noun
(as here) to denote the adjective ‘royal’.
2K 11:2 ¼6K% J̧ ¼} ¼(D-
A daughter of Joram of Judah, but not necessarily of
Athaliah. She rescued her baby nephew Joash who later
became king of Judah. His reign overlapped a bit with
another Joash – no relation whatever, a descendant of
Jehu, not of Ahab – who became king of Israel.
This was not done deliberately to further confuse
students of history after the two Ahaziahs and the two
Jorams, but it succeeded.
[There were also two Jehoahazes, one for each kingdom,
but they at least were centuries apart, as were two
Jeroboams of Israel.]

2K 11:4 6L'L-¼} ¼(D-

Chron. adds that Jehosheba (calling her ¼ß K× DÆ HI¼D ¼É DÎ)
was the wife of Jehoida the High Priest. A post-
biblical ¼× KÆ JI¼Î HÑEÅ became ¼ß K× DÆ HI¼Î HÑEÅ, hence Elizabeth!

It becomes clear later that he was the High Priest, and
from Chronicles that he married the daughter of King
Joram, Jehosheba, who rescued Joash, which explains
how she and her husband managed to hide Joash in one
of the buildings attached to the Temple (NOT, as it
appears to say, inside the Temple itself).
¼- I< Lµ
These were the officers of the guard who protected the
Royal Palace. The fact that he could trust them shows
that Athaliah was not too popular.
The details of the plan are not too easy to disentangle.
2K 11:15, 18 ¼>Nz O; D² B¼- I' O; D²
> app. A.
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JOASH ¸ L$}-

Summary: Son of Ahaziah. Age 7. Reigned 40 years.
Good (but see Chron.). Assassinated.

2K 12:5 ¼} ¼¤U< J6 ¼>¼} ¼̧ D8K4 ¼7 J5 J¤
Lev. chap.27.
2K 12:6 ¼| ¼́ D~ K+D- ¼1 I( D)
They were to repair. Joash gave the priests the job of
repairing the Temple. They took the money but did not
do the repairs.
2K 12:9 ¼| ¼>N$I£K)
They agreed not to take the money, but refused to repair
the Temple. So the money was taken separately and
outside workers were brought in to do the repairs.
2K 12:11 ¼< I8N5
There was no general education in those days. This was
a man who learned the three R’s – reading, ’riting, and
’rithmetic. He could read, write and count!
2K 12:12 ¼(L/ ¼$L0 D®K( ¼- IµN6
In this verse this does NOT mean the workmen, but is
a technical term for the treasurers (cf. Est.3:9, 9:3) who
in turn used it to pay the workers and those who
supplied the necessary materials. However, in verse 16
and probably in verse 15 it refers to the workmen.
2K 12:15,16 ¼(L/ ¼$L0 D® K( ¼- IµN6
> verse 12 above.
2K 12:17 ¼1 Ļ L$ ¼7 J5J¤
Lev.5:16, Num.5:8.
¼>¼} ¼$ L¢ K+ ¼7 J5J/ D)
Complicated explanations are offered.

Chronicles tells the story of Joash as here, with a lot
of variations in wording, but adds that all went well
until Jehoiada died, when he listened to his advisers
and adopted idolatry. Jehoiadah’s son Zechariah,
who became a navi, reproached him, and on Joash’s
orders was stoned to death in the Temple courtyard.

JEHOAHAZ * L+ L$}(D-

Summary: Son of Jehu. Reigned 17 years. Bad. Died.

2K 13:5 K6¼- Ḩ ¼} ¼2
We do not know who he was.
¼1 J(¼- I0G( L$ Dx
In their homes, not tents.

JOASH ¸ L$}-

Summary: Son of Jehoahaz. Reigned 16 years. Bad.
Defeated Amaziah of Judah. Died.

2K 13:13 ¼̧ L$¼}¼- ¼% K¤ Ḑ H£K)
We appear to have finished with him, but another
account follows which tells us more about him and fills
us in with details.
2K 13:22 ¼9 K+L0 SSS ¼0 I$L*F+K)
pluperfect. Now Hazael had pressed (much earlier, in
the time of Jehoahaz, before the time of Joash).

JOASH (contd.) and AMAZIAH (L- D: K2F$

Summary: Amaziah son of Joash of Judah. Age 25.
Reigned 29 years. Fairly good. Assassinated.

2K 14:6 ¼>¼- H2 I( ¼$W0
It is not clear why he even wanted to kill the sons.
2K 14:7 ¼6K0 J± K(
Petra (the Red Rock), often the capital of Edom.
¼0 I$ D> D;L-
And not ¼Ñ IÅ Df DÜLÎ, contrary to the rules of grammar.

2K 14:8 ¼( J$L< D>H4

Chron. gives more details of the battle. Also that
before the battle with Edom Amaziah hired soldiers
from Israel, but was told to dismiss them or he
would lose the battle, so he did and won. But he
then worshipped the Seirite (Edomite) idols!

Directly opposite to Jehoshaphat, who had made great
efforts for peace with Israel, Amaziah went out of his
way to declare war which Joash of Israel did not want,
and paid a heavy price.
2K 14:10 ¼ªJxH0 ¼ªF$ LµD4¼|
you have become big-headed.
2K 14:11 ¼6 K2 Ļ ¼$W0 D)
he was also pig-headed.
2K 14:12 ¼)L0 L(N$ D0
home.
2K 14:15,16.
Compare these verses with 13:12,13 above. The two
documents end in the same way, but the author of Kings
did not merge them.
2K 14:21 ¼(L-U<K*F6
He is more often referred to as ¼ÉL[HY O× or ¼X ¼ÉL[HYO×.

JEROBOAM II 1L6 D%L<L-

Summary: Son of Joash. Reigned 41 years. Restored
enormous territory to Israel. Died.

2K 14:25 ¼(L%L<F6L( ¼1L-
The Dead Sea.
¼$¼-H%L̄ K( ¼- Kº H2F$ ¼3 J% ¼(L4¼}¼-
The one whose book carries his name. There could not
have been two with a name like that.
2K 14:28 ¼0 I$L< DµH- Dx ¼( L'¼| ¼(¼- H0
Obscure.

AZARIAH (UZZIAH) ((L£H~ O6) (L-U<K*F6

Summary: Son of Amaziah. Age 16. Reigned 52 years,
but stricken with sara’at and for many years till he died
Jotham acted as regent. Good (?). Died.

2K 15:5 SSS ¼1 L>¼}¼- D) ¼>H-Kx K( ¼0 K6

Chronicles tells of his great success in battles.

In the latter part of his reign, until his death, he suffered
from sara’at (which is NOT leprosy), was kept in
quarantine and was thus unfit to officiate as king, so his
son Jotham acted as regent. These years are sometimes
included in Jotham’s reign and in other places not,
causing apparent discrepancies when counting the years.
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Isaiah 6:1 begins ‘In the year of Uzziah’s death’
taken by some to mean when he was stricken with
his disease and ceased to function as king.

Chron. explains what happened. After his victories
he became big-headed, and went to offer incense on
the altar. The priests tried unsuccessfully to stop
him. Suddenly they saw he was stricken with saraat
on his forehead, so he had to leave the Temple area.

ZECHARIAH (L- U<K/ D*

Summary: Son of Jeroboam. Reigned 6 months. Bad.
Killed by Shallum.

2K 15:10 ¼1 L6 ¼0L% L;
An Aramaic expression. In public.
2K 15:12 ¼1¼- H6¼- H%U< ¼-I4 Dx
Jehu, Jehoahaz, Joash, Jeroboam, Zechariah.

SHALLUM 1|¬ Ķ

Summary: Killed Zechariah. Reigned 1 month. Killed
by Menahem.

He only reigned one month, not long enough to do good
or bad, so it does not say that he did either.

MENAHEM 1 I+K4 D2

Summary: Killed Shallum. Reigned 10 years. Bad.
Died.

2K 15:19 0|8
It seems Menahem had a lot of internal opposition, and
bribed Phul (Tiglath Pileser?), the first Assyrian king to
invade Israel, to support him. But Phul then went home.

PEKAHIAH (L- D+ K; D²

Summary: Son of Menahem. Reigned 2 years. Bad.
Killed by Pekah.

PEKAH + K; J²

Summary: Killed Pekahiah. Reigned 20 years. Bad.
Killed by Hoshea.

2K 15:29 ¼< J5 J$ D0 H² ¼>K0 D& Hº
Tiglath Pileser, the second Assyrian king (or if Phul, the
first) to invade Israel, exiled a lot of the population to
Assyria.

JOTHAM 1 L>}-

Summary: Son of Uzziah. Age 25. Reigned 16 years
(apparently as king, after regency). Good. Died.

2K 15:30 ¼1¼-V< Dµ J6
Pekah outreigned Jotham by 4 years! This was the
fourth year of Ahaz’s reign.

Chronicles adds a few bits about Jotham.

AHAZ * L+ L$

Summary: Son of Jotham. Age 20. Reigned 16 years.
Bad. Died.

2K 16:5 ¼3¼- H:U<
Pekah of Israel and Rezin of Aram jointly invaded
Judah, attacked Jerusalem and failed. Is.7:6 says their
aim was to capture it and instal their own puppet king.
Ahaz, king of Judah at the time, successfully bribed
Tiglath Pileser to attack Aram and draw them away
from Judah, which he did, exiling the inhabitants of
Damascus and killing Rezin.

Chron. tells us more about Ahaz, with a differing
version of his relationship with Tiglath Pileser.

HOSHEA K6 I̧ }(

Summary: Killed Pekah. Reigned 9 years. Bad but not
as bad as predecessors. Last king of Israel, imprisoned
for treachery by Shalmaneser who exiled population.

2K 17:1 K6 I̧ ¼} ¼(
For some unknown reason the navi of that name is
rendered in English as Hosea but the king (like Joshua’s
original name) as Hoshea. He was the last king of Israel
and not quite as bad as his predecessors.
2K 17:3 ¼< J5 J$D4 K2 D0 Ķ
Shalmaneser the next Assyrian king to invade Israel.
Hoshea at first served him, then rebelled, so he came,
wreaked absolute havoc in the country (Hos.10:14 where
he is called ¼Ô KÓ DÑ KI), and his successor Sargon captured
Samaria (city), exiled the rest of the population to
Assyria and from there to various places in mid-Asia.
This is repeated in more detail below in 18:9-11.
It seems that Hoshea actually reigned for only 6 years,
after which Shalmaneser imprisoned him and set siege
to Samaria for 3 years before Sargon captured it.
2K 17:6 ¼0J&J£K) SSSSS ¼' K/L0
(Sargon) captured ... and exiled (hif’il).

END OF THE KINGDOM OF ISRAEL

2K 17:15 ¼)¼- L>M)U' I6
The plural from ¼ß¼X¼È I×. If from ¼ÉLÈ I× it would be ¼Ê¼Î Lß¼D ¼È I×.
> 1Kin.2:2.
2K 17:23 ¼0J&H£K)
he (Israel) was led into exile (kal).
2k 17:24 ¼<¼| ¼¹ K$ ¼¦J0 J2 ¼$I%L£K)
The policy of the Assyrian Empire was to conquer other
countries, to strip them of all their wealth and take it
home to their capital Nineveh, and to prevent rebellion
by transferring the populations and distributing them in
various countries distant from their own. (Later we will
see how the Babylonian policy differed.)
The Assyrian king – presumably Sargon (Shalmaneser’s
successor) – brought in a mixture of populations from
various mid-Asian countries and settled them in
Samaria. We know that a fourth Assyrian king, his son
Sennacherib, as well as his son Esar-Haddon (Ezr.4:2)
and his son Assurbanipal (Asnapar, Ezr.4:10) each in
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turn transported large numbers of forced immigrants
into Samaria. All these later coalesced and became
known as the Samaritans. (See list of Assyrian kings.)
2K 17:25 ¼+K¬ Ķ D-K)
he released.
2K 17:29 ¼1¼-H4N< D2W¹K( ¼| ¼µ L6
The Israelites previously had made.
2K 17:34 ¼1¼- H$ I< D- ¼1L4¼- I$
This appears to contradict the previous two verses. What
it seems to mean is that they feared God but not
sufficiently.
2K 17:34 ¼1 Lº H$
Continuing the previous verse it means ‘with Israel’.

HEZEKIAH (L£ H;D* H+

Summary: Son of Ahaz. Age 25. Reigned 29 years.
Good. Great reformer. Influenced by Isaiah. Had 15
years added to his life. Died.

2K 18:4 ¼$L< D;H£K)

Chronicles adds a great deal about Hezekiah and the
Temple. His famous Passover, described there, is
not mentioned in Kings.

Israel (not Hezekiah) called it.
2K 18:9-11
A repetition of 17:5-6 in slightly different words.
2K 18:12 ¼%¼-V< I+ D4 K5
Senacherib, the next Assyrian king to invade the
country, went beyond Israel and invaded Judah.
Hezekiah, who had rebelled against him (verse 7) and
possibly made an alliance with his arch enemy Egypt,
apologised, sent a large bribe, but this did not help.

2K 18:23 ¼1¼- H% D/N<

Isaiah 36 gives the same story in more or less the
same words, omitting the apology and the bribe.

Chronicles adds Hezekiah’s preparations for
defence. It then tells the story less fully and in
different words.

The Assyrians rode on horseback, and this does not
mean here charioteers but horsemen.
2K 19:23 @ Lº D8K< I+
The pasek, with good intentions of separating a nasty
word from the divine name, has in fact misled and made
it worse. The Masoretes should not have put it in as it
misleads, suggesting God was being addressed! It is not
found in all early manuscript editions.
2K 19:35 ¼1¼- H> I2 SSS ¼| ¼2¼- H¤ Ḑ K£K)
They did not wake up dead, but saw all the corpses.
2K 20:1 ¼ª J>¼- I% D0 ¼) K:
> 2Sam.17:23.
2K 20:9 ¼>¼}¼0F6 K2
Ahaz’s steps. It appears (as suggested by
archaeologists) that Ahaz had built some steps (not
degrees), which served, intentionally or unintentionally,
as a sort of sun-dial.
2K 20:9-11 ¼* L+L$ ¼>¼} ¼0F6 K2 Dx SSSSS ¼>¼}¼0F6 K2
As there appears to be a lot of misunderstanding, it is
worth translating all three verses.

Isaiah asked ‘When the shadow progresses ten steps,
can it go back ten steps?’ Hezekiah answers ‘It is easy
for the shadow to turn [i.e. forwards] ten steps, [but] not
that it should return backwards ten steps.’ Isaiah prayed
to God, who caused the shadow to return by the
[number of] steps in which it had descended in Ahaz’s
steps ten steps backwards. [> 1Is.38:8]
The syntax is not quite as we would have expressed it,
but the meaning is clear. There is nothing to tell us how
much time was represented by ten steps.
2K 20:12 ¼1¼-V< L8 D5
Presumably letters of good wishes.

Isaiah 38 tells of Hezekiah’s illness and the visit of
the Babylonians in roughly the same words, and
adds a psalm that Hezekiah wrote on his recovery.

Chron. tells of Hezekiah’s illness and recovery in
one verse, and the visit of the Babylonians in one
other. It adds how he became wealthy and arrogant.

MENASSEH ( J¹K4 D2

Summary: Son of Hezekiah. Age 12. Reigned 55 years.
Bad. Undid his father’s work and caused the Divine
decree against Jerusalem. Died.

2K 21:1 ¼(L4 Ļ ¼(I< Dµ J6 ¼1¼- Iº Ḑ ¼3 Jx
He was born, even conceived, in the fifteen extra years
that had been granted to Hezekiah (20:6). He reigned for
fifty-five years, in which time he not only undid all his
father’s good work, but went to the other extreme, and
caused the ultimate destruction of the kingdom.

Chron. repeats the first part with small variations,
omits the second part, but adds the following:
The king of Assyria came and took him captive to
Babylon (Assyria to Babylon?) where he repented,
prayed to God and was allowed to return home.

AMON 3}2 L$

Summary: Son of Menasseh. Age 22. Reigned 2 years.
Bad. Assassinated.

2K 21:19 ¼(L4 Ļ ¼1H- Kº ¼̧ ¼| ¼1¼-V< Dµ J6 3Jx
Amon became king at the age of twenty-two, was killed
two years later at the age of twenty-four and left a son
aged eight. At the age of sixteen he already had a son.

Chronicles is the same with the usual variations.

JOSIAH (L£ Ḩ $M-

Summary: Son of Amon. Age 8. Reigned 31 years.
Good. Tremendous reformer. Killed in battle.

2K 22:5 ¼(L/ ¼$L0 D® K( ¼- IµN6
The expression occurs twice in the same verse, with
different meanings. The first time it refers to the
treasurers (> 2Kin.12:12) who received the money. The
second time it refers to the workmen, to whom, along
with the suppliers, the treasurers paid the money.
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¼1¼-V' L; D8 O® K(
> app. A.
2K 22:8 ¼| ¼( I$L< H;H£K) ¼3 L8 Ļ 0 J$
He was the ¼Ý IÙÃÖ, > 2Kin.12:11. Apparently neither the
High Priest nor the king could read.
2K 22:9 ¼(L/ ¼$L0 D®K( ¼- IµN6
As the first time in verse 5.
2K 22:15 ¼< J2$NºK)
Huldah’s message was not one of great hope. You are
saving yourself, and you will not live to see the
catastrophe, but you have arrived too late to prevent it.
Here we see the difference between Josiah and Saul.
Josiah was prepared to fight against the prophecy, to
hope that perhaps if he made enough effort he could get
God to change his mind. Unfortunately the damage done
by Menasseh in fifty-five years of reign went down deep
into the minds of the people. Josiah’s reforms were
thorough and excellent but their effect was superficial.
He could get the people to change their behaviour, but
not their attitude and mentality, so that when he went
they slipped back quickly and easily into bad ways, and
the punishment could not be avoided.
2K 23:2 ¼)¼- L>M)U' I6
> 1Kin.2:2.
2K 23:6 ¼3¼}¼<V' H; 0K+K4
Also called ¼ÍLÙ LI¼D ¼É DÎ ¼Ü JÓ I×, The Valley of Jehoshaphat or
Josaphat. The Arabs called it for short ‘Wadi Joz’. But
joz in Arabic (or g’oz with a soft g) means a nut,
Hebrew egoz, so the modern Israelis translated the
Arabic back into Hebrew as Nahal Egoz! It was the
eastern boundary of Jerusalem, outside the wall.
2K 23:9 ¼>¼} ¼³ K2
From the offerings.
2K 23:10 ¼1M̄ H( ¼-I4 D% ¼-I& Dx
Also called for short simply ¼ÒẦ HÉ ¼ÎIU, The Valley of
Hinnom, whoever Hinnom may have been. It was the
southern and western boundary of Jerusalem, outside the
wall. It was used as a general rubbish dump, and fires
were burning there all the time. The practice of Moloch
worship, burning sons and daughters in the fire, took
place there, and the verse implies that Moloch could not
be so worshipped in a place that was defiled. The name

was later used to depict Hell, where fires are believed
to burn continuously.
2K 23:13 ¼(N2W0 Ḑ ¼(L4Lx ¼< ¼̧ F$
All these idolatrous places had survived Hezekiah!
2K 23:14 ¼1 L'L$ ¼>¼} ¼2 D: K6
It seems that human bones defiled even places of
idolatrous worship. (See also vese 16.)
2K 23:18 ¼$¼-H%L̄ K( ¼>¼} ¼2 D: K6 > I$
with the bones. They were buried together (1Kin.13:31).
¼3¼}¼< D2W¹ H2 ¼$Lx ¼< J̧ F$
He was living in Bethel (1Kin.13:11), when the town of
Samaria did not yet exist, but apparently came originally
from somewhere further north in the area known as
‘Samaria’ (as in the next verse) in Josiah’s time.
2K 23: ¼19 ¼3¼}¼< H2W̧ ¼- I< L6 Dx ¼< J̧ F$
The previous population of Israel had been deported.
Foeign immigrants all speaking different languages had
been implanted there from various different countries.
The power of Assyria was waning or had waned, that of
Babylonia had not yet risen, and there was nothing to
stop Josiah going into the area of the former Northern
Kingdom and doing whatever he wanted to do there. To
him this was all ‘Israel’ in the wider sense, and had to
be cleaned up from idolatry. The new population of
Samaritans probably did not interest him in the least.
2K 23:25 ¼)¼-L4 L8 D0 ¼(L- L( ¼$W0
Not even Hezekiah.
2K 23:29 ¼| ¼( I>¼- H2D-K)
His early death was not a punishment but a kindness. As
it was too late for the decree to be repealed, he was
taken away so as not to see it implemented.

Chron. tells the story of Josiah’s clean-up in more
or less the same words, with some details added and
some omitted. It mentions that he cleaned up in
Samaria but omits the special reference to the altar
at Bethel and the grave found there, and omits the
references to the idolatrous places built by Solomon.
It goes into more detail about his famous Passover,
and the battle with Necho in which he was killed
(Necho had asked him to simply not interfere), and
mentions that Jeremiah mourned for Josiah.

*
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******* PART 3 *******

(AFTER JOSIAH – INTRODUCTORY NOTE)

Using the introductory verses to each of the four
remaining kings (23:31, 23:36, 24:8, 24:18), let us try to
straighten things out, according to the data given here.
Josiah, according to 22:1, died at the age of 39, and left
three sons mentioned in this book. As throughout the
Tanakh, when counting years one must allow plus or
minus a year or two, due to partial years and overlaps.
1. Eliakim, renamed Jehoiakim, age 25. His mother was
Hamutal. (He was born when Josiah was 14.)
(His son Jehoiachin, elsewhere called Jeconiah or
Coniah, who became king later, was age 7 then.)
2. Jehoahaz, (elsewhere called Shallum?), age 23. His
mother was Zebudah.
3. Mattaniah, renamed Zedekiah, age 10. His mother
was Hamutal.

They did not reign in that order.
First came no.2, Jehoahaz, who reigned 3 months.
Then came no.1, Jehoiakim, who reigned 11 years.
Then came his son Jehoiachin, who reigned 3 months.
Finally no.3, Zedekiah, who reigned 11 years.

For the history of this period we have five main
sources (with oddments elsewhere) in the Bible:
(a) a short history here (chs. 23-25).
(b) a short history in 2Chronicles (ch. 36).
(c) a short history in the book of Jeremiah (chs. 37-43).
(d) a second history in the book of Jeremiah (ch. 52).
(e) a general background to what was happening, in the
personal reminiscences of Jeremiah throughout his book.

Dates given in terms of reigns are in the form year-
month-day, abbreviatd to yr-mnth-dy, prefaced by the
king in whose reign it is. Neb. = Nebuchadnezzar.

JEHOAHAZ * L+ L$}(D-

Summary: Son of Josiah. Appointed by ¼ÚJÝ LÅ LÉ ¼Ò K×
(explanation below). Age 23. Reigned 3 months. Bad.
Taken by Pharaoh to Egypt, died there.

2K 23:30 ¼* L+ L$¼} ¼(D- ¼> J$ ¼9J< L$ L( ¼1 K6 ¼+ Ḱ H£K)
Jehoahaz (not to be confused with the king of Israel of
the same name some two hundred years earlier) was
given priority over his older brother. Hertz in his
commentary (on Gen.23:7) claimed that ¼Ú JÝ LÅ LÉ ¼Ò K× in 42
of the 49 occurrences in the Bible meant a Local or
National Council, a sort of Parliament. Perhaps.
2K 23:33 ¼> L2F+ SSS ¼(N/ D4 ¼(N6U<K8
Pharaoh Nechoh had killed Jehoahaz’s father Josiah
who, faithful to Assyria, had intercepted him on his way
to attack Assyria. What was Jehoahaz doing in Hamat so
far north? Presumably on his way to or from Assyria or
its representative in Riblah. But at that time Assyria was
weak and on the way out, while Babylon was the rising
power. Pharaoh appointed Jehoahaz’s older brother who
had more right in the first place. Why? There is
obviously a lot more in the way of political intrigue
than it is possible to derive from the Biblical account.

JEHOIAKIM 1- H;L-}(D-

Summary: Son of Josiah. Appointed by Pharaoh. Age

25. Reigned 11 years. Bad. Served Neb. three years and
rebelled. Died.

2K 23:34 ¼} ¼2 Ḑ ¼> J$ ¼% I±K£K)
Pharaoh appointed him and changed his name. We find
a similarity in Gen.41:45 – but there he gave him an
Egyptian name. [In Daniel 1:7 it was the chief officer,
not the king, who gave Babylonian names to Daniel and
to his friends.] Here, and again in 24:17, we find
foreign kings changing a Hebrew name to another
Hebrew name which had no idolatrous connection. Or
perhaps someone else (not Pharaoh) chnaged his name?
2K 24:1 ¼< K³ ¼$J4U'K/O% D4
Shakespear spelt his own name six different ways. In
the Bible he is rivalled by Nebuchadnezzar whose name
is spelt in Hebrew in six different ways, though only
two in English (based on the Hebrew):
1) Nebuchadnezzar in the books of Kings, Chronicles,
Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel, Esther, and parts of Jeremiah.
2) Nebuchadrezzar in Ezekiel and most of Jeremiah.
Experts claim that the second is more correct. (The
other variations in Hebrew depend on if and where a
silent alef and/or vav or two is inserted.)

Chron. Different version. Nebuchadnezzar took him
captive to Babylon and stole Temple vessels.

Daniel 1:1-3. Jehoiakim yr. 3, Neb. attacked Judah,
took [Jehoiakim with (??)] a few Temple vessels to
Babylon, with a few aristocratic children for re-
education.

JEHOIACHIN 3- H/L-}(D-

Summary: Son of Jehoiakim. Age 18. Reigned 3
months. Bad. Exiled to Babylon by Neb. with bulk of
population of Jerusalem.

2K 24:12 ¼} ¼/ D0 L2 D0 ¼(J4N2 Ḑ
8th year of Neb’s reign.
2K 24:14 ¼(L0 D& H( D)
instead of ¼ÑJÇJ[KÊ as in the next verse.
This was Nebuchadnezzar’s second attack on and siege
of Jerusalem, and the main exile (18,000).
The policy of the Babylonians (unlike that of the
Assyrians, > 2Kin.17:24) was to conquer a country and
take away its wealth, anything of value especially gold
(but not to strip it right down like the Assyrians), and to
take the kings and leaders in exile to Babylon, where
the kings would be imprisoned or at least kept under the
eye of the emperor. If there was sign of rebellion they
would take away most of the population, from the top
down, plus all soldiers and craftsmen, leaving behind
the poorest who were quite harmless, happy to be left
alone to work the land and earn a subsistence.

Chron. He was eight years old and reigned three
months and ten days. At the turn of the year Neb.
exiled him to Babylon and took Temple treasures.
No further details.

Jer.52:28 gives exiles as only 3,023.
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ZEDEKIAH |(L£ H;U' H:

Summary: Son of Josiah. Appointed by Neb. Age 21.
Reigned 11 years. Bad.
Zedekiah yr.9 mth.10 d.10, Neb. attacked. Siege.
Zedekiah yr.11 mnth.? dy.9, Zedekiah escaped,
captured, blinded, exiled.
Zedekiah yr.11 mnth.5 dy.7 [Neb.19] city destroyed.
Leaders murdered in Riblah, others exiled.

2K 24:17 ¼} ¼2 Ḑ ¼> J$ ¼% I±K£K)
Nebuchadnezzar appointed him and changed his name.
>2Kin.23:34 above.
2K 24:19 ¼1¼- H;L-¼} ¼(D- ¼( Lµ L6 ¼< J̧ F$ ¼0N/ D¤
But we are not told what his half-brother Jehoiakim did
except that it was bad. Jeremiah gives us an idea, but is
kinder to Zedekiah (compare Jer.22:18-19 with 34;5).
2K 25:1 ¼< K³ ¼$J4U'K/¼| ¼% D4 ¼$Lx
His third and final attack and siege of Jerusalem.
Destruction, robbery of the Temple treasures, and exile.
2K 24:4
Two words missing: ‘the king’ and ‘escaped’.
2K 25:11 ¼|¼0 D8L4 ¼< J̧ F$ ¼1¼- H0 D8M̄ K(
The deserters who surrendered.
2K 25:13 ¼|¼< Dx Ḩ
smashed. ( ¼X ¼Ý DÆ LI means simply ‘broke’).

Chron. gives three verses to Zedekiah, who did not
listen to Jeremiah, and summarises the destruction.

Jer. chap. 52 parallels the account in Kings and
agrees with it almost word for word. The main
differences are the month of Zedekiah’s escape and
capture [not given in Kings] and the date of the
destruction of Jerusalem (11th year of Zedekiah, 5th
month: 7th day in Kings, 10th day in Jeremiah).
There are minor differences in numbers. It adds that
Nebuchadnezzar came three times:
7th year he exiled 3,023. (Exile of Jehoiachin.)
18th year he exiled 832.
23rd year he exiled 745. Total 4,600.

(GEDALIAH THE GOVERNOR) ( ¼ÉLÎ DÑKÈ DU)

Jer. Chap. 39 gives the same story with variations in
wording, and without detailing what happened to the
Temple. It agrees with Jer.52 on the exact date of
Zedekiah’s escape but does not give the date of the
final entry and destruction.

Summary: Appointed by Neb. over remaining poor in
Judah. Assassinated in seventh month. Remainder fled
to Egypt.

2K 25:22 ¼( L'¼| ¼(D- ¼9J< J$ Dx
Those remaining in Judah who had not been exiled. All
the population of Jerusalem had been exiled (vs.11).

Jeremiah chaps. 40, 41 tells the whole story of the
appointment and assassination of Gedaliah in detail.

Chronicles omits all reference to Gedaliah.

EPILOGUE

Summary: Jcn.371227 Jehoiachin released from
prison but held in open captivity and treated well.

2K 25:27 ¼} ¼/ D0 L2 ¼>K4 Ḑ Hx
In the (single) year of his reign. He was murdered.
2K 25:27-30
These verses are added so as not to end on a note of
destruction. They show how there was still a tiny ray of
light, the people even in exile still had a king. However,
there is no evidence that after Jehoiachin there was a
king even in captivity. On the other hand, though much
later, there was the return, but that is another story.

This epilogue does not appear in Chronicles, where
a different one appears that is not relevant to the
Book of Kings.

* * *

Here is a summary of the dates. The Hebrew system was to give the logical Year-Month-Day, unlike
our less logical d-m-y, but as we are used to it the table is given in the modern order of Day Month Year
(year of reign of Zedekiah.) Chronicles does not give dates.

Event Jeremiah 39 Jeremiah 52 Kings

Neb. attacked and set up siege of Jerusalem – – 10.10.9
10th Tevet

Zed. escaped, captured, blinded, exiled 9.4.11
Tammuz

9.4.11
Tammuz

9.?.11
?

City destroyed (today considered 9th Av) – 10.5.11
10 Av

7.5.11
7th Av
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KINGS OF ISRAEL

JEROBOAM (22)

succeeded by his son

NADAB (2)

killed by

BAASHA (24)

succeeded by his son

ELAH (2)

killed by

ZIMRI (7 days)

suicide

TIBNI-OMRI (rivals) (4)

Tibni ‘died’

OMRI (12)

succeeded by his son

AHAB (22)

succeeded by his son

AHAZIAH (2)

succeeded by his brother

JORAM (12)

killed by

JEHU (28)

succeeded by his son

JEHOAHAZ (17)

succeeded by his son

JOASH (16)

succeeded by his son

JEROBOAM (41)

succeeded by his son

ZECHARIAH (½ )

killed by

SHALLUM (1 month)

killed by

MENAHEM (10)

succeeded by his son

PEKAHIAH (2)

killed by

PEKAH (20)

killed by

HOSHEA (9)

KINGS OF JUDAH

REHABOAM [41+] (17)

ABIJAM (3)

ASA (41)

JEHOSHAPHAT [35+] (25)

JORAM [32+] (8)

AHAZIAH [K.22+ C.42+] (1)

Queen ATHALIAH (6)

JOASH [7+] (40)

AMAZIAH [25+] (29)

UZZIAH [16+] (52)

JOTHAM [25+] (16) (? 7)

AHAZ [20+] (16)

HEZEKIAH [25+] (29)

MENASSEH [12+] (55)

AMON [22+] (2)

JOSIAH [8+] (31)

JEHOAHAZ [23+] (¼ )

JEHOIAKIM [25+] (11)

JEHOACHIN [K.18+ C.8+] (¼ )

ZEDEKIAH [21+] (11)
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INDEX OF NEVIIM ETC.

MENTIONED IN SAMUEL, KINGS AND CHRONICLES

Ref. Name Spoke to

Jos.5:13 Anonymous with drawn sword . . . . . . . Joshua

Ju.2:1 Anonymous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . The people

Ju.6:8 Anonymous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . The people

Ju.6:11 Anonymous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gideon

Ju.13:3 Anonymous (Peli) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manoah & his wife

1S.2:27 Anonymous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eli

1S SAMUEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Throughout the book)

2S.7:2 Nathan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David (Temple)

1C.17:1 Nathan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David (Temple)

2S.12:1 Nathan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David (Bathsheba)

2S.24:12 Gad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David

1C.21:9 Gad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David

1K.1:8 Nathan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bathsheba, David

1C.29:29 Samuel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Book

1C.29:29 Nathan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Book

1C.29:29 Gad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Book

2C.9:29 Nathan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Book

2C.9:29 Ahijah from Shilo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Book

2C.9:29 Jeddo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Book

1K.11:29 Ahijah from Shiloh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jeroboam

2C.10:15 Ahijah from Shiloh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jeroboam

1K.12:22 Shemaiah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rehoboam

2C.11:2 Shemaiah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rehoboam

2C.12:5 Shemaiah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rehoboam

2C.12:15 Ahijah from Shilo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Book ?) on Rehoboam

2C.12:15 Jeddo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Book ?) on Rehoboam

1K.13:1 Anonymous from Judah to Bethel . . . . Jeroboam

1K.13:11 Anonymous old man in Bethel . . . . . . . The man from Judah

1K.14:2 Ahijah from Shiloh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jeroboam’s wife

1K.16:1 Jehu b. Hanani . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Baasha

2C.13:22 Iddo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Book

2C.15:1 Azariah b. Oded . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Asa

2C.16:7 Hanani . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Asa

1K.17:1 ELIJAH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahab (warns of drought, ravens)

1K.17:8 Elijah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Widow (food, child)

1K.18 Elijah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Obadiah, Ahab (& Carmel)

1K.19 Elijah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . At Horeb, Elisha

1K.20:13 Anonymous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahab (fight Aram)

1K.20:28 Anonymous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahab (at Aphek)

1K.20:35 Anonymous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahab (released his enemy)

1K.21:17 Elijah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahab (Naboth)

1K.22:9 Micah b. Imlah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahab (& Jehoshaphat)
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Ref. Name Spoke to

2C.18:6 Micah b. Imlah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahab (& Jehoshaphat)

2C.19:2 Jehu b. Hanani . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jehoshaphat

2C.20:14 Jahaziel b. Zechariah ... Asaph . . . . . . Jehoshaphat

2C.20:34 Jehu b. Hanani . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Book on Jehoshaphat

2C.20:37 Eliezer b. Dodavah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jehoshaphat

2K.1:3 Elijah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Messengers &) Ahaziah

2K.2:1 Elijah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elisha (departure)

2K.2:13 ELISHA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Various

2K.3:12 Elisha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 kings (Joram, Jehoshaphat &c.)

2K.4:1 Elisha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Widow (jar of oil)

2K.4:8 Elisha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shunamite

2K.4:35 Elisha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Various

2K.5:8 Elisha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Naaman

2K.6:9 Elisha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joram (Israel), Syrian commandos

2K.6:31 Elisha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joram (Israel) (Samaria)

2K.8:1 Elisha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shunamite

2K.8:7 Elisha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hazael (to BenHadad)

2C.21:12 Elijah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joram (Judah) (Mysterious letter)

2K.9:1 Elisha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Messenger (anoint Jehu)

2K.10:30 Not given . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jehu

2C.24:20 Zechariah b. Jehoiadah . . . . . . . . . . . . Joash (of Judah)

2K.13:14 Elisha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joash (of Israel)

2C.25:7 Anonymous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Amaziah

2C.25:15 Anonymous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Amaziah

2C.26:5 Zechariah (different) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Uzziah

2C.26:22 Isaiah b. Amoz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Book, on Uzziah

2C.28:9 Oded . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pekah’s army

2K.14:25 Jonah b. Amittai . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jeroboam?

2K.17:13 All of them . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Israel & Judah

2K.19:2 Isaiah b. Amoz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hezekiah (siege)

2C.32:20 Isaiah b. Amoz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prayed with Hezekiah

2K.20:1 Isaiah b. Amoz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hezekiah (ill)

2K.20:14 Isaiah b. Amoz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hezekiah (Babylonians)

2C.32:32 Isaiah b. Amoz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Book

2K.21:10 Various . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Menasseh & people

2C.33:10 Various . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Menasseh & people

2K.22:14 Huldah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Josiah

2C.34:22 Huldah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Josiah

2C.35:25 Jeremiah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mourned over Josiah

[Jer.26:20 Urijah b. Shemaiah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jehoiakim]

2C.36:12 Jeremiah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Zedekiah

2C.36:21 Jeremiah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Forecast.

[Daniel 9:2 Jeremiah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (quotation)]

[Ezra 1:1 Jeremiah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (quotation)]

Ezra 5:1 Haggai, Zechariah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Zerubbabel & people

Ezra 6:14 Haggai, Zechariah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Zerubbabel & people

*
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ASSYRIAN KINGS AFFECTING ISRAEL / JUDAH

Name Hebrew Dates * Biblical references

Shalmaneser III ----- 859-824 No biblical record. [Made Jehu pay tribute?]

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Pul # (see next) 0|² 2K 15:19, 1Chr 5:26. [Deported Transjordan etc.]

Tiglath-pileser III # ¼< J5J0 D² ¼>K0 D& Hº 745-727 2K 15:29; 16:7,10; 1Chr 5:6,26; 2Chr 28:20.

Shalmaneser V % (son) ¼< J5 J$D4 K2 D0 Ķ 727-722 2K 17:3; 18:9.

¼3 K2 D0 Ķ % Hos 10:14.

Sargon II (usurper?) ¼3¼}¼yU< K5 722-705 Is 20:1. [Captured Samaria, deported Israel (2K 17:6 not named).]

[Brought in Samaritans]

Sennacherib (son) ¼%¼-V< I+D4 K5 705-681 2Kings 18:13; 19:16,20,36; Is 36:1; 37:37.

[Brought in Samaritans, Attacked Judah.]

Esar-haddon (son) ¼3Nz K+ ¼< K5 I$ 681-669 2K 19:37; Is 37:38; Ezra 4:2. [Brought in Samaritans.]

Ashurbanipal (son) ¼< K²K4 D5 L$ 669-627 Ezra 4:10. [Brought in more Samaritans.]

* Non-Jewish dates of reign, approximate and sometimes controversial.

# Apparently Pul was another name for Tiglath-pileser, despite 1Chr 5:26.
Hebrew spelling varies: Kings ¼< J5 J$ D0 H² ¼>K0 D& Hº B ¼< J5J0 D² ¼>K0 D& Hº; Chronicles ¼< J5 J$D4 D0 H² ¼>K& D¬ Hº B ¼< J5J4 D0 H² ¼>K& D¬ Hº.

% Older books call him Shalmaneser IV (they left one out). It is possible but less likely that Hosea did not refer to
him but to Shalman, a king of Moab.
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